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"Most chemists seem to feel that the nature of catalytic action is almost as great a mystery 
to-day as it was in Faraday's time. With our increasing knowledge of the structure of solid 
bodies and the atoms and molecules of which they are built, we should now, however, 
gradually begin to gain a clear insight into the mechanisms of such surface actions." 

Irving Langmuir, Trans. Faraday Soc. 17 (1922) 621. 
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1 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1. Interdisciplinary research 

Everybody is curious to study the unknown. Therefore, scientific and technological 

research efforts are made both to gain fundamental knowledge about the unknown and to 
develop an application out of the unknown. The subjects of interest are generally very 

complex. One point of view is often insufficient, a multidisciplinary approach will give a 

more profound understanding. Every discipline uses its own basic methods and models to 
study the subject of interest. The general aim is to develop fundamental and/or 

(serni-}empirical models that describe the studied phenomenon satisfactorily and that can 

predict its behavior under new conditions of interest. New interdisciplinary research fields 

arise from "neighboring" research areas to succeed in obtaining a better understanding. 
This thesis describes the experimental study of surface and interface phenomena of 

heterogeneous metal catalysts on an atomic scale using various characterization techniques that 
are mainly from the field of surface science, with the emphasis on low-energy ion scattering 
(LEIS). In this chapter, the topical areas featuring all the aspects of this study will be 

introduced to the reader. The complex nature of the multi- and inter-disciplinary research field 

of heterogeneous metal catalysis will be pointed out. Trends in chemistry and physics from 

the last years and future prospectives show the great importance of materials science on the 

nanometer scale [1,2]. The study presented in this thesis is an example of this 

interdisciplinary research approach. 

2. Surface and interface phenomena 

A material is built up of atoms. Generally the surface atoms have properties that are 
different from those of the bulk atoms because the former have less neighbors than the latter. 

The same is true for atoms at the interface, which miss neigboring atoms of the same type. 

Basically the surface is the interface between a solid or liquid and a gas. 

The surface and interface are very important in processes where the boundary region of 

a material plays a crucial role such as corrosion, adhesion, friction, and heterogeneous 

catalysis [3-6]. The various surface and interface phenomena that take place in these 

processes, such as diffusion, segregation, wetting, adsorption, reaction, desorption, relaxation 
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etc. (see Table 1.1), change the composition and/or atomic and electronic structure of the 

surface. Examples of surface and interface processes that are responsible for effects which are 
familiar to many people are the formation of the green patina on copper roofs by corrosion 

of copper over a period of years [7], deterioration of paintings by processes such as 

segregation of pigments [8], and meltwater lubrication by snow friction during skiing [9]. 

pheTWmenon 

adsorption 
desorption 

reaction/recombination 
dissociation 

surface diffusion 

relaxation/reconstruction 

phase separation 

segregation/precipitation 
interdiffusionldissolution 

wetting/spreading 
non-wetting 

particle sintering 
particle (re )dispersion 

particle encapsulation 

description 

sticking of species at the surface/interface 
ejecting of species from the surface/interface 

making chemical bonds 
breaking chemical bonds 

movement of species over the surface 

movement of surface/interface atoms to form a new surface/interface structure 

transformation of a system into different phases 

movement of species to the surface/interface 
movement of species into the bulk 

increase of contact area between surface species and substrate 
decrease of contact area between surface species and substrate 

agglomeration of particles 
disrupture of a particle into smaller ones 

(partial) covering of a particle by the support 

Table 1.1 Surface and interface phenomena. 

To create a surface (or interface), bonds have to be broken and this costs energy. The 
change in total free energy normalized to the change in surface area is the surface free energy 

y"rface, which is always positive. Metals have a high surface free energy, in the order of 

100- 3000 mJ/m2
, while oxides (100- 1500 mJ/m2

) and hydrocarbons (10- 50 mJ/m2
) have 

a lower surface free energy [10,11]. From a thermodynamic point of view, a system 
strives for minimization ofits total free energy. When a surface is (partly) covered by another 
phase, a new surface and an interface, which involves a free energy ynterfac•, are created while 

(a part of) the old surface disappears. In this case, surface and interface phenomena occur to 
make 'Y newsurface + "(interface smaller than 'Y old suiface in order to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. 

Miniinization of the free energy, a thermodynamic argument, is the driving force behind a 
number of phenomena that change the surface and interface composition as well as the 
structure of a material. Metals and oxides are usually covered by a monolayer of hydrocarbons 
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or other species (such as hydroxyl groups) that minimize the surface free energy. Clean, 

polycrystalline metals have a tendency to expose mostly their close packed surface, with 

minimum 'Y because the minimum number of bonds has to be broken to create the close 

packed surface. The equilibrium shape of crystallites depends on the anisotropy in 'Y and can 

be found by using the Wulff construction [12]. Impurities in metals (such as carbon, 

oxygen, and sulfur) and the constituent in alloys with the lower surface free energy segregate 

to the surface. Small supported metallic particles can sinter at elevated temperatures, while 

particles in the oxidic state may spread over the support. 

Also kinetic arguments have to be considered to know whether such phenomena do occur. 

If the mobility of atoms involved in the surface and interface processes is too low, these 

processes do not take place or only slowly occur due to diffusion limitation. The temperature 

is one of the important parameters here. At elevated temperatures, there is generally enough 

mobility to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. An indication of the temperature that is 

required to have enough mobility can be obtained from the Hilttig and Tamman temperatures, 

which are taken as one-third and one-half of the melting point in Kelvin, respectively 

[13,14]. The Hilttig and the Tamman temperatures indicate the temperature at which self

diffusion of metal atoms in the surface region and in the bulk, respectively, becomes 

significant. In general, surface and interface processes not only depend on temperature, but 

also on other parameters such as pressure and composition. A change of one of the parameters 

involved may strongly influence these processes. Therefore, surface and interface processes 

are generally very dynamic phenomena. 

3. Heterogeneous catalysis 

In a catalytic process, the rate of a chemical reaction is increased by a catalyst without the 

consumption of the catalyst itself, as was already stated by Berzelius more than 150 years ago. 

The exploration of catalysis has led to a wealth of new concepts and wide-spread applications 

since its defmition by Berzelius (see e.g. [15-17]). Industrial production of chemicals 

relies on catalysts, and catalysis is becoming more and more important in energy production 

and pollution control [18]. 

In heterogeneous catalysis, the phase of the reactants/products (gaseous or liquid) and of 

the catalyst (most often solid) are different, in contrast to homogeneous catalysis, making the 

surface ofthe catalyst, which is the interface between catalyst and reactants/products, of great 

importance. The big advantage of heterogeneous catalysis in comparison to homogeneous 

catalysis lies in the practical use, namely the ease of separation of the reaction products from 

the catalyst. However, heterogeneous catalysts are systems that are often not well-defined, 

which makes it complicated to get a good understanding of the catalytic mechanism. 

The role of the surface of the catalyst is to provide an energetically favorable pathway for 

the chemical reaction. Surface processes involved in heterogeneous catalysis are shown 
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' 
schematically in Fig. 1.1. The first step is adsorption of the reactants, followed by activation 

and reaction at the surface of the catalyst, and completed by desorption of tJl.e reaction 

products. Reactants not only adsorb as complete molecules but also dissociate into atoms and 

fragments of molecules that adsorb on the surface. During a chemical reaction, tlie bonding 
of the adsorbates to the surface of the catalyst is rather strong (heat of adsorption < -40 

Id/mol) and is called chemisorption, in contrast to fysisorption where adsorbates are weakly 

bonded. The amount and form in which the chemical reactants are adsorbed and activated 
towards specific chemical products (selectivity) and the conversion rate of the reactants 

(activity) are dependent on the surface properties of the catalyst. A list of items describing the 

performance of heterogeneous catalysts is given in Table 1.2. 
The principal question in fundamental catalysis research is what are the mechanism(s) (on 

the atomic scale) by which the catalytic reaction occurs. To answer this question we have to 

know what are the active surface sites, the activation processes, the inteimediates, and 

conversion rates towards reaction products. Because of the complex and dynamic character 

of the surface and interface phenomena taking place during a catalytic reaction this is not an 
easy task. The confirmation of the presence of certain sites and surface species is not 

necessarily a proof that these are relevant for the catalytic mechanism under reaction 

conditions. 

item 

activity 
selectivity 
stability 
activation energy 

description 

rate of conversion of the reactants 
product distribution 
lifetime before deactivation 
energy barrier of the chemical reaction 

Table 1.2 Items describing the performance of heterogeneous catalysts. 

4. Supported metal catalysts 

4.1 Structure and properties of supported metal catalysts 

An important group of heterogeneous catalysts is the group of supported metal catalysts, 
generally containing small metal particles dispersed over a porous support. The metallic 

component is the catalytically active component of the catalyst. The transition metals, 
especially the group VIII metals (Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, and Pt) and the group Ib 

metals (Cu, Ag, Au), are of greatest importance. They catalyze oxidation, (de)hydrogenation, 
hydrogenolysis, cyclization, aromatization, and isomerization reactions [19,20]. In 

general, the metal dispersion, defined as the ratio of surface metal atoms to the total number 
of metal atoms of the particle, is high to provide a large metal surface area and hence a high 
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catalytic activity. The porous supports, such as alumina, silica and carbon, have a large 

surface area (typically 100-1000 m2/g) and provide anchoring sites for the metal particles. This 

prevents the particles from sintering. Sintering reduces the dispersion and, therefore, generally 

decreases the catalytic activity. The support further provides the mechanical strength of the 

catalyst. The support can also contribute to the catalytic activity and selectivity of the catalyst. 

Indirectly, it works as a structural promotor of the active sites of the metallic component via 

the so-called metal-support interaction. Directly, it can supply active sites itself, e.g. in a 

bifunctional catalyst used in reforming reactions where dehydrogenation and hydrogenation 

take place on the metallic part of the catalyst (e.g. (alloys of) platinum) and isomerization 

takes place on acidic sites of the support (e.g. zeolites) [21]. 

Fig. 1.1 

adoocption \ 

C dissociation 
surface 

/desorption 

Schematic illustration of typical surface processes involved in heterogeneous 
catalysis. 

The catalytic activity of the transition metals is related to the electronic properties of the 

surface of these metals. The electron energy levels and degree of occupation, the density of 

states, of the valence band (with s and d electrons) play an important role in the 

chemisorption and activation of adsorbates on metal surfaces [22,23]. Going from a 

massive metal to metallic particles of a few atoms, it will be obvious that the electronic 

properties are dependent on particle size at some size range (for a particle diameter ~ 2 nm). 

A change in the energy levels can be experimentally observed using e.g. photo-emission 

electron spectroscopy (PES) [24]. 

Not only electronic but also geometric properties can have a large influence on the 

performance of a catalyst. A specific geometry of metal atoms may function as an active site 

to catalyze a chemical reaction. This specific geometry can be a specific surface plane, a 
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group of contiguous atoms (ensemble), atoms on steps or corners etc. It was shown by 

Somorjai et al. [25] and Ertl et al. [26] that the activity of Fe single crystals in the 

an1monia synthesis strongly depends on the exposed surface plane. Theoretical calculations 
by van Santen et al. [27] showed that the dissociation of carbon monoxide on a Rh(lll) 

surface requires an ensemble of at least 5 Rh atoms. The particle size and shape of metal 

particles determine the concentration of specific sites such as corner atoms, as was shown in 

a statistical study of ideal crystallographic particles by van Hardeveld and Hartog [28,29]. 

4.2 Bimetallic catalysts 

The performance of a catalyst can often be improved if one is able to optimize the 

electronic and geometric properties of the catalyst. The development of bimetallic catalysts 

is one way to improve the catalytic activity, selectivity and/or stability [30]. Supported 

bimetallic clusters may have peculiar properties. Sinfelt [30] has shown that nanoclusters of 

Cu-Os and Cu-Ru can be produced with both constituents in one particle, despite the 

insolubility of Cu in Ru or Os in the bulk. Until the end of the 1960's the development of 

bimetallic catalysts was strongly stimulated by the rigid band theory that describes the 

electronic properties of alloys. In the rigid band theory a uniform valence band structure was 

assumed for transition metals and it was believed that by mixing two metals with a different 

degree of occupation of the valence band, charge was freely transferred from one component 

to another and that the common band was occupied to an intermediate level. This was found 

to be incorrect, e.g. by PES measurements of metals and alloys. Moreover, in the metal band 

approach the global structure of metals (the electronic band structure) is mainly taken into 

account while it is expected that the local structure (of the adsorption sites) is of greatest 

importance in heterogeneous catalysis. 

Nowadays the importance of geometric properties of bimetallic catalysts is emphasized 

in the understanding of the catalytic behavior of these systems [20]. The surface composition 

of a bimetallic catalyst strongly influences the size, composition and number of specific 

ensembles. In this way it influences the type and number of active sites (ensemble effect). In 

alloys (e.g. Cu-Ni, Au-Pd, Au-Pt) with an active and "inactive" (i.e. much less active) 

constituent, the active component is diluted by the inactive component, reducing the ensemble 

size of the active component. This surpresses e.g. hydrogenolysis reactions that require a 

relatively large ensemble size, but does not influence (de)hydrogenation reactions since only 

one metal surface atom is involved in the catalytic process of these reactions [31,32]. The 

introduction of a second metal in a supported metal catalyst may lead to a change in 

poisoning of the catalyst by carbon or sulfur deposits during hydrocarbon reactions. An 

increase in poisoning can be responsible for an increase in selectivity for reactions proceeding 

over small ensembles (self poisoning effect). A decrease in poisoning can be responsible for 

a longer lifetime of the catalyst. For example, Pd-Pt catalysts used in hydrogenation reactions 

have a higher tolerance of poisoning compounds containing sulfur and nitrogen than the 
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monometallic catalysts [33}. The second metal can also work as a kind of "glue" or barrier, 

anchoring particles to the support and preventing them from sintering [34-36}. 

4.3 Metal-support interaction 

Metal-support interaction (MSI) is a collective noun for interface phenomena which result 

in the catalytic properties of the metal particles being modified by the support material. 

Analogous to the early studies on bimetallic catalysts, (delocalized) electronic effects were 

supposed to be dominant in metal-support interactions that influence catalytic properties, as 

put forward by Schwab and Solymosi and their coworkers in the late 1950's and 1960's. In 

this hypothesis, the type and strength of the "semiconductivity" of the interacting support 

determine the catalytic properties since these governed the flow of electrons into or out of the 

metal. Nowadays, metal-support interaction is more believed to relate to processes such as 

wetting, sintering, encapsulation or other morphological changes of metal particles induced 

by the support, diffusion of the metal into the support, spillover of adsorbates from metal 

particles to the support, (localized) electron transfer between the support and very small metal 

particles etc. [37}. 

Tauster et al. [38,39} introduced the term of strong metal support interaction (SMSI) 

after observation of a large surpression of hydrogen and carbon monoxide chemisorption on 

transition metals dispersed over titania and a number of other reducible oxides after reduction 

at 500°C. During this treatment, the support is (partly) reduced by spillover of hydrogen from 

the metal. The chemisorption capacity can be (partly) restored by oxidation treatments. 

Several explanations have been given such as morphological effects, alloy formation, or 

electron transfer between the reduced support and the metal. The bulk of the evidence that has 

been gathered now indicates that the metal particles are decorated by reduced titania species, 

(partly) masking the metal particles for chemisorption [37]. 

The behavior of the metal-support interface is in a certain way comparable with that of 

the metal-gas interface. It can be said that the metal component not only acts as a catalyst in 

the interaction with adsorbates, but also acts as a catalyst (no "consumption" of metal) or a 

reactant ("consumption" of metal) in the interaction with the support. In this way, the metal 

can be modified for interaction with adsorbates due to the interaction with the support, which 

results in modified catalytic properties. 

4.4 Synergetic effects in heterogeneous metal catalysis 

The basic properties of the supported metal catalyst such as particle size and composition 

(see Table 1.3) strongly influence the catalytic performance. It is not trivial to establish the 

relation between properties and performance of the catalyst because of the heterogeneity of 

the catalyst and because of the fact that the various properties often depend on each other. For 

example, there is a long term debate whether euo or Cu+ sites on the surface of the Cu/ZnO 

catalyst are the active sites for the methanol synthesis from synthesis gas. A linear correlation 
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between the euo metal surface area and the catalytic activity was found [40], however it 

was mentioned by the authors that the presence of C02 also results in the presence of a 

constant fraction of oxidized Cu. Thus, the linear correlation between Cu" and activity also 
represents a linear relationship between cu+ and activity. 

Model systems have been used to make a systematic study possible. For example, the 

effect of particle size on hydrogen and deuterium chemisorption has been studied on naked 

gas-phase transition-metal clusters of 1-25 atoms in a fast-flow reactor using photoionization 
mass spectrometry [41,42]. Whetten et al. [41] found that the reactivity of the gas-phase 

metal clusters strongly depends on the cluster size (each cluster size gives a unique reactivity) 
and that a correlation exists between reactivity and cluster ionization threshold. Xu et al. 

[ 43] prepared supported lr4 and lr6 clusters from organometallic precursors and found that 

the size dependence of the catalytic properties of the supported clusters is consistent with the 

observations of unique reactivities of size-selected gas-phase metal clusters. 
When a change in catalytic performance of technical metal catalysts is observed for 

catalysts with different metal particle sizes, it may point to a particle size effect [44]. 
However, it cannot always be excluded that other effects are responsible for the change in 

catalytic behavior, because properties such as MSI may change simultaneously when changing 

the particle size. The origin of a particle size effect is also not directly clear since both 

electronic and geometric properties may change with particle size as described in section 4.1. 

property 

metal: 
morphology 
dispersion 
composition 
electronic structure 

metal-support interaction 

support: 
morphology 
composition, acidity 
mechanical stability 

description 

particle size, shape and distribution 
fraction of metal surface atoms normalized to total amount of metal atoms 
number and type of (surface) atoms 
electron energy level/ degree of occupation 

physico-chemicalinteraction between metal particles and support (see section 4.3) 

surface area, porosity 
number and type of(surface) atoms/species 
crushing strenght, attrition resistance 

~ 

Table 1.3 Basic properties of supported metal catalysts. 

The discussion above might give the impression that all catalytic reactions are very 

sensitive to the structure of the catalyst. However, as pointed out by Boudart [45], also 
structure insensitive reactions exist {e.g. hydrogenation of hydrocarbons, oxidation of carbon 

monoxide, hydrogen-deuterium exchange) which are independent of particle size, structure etc. 

In the next section it will be briefly described how supported metal catalysts are prepared. 
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The preparation method influences the basic properties of the catalyst (see Table l.3) and, 

therefore, also the performance of the catalyst. 

4.5 Preparation of supported metal catalyst 

While in the past useful catalysts were often prepared by "trial and error", nowadays much 

more attention is paid to the chemistry of preparing catalysts to obtain the structure and 

properties of supported metal catalysts that result in an optimum catalytic performance. One 

of the succesful preparation methods is to distribute the active (and often expensive) metallic 

phase over the surface of the support in a highly dispersed form to maximize the activity per 

weight of active compound (and minimize the costs). Although it is possible to deposit a 

metal directly from the vapour phase onto the support (as has been used to prepare model 

catalysts), the common industrially important preparation methods (see e.g. [46,47]) are 

multistep processes consisting of distribution, calcination, and activation steps (see Table 1.4). 

The choice of the precursor and the conditions of the distribution, calcination, and activation 

steps determine the basic properties of the catalyst such as metal-support interaction, particle 

size etc. 

preparation step description 

distribution of metal precursor 
over the support impregnation 

rinsing and drying 

calcination 

activation 

ion exchange (adsorption from solution) 
( co )precipitation 
fysisorption or chemisorption of organometallic cluster compounds 

removal of superfluous metal precursor and solvent 

oxidation of catalyst, transformation of metal precursor to metal oxide, 
anchoring or spreading of metal oxide 

transformation of the metal precursor/ metal oxide into the active metallic phase 
by reduction in the gas or liquid phase 

Table 1.4 Preparation procedure of supported metal catalysts. 

5. Characterization techniques and methods 

5.1 Surface analysis 

Both theoretical and experimental methods have been developed as a tool to study surface 

and interface phenomena of metal catalysts. In heterogeneous catalysis, various surface science 

techniques have been used to characterize the basic properties and performance of (model) 

catalysts experimentally [3,46,48,49]. 
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In general, surface science techniques give information about the surface by irradiating 

the surface of a material in ultra high vacuum (UHV, pressure in the 10·10 mbar range) with 

photons, electrons, neutrals or ions, looking at the outgoing particles or radiathm in terms of 

energies or masses. These techniques are surface sensitive due to the small mean free path of 

the in- and/or outgoing particles (generally in the order of a few nanometers). A UHV 

condition is required for keeping surfaces clean and for a proper detection of the outgoing 

particles after interaction with the surface of the target. 

One of the surface science techniques used in catalysis research is low-energy ion 

scattering (LEIS) [49-52]. LEIS is the main technique used in our work presented in this 

thesis. A great expertise on LEIS has been built up in our group during many years resulting 

in unique LEIS apparatus. LEIS offers a direct analysis of the topmost surface layer, which 

is the interface with the adsorbed reactants and, therefore, very important in heterogeneous 

catalysis. In LEIS, for a given incident ion and energy, an energy spectrum of the 

backscattered ions is essentially a mass spectrum of the surface atoms. Using noble-gas ions 

and an electrostatic analyzer, this technique is very surface sensitive because of the very high 

neutralization probability of noble-gas ions during interaction with a target. Only a part of the 

ions that make a single collision with atoms in the outermost atomic layer can survive as ion 

and will be detected. The specific information obtained from other characterization techniques 

used in this thesis, such as Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS), Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), atomic force microscopy 

(AFM), and electron rnicroscopy (SEM/TEM), is listed in Table L5. For a comprehensive 

description of these characterization techniques applied in the compositional analysis and 

analysis of the morphology of the surface of a material, the reader is referred to [48,53]. 

technique 

LEIS 
AES 
XPS 
RBS 
AFM 
SE MITE M 

application 

compositional analysis, probes outermost atomic layer 
compositional and chemical information, probes a few nm's deep 
compositional and chemical information, probes a few nm's deep 
compositional analysis, probes several1-1m's deep 
analysis of the morphology of flat systems; analysis of friction 
analysis of the morphology 

Table 1.5 Characterization techniques used in this thesis. 

It should be taken into account that information about surfaces obtained in UHV may not 

be directly relevant for surfaces at higher pressures (under reaction conditions). Examples 

have been reported [54-56] where the transformation from catalytic data obtained in 

UHV to reaction conditions seems to be valid, bridging the "pressure gap" between UHV 

surface science and high-pressure catalysis. Some characterization techniques, such as X-ray 
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diffraction and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) [57-59] can study 

catalysts under operating conditions. New teclmiques such as sum frequency generation 

vibrational spectroscopy and atmospheric-pressure scanning tunneling microscopy are 
developed to study (model) catalysts under operating conditions [60,61]. 

5.2 Studies of model catalysts 

Because of the complex structure of supported metal catalysts as pointed out in section 

4, model metal catalysts have been introduced to facilitate research of surface and interface 

phenomena. Model catalysts that have' been studied are metal single crystals [3,62], 
(polycrystalline) metal foils (see e.g. [63]), and supported model catalysts [64]. While 

single-crystalline surfaces are obviously the best defined model catalysts, supported model 

catalysts containing nanometer-sized metal particles on flat model supports (e.g. Si wafers 

with a silica top layer or oxidic single crystals) are more complex but the structure is closer 

to that of the industrially applied catalysts. 

There are several ways to prepare these supported model catalysts, such as evaporation 

of the metal on the model support, atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) and microfabrication by 

electron beam lithography [64,65]. Wet-chemical methods, such as spin-coating and 

adsorption from solution [66,67], have been used to mimic the catalyst preparation 

applied for industrial catalysts (see section 4.5) and to study these preparation processes in 
detail. The preparation method determines the basic properties of the catalyst. It is believed 

that such a wet-chemical preparation method would result in a more realistic structure of the 

model catalyst, bridging the "structure gap" between model catalysts and industrially applied 

catalysts. 

6. Research approach and scope of this thesis 

It is the aim of this thesis to get a better understanding of surface and interface 

phenomena in heterogeneous metal catalysis on the atomic level. We have used various 

characterization techniques mainly from the field of surface science to analyze the preparation 

method, basic properties or performance of both model and technical metal catalysts under 

well-defined conditions. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.2. 

The main characterization technique used in our work is low-energy noble-gas ion 

scattering (LEIS). Therefore, a part of this thesis is devoted to the application of LEIS in the 

surface analysis of model systems relevant to heterogeneous metal catalysts. In chapter 2, the 

application of LEIS in the quantitative analysis of the surface composition of alloys and metal 
oxides is evaluated extensively. The surface analysis of carbonaceous species on a 

polycrystalline Re foil by LEIS is described in chapter 3. Remarkable effects in the 

neutralization probability of He+ ions scattered from different types of carbon (carbidic and 

graphitic) have been observed. 
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Fig. 1.2 

Chapter 1 

---------------------- ---- --------, 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - GGI'lditfon.s- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 

type of system 

single crystal/ 
metal foil 

supported 
model catalyst 

teem<~ 
metal catalysts 

studied system 

C+O/Rh 
(Chapter 4) 

Cu/Si02 

(Chapter 5+6) 

Pd-Pt/ Al20 3 or C 
(Chapter 7) 

subject 

kinet1cs of 

recombination 

metal-support 

interaction (MSI) 

surface segregat1on 

Schematic illustration of the research approach used in this thesis to study surface 
and interface phenomena of model and technical metal catalysts. 
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The catalytic performance of Rh in the recombination of atomic carbon with oxygen is 

described in chapter 4. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) have been used to study the kinetics of the oxidation of atomic carbon 

on a polycrystalline Rh foil. A Langmuir-Hinshelwood and Eley-Rideal reaction mechanism 
have been considered. This study gives also more insight in the reverse reaction, namely 

dissociation of carbon monoxide on Rh. 

In chapter 5, the characterization of Cu/Si02 model catalysts, containing nanometer-sized 

Cu particles that are wet-chemically deposited by spin-coating on a flat silica model support, 

is described during catalyst preparation. In chapter 6, the influence of the preparation 
procedure on the metal-support interactions in the Cu/Si02 model catalysts is studied using 
LEIS, XPS, AES, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), UHV atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), and electron microscopy. A fairly strong interaction between Cu and the 

silica model support was found. In hydrogen, sintering of the Cu particles occurs at elevated 
temperatures, while in UHV the reaction of Cu with the silica model support occurs at 
elevated temperatures. The relevance of these results for technologically important catalysts 

is also discussed. 
Chapter 7 deals with the surface segregation processes in supported bimetallic catalysts 

and metal alloys. The surface composition of supported Pd-Pt nanoclusters and alloys has been 

determined with LEIS. A considerable difference in segregation behavior has been observed 

between the catalysts and the alloys and is explained in terms of particle size effects. 
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Chapter 2 

On the application of low-energy noble-gas ion scattering 
to the quantitative surface compositional analysis of 
binary alloys and metal oxides 

1. Introduction 

A large number of surface science techniques has been developed to determine the 

composition and/or (atomic and electronic) structure of the surface of a material [1]. All of 

these techniques obtain specific information about the surface. It is quite often necessary to 

combme different surface science techniques to answer (fundamental) questions related to the 

surface structure and composition. Therefore, it is important to know the advantages and 

disadvantages of each technique in order to select suitable characterization techniques for a 

succesful investigation. 

In this chapter, the application of low-energy noble-gas ion scattering (LEIS, also called 

ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS)) in the quantitative analysis of the surface composition of 

solid materials will be discussed. The attention is focussed on binary alloys and metal oxides 

which are relevant systems in heterogeneous metal catalysis. In LEIS, for a given incident ion 

and energy, an energy spectrum of the backscattered ions is essentially a mass spectrum of 

the surface atoms [2,3]. The main advantage of LEIS with noble-gas ions is its very high 

surface sensitivity. Only the outermost atomic layer is probed because of the very high 

neutralization probability of noble-gas ions at low kinetic energies (0.5-5 keV) and the large 

scattering cross section of the incident ions. Ions that penetrate and interact with atoms in 

deeper layers are efficiently neutralized and, therefore, not detected by an electrostatic 

analyzer. 

The mechanism(s) of the neutralization process, however, is stil not well understood. This 

is a complication for quantitative analysis. Various neutralization mechanisms have been 

proposed such as Auger neutralization and (quasi) resonant neutralization (see e.g. [2,4]). A 

calibration method has been used to eliminate the unknown neutralization probability [5]. It 

is often assumed that the neutralization probability is independent of the matrix of the 

respective element. The validity of this assumption (no matrix effects) has been demonstrated 

for systems such as Ni-S [6], W-Br-0 [7] and Ni-Pt [8]. 

The absence of matrix effects, i.e. no change in the signal of the same element when 
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exposed to different chemical environments, is not trivial. In a related surface science 

technique called secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), absolute quantification is very 

difficult due to matrix effects which can alter the delectability of elements by factors up to 

Hf [9]. Nelson [10] and McCune [11] have reported special cases where chemical 

effects are also observed in LEIS experiments. One of the effects, a shielding effect that 

represents the strong variation in the oxygen/metal signal ratio for oxides as a function of 

energy, could later be assigned to an intrinsic property of the target atoms: for Si02, Al20 3, 

and ZnO the energy dependence of the cation/oxygen signal ratio appeared to be equal to that 

of the pure reference elements [12]. Furthermore, matrix effects in low-energy He+ ion 

scattering from carbon [13,14] (see also chapter 3 of this thesis) and from aluminum in 

Ni-Al [15] have been observed. In sunnnary, at present the absence or presence of matrix 

effects is very difficult to predict. 

In review papers of Niehus et al. [2, 16] it is mentioned that quantification is still rather 

arduous for noble-gas LEIS with ion detection due to the complication of the poorly 

understood neutralization process. It was suggested that this can be circumvented by alkali ion 

scattering or by detection of the sum of scattered noble-gas ions and neutrals which also 

enhances the detection efficiency considerably. However, such measurements are at the 

expense of the very high surface sensitivity. 

In this chapter, first a general introduction of the quantification method used for LEIS will 

be given. The difficulties and possibilities in the quantification of the Cu surface concentration 

of binary alloys and metal oxides by low-energy noble-gas ion scattering will be discussed 

in detail, considering matrix effects and other complications such as shielding, sputtering and 

LEIS spectra analysis. 

2. Quantification in LEIS 

2.1 Basic principles of LEIS 
In low-energy noble-gas ion scattering spectroscopy (LEIS), noble-gas ions with a known 

initial energy E;n in the range of 0.5-5 keV are directed onto the surface of a material and the 

final energy E1 of the backscattered ions (at a fixed scattering angle S) is determined using 

an electrostatic analyzer. Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic picture of the LEIS process and defines 

the scattering angle. The scattering process can be described by sequences of elastic two-body 

scattering events [17]. Because the electron affinity of noble-gas ions is very high, most of 

the ions are neutralized after interaction with an atom. So ions that undergo multiple scattering 

events will be (almost) completely neutralized. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that most 

of the backscattered particles that survive as ions (which are the only ones detected by the 

electrostatic analyzer) only had a single collision with an atom of the outermost atomic layer 

of the target. This is the main reason for the very high surface sensitivity of LEIS. 

Since single collisions are the dominant scattering process for the backscattered ions and 
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M 
10n 

E 
m He+ 

Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of the binary collision in the LEIS process. 

the interaction time during the collision (in the order of 10·'5 s) is relatively short with respect 

to the vibration time of the atoms in the solid (in the order of 10·12 s), the final energy E1 of 
the backscattered ions can be predicted from the laws of conservation of energy and 

momentum using an elastic collision model for free particles: 

with the kinematic factor k: 

k = cos S ± J m 2 - sin2 S 
1 + m 

(1) 

' m 

M ;on is the mass of the incident ion, M,arget is the mass of the target atom at the surface. So 

basically the energy spectrum of the backscattered ions is a mass spectrum of the atoms in the 

outem1ost atomic layer of a material. 

2.2 LEIS signal 
For a quantitative analysis of the surface composition of a material it is important to know 

the relation between the measured signal and the surface concentration and to know all the 

parameters involved. The signal S; of the ions scattered from element i is proportional to the 
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surface concentration N; (in atoms!cm2) of element i: 

S. =I · t · f ·a · n.· · N 
l p I 'lE I (2) 

with 

JP the primary ion beam current, 

t the measurement time, 

f an instrumental factor including the solid acceptance angle, efficiency of the detector, 

and the transmission of the analyzer (for a cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) the 
transmission is proportional to £1), 

CL; a steric factor taking into account shielding by neighboring atoms (0 :=;; CL; :=;; 1) 

(dependent on scattering angle), 

t'J/ the elemental sensitivity. 

The sensitivity factor t'J/ depends on the type of incident ion and its energy and it is related 

to the following parameters: 

dcr . _•.p· 
dQ I 

with 

da; I dO : the differential cross section for scattering from element i 

(dependent on energy and scattering angle), 

P/ : the ion fraction after scattering from element i into the analyzer. 

(3) 

The ion fraction is defined as the number of scattered ions from the surface into the 
analyzer divided by the total number of scattered particles (ions and neuttals) from the 

surface into the analyzer (dependent on energy and scattering angle). 

The differential cross section and the ion fraction are determined by the ion-atom 

interaction via the interaction potential and the charge exchange process, respectively. While 

the differential cross section can be calculated reasonably well with a screep.ed Coulomb 
potential, using e.g. the Moliere approximation to the Thomas-Fermi potential [18], the ion 

fraction is very difficult to calculate. As mentioned in the introduction, the status of the theory 

and the restricted nun1ber of reliable experimental data do not allow a prediction of the 

presence or absence of matrix effects (i.e. dependence on the chemical environment of 

element i) for the ion fraction. The steric factor is determined by the surface structure on the 
atomic scale. For shielding on the atomic scale, both physical shielding (shadowing/blocking) 

and shielding by neutralization influence the LEIS signal [ 19 ,20]. 

The charge exchange and shielding processes will be discussed in more detail in the next 

paragraphs. 
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2.2.1 Charge exchange mechanisms and models 

Charge exchange processes in the particle-solid interaction have been the subject of many 

experimental and theoretical studies. In LEIS, neutralization and reionization processes 

determine the ion fraction of the scattered particles. Various charge exchange mechanisms are 

suggested to be important in ion scattering. 

The basic mechanisms for noble-gas ion neutralization are Auger neutralization and (quasi) 

resonant neutralization (see e.g. [2,4]). An Auger neutralization process involves two electrons 

from the solid valence band. One electron is filling the ground state of the noble-gas ion 

which releases enough energy to emit another electron above the vacuum level. Resonant 

neutralization involves the tunneling of an electron from the solid valence band into an 

unoccupied state of the ion. The reverse process is resonant ionization where tunneling of an 

electron from the excited state of a neutralized noble-gas ion into the solid valence band 

occurs. It is suggested that for He+ scattering resonant neutralization and ionization take place 

within a distance of about 5 A, while Auger neutralization is a shorter range effect and takes 

place within a distance of about 2 A from the center of a surface atom [21]. Reionization 

of neutralized noble-gas ions in the ground state can also occur and takes place within a very 

close distance of about 0.5 A from the center of a surface atom [21,22]. Quasi-resonant 

exchange involves the same processes as resonant neutralization and ionization but relates to 

solid core bands and is suggested also to take place at close proximity (about 0.5 A) of the 

surface atom [4] . Quasi-resonant behavior in He+ ion scattering was found for elements which 

have d levels within± 10 eV of the He ground state (24.6 eV) such as Ga, Ge, In, Sn, Sb, 

Pb and Bi [23). 

Several models have been developed to describe these charge exchange mechanisms. 

Quantum-mechanical models using (quasi) ab-initio calculations of neutralization [24,25] 

and ionization [26-28] and models that approximate the ion fraction using parameters 

(neutralization constants and characteristics of the ion trajectory) that are fitted to experimental 

results [29,30] have been reported. 

In this thesis the latter approach is used, describing the ion fraction Pt by the following 

expression: 

P .+ ( [ 1 1 ] ) 
I = exp - Vc,i • - + -

vin vf 
(4) 

with 

vc. ; : characteristic velocity (neutralization constant) for element i, 

V;n : initial velocity of primary ion (= (E;n I 2Mionf '), 

v1 : fmal velocity of primary ion(= (E11 2Mion) '~'). 

This equation is based on a model of local neutralization (Godfrey-Woodruff model) [4] . 

Other semi-empirical expressions have been applied for the energy dependence of the ion 
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fraction [30,31], e.g. using v J. (ion velocity perpendicular to the surface) based on the work 

of Hagstrum [29]. In this work (using an ion beam with a fixed angle with respect to the 

surface), the choice of the expression used for the ion fraction only results in different 

parameter(s) but it does not influence the quantification procedure. Verhey et al. [32] and 
O'Connor et al. [33] suggested that vc is a function of energy. In LEIS measurements (using 

1-3.5 keY 4He+) on several metals we do not observe (within experimental error) such a 

dependence (see section 4.1). 

2.2.2 Shielding 
In general it is said that LEIS (when using noble-gas ions) probes the outermost atomic 

layer of a material. More precisely, the atoms that can be reached by a single collision with 

the noble-gas ions are visible with LEIS. These are the atoms of the first atomic layer and a 

part of the atoms deeper in a material having an open surface structure (e.g. the metal atoms 

of metal oxide surfaces or the atoms in the second layer of an fee (110) plane). The visibility 
of the (subsurface) atoms is reduced by shielding by the first layer atoms. The region behind 

a surface atom where no particle can penetrate (the shadow cone) can be determined from the 

interaction potential (see e.g. [2]). The concept of shadowing/blocking can be used to 

determine the local atomic arrangement on surfaces [34-36]. 

Fig. 2.2 
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Schematic representation of the shielding process in LEIS of the target atom by 
neighboring atoms at anfcc (1 10) surface. Both shielding by shadowing/blocking 
and shielding by neutralization take place. 
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One of the consequences of shielding is the decrease of a LEIS signal by surface 

roughness. Both surface roughness (corrugation) on an atomic scale and roughness on a larger 

scale (related with the porosity of a material) influences LEIS signals. Using a simple 

shadowing/blocking model, adapted to our geometry of normal incidence and backscattering 

(135"), it was found [15] that the LEIS signal from a rough surface will be at most about 50% 

lower than the LEIS signal of a smooth surface. This estimate, which is based on the method 

of Nelson [37], only reflects the effect of physical shielding. 

Not only physical shielding determines the steric factor, but also shielding by 

neutralization. A noble-gas ion (before or after scattering from the target atom) may pass by 

the shadow cone of a neighboring atom but still become undetectable when it is close enough 

to this neighboring atom to be neutralized (schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.2). This can be 

nicely illustrated by azimuthal LEIS spectra of open single crystalline surfaces. In Fig. 2.3, 

the dotted line is a Monte Carlo simulation (based on a binary collision model) of the 

azimuthal distribution of3 keV Ne+ ions backscattered (3=145") from a Cu(llO) surface using 

only shadowing/blocking [38]. The solid line shows the experimental result (for a detailed 

description of the experiment see [38]). To make a direct comparison possible, the lowest 

signal is in both cases normalized to 1 and it represents the signal from the first layer (i.e. the 

signal that is independent of the azimuth). The measured LEIS signal from the second layer 

(i.e. the signal that is dependent on the azimuth) is about 10-20% of the LEIS signal of the 

first layer and is much lower than the calculated LEIS signal when only taking physical 

shielding into account (see Fig. 2.3). Shielding by neutralization is assumed to explain the 

difference between theory and experiment, ~irnilar as suggested by Godfrey and Woodruff in 

structural studies of He+ scattering from oxygen and carbon adsorbed on Ni(lOO) [19,20]. 

Imperfections of the surface (steps, unstructured areas), which also give rise to a reduction in 

signal from the second layer relative to the signal of the first layer, are not sufficient to 

explain the large difference between theory and experiment. 

Shielding by neutralization for backscattering from the second layer takes place at the in

and outgoing ion trajectory in the neighborhood of the first layer atom(s), as illustrated in Fig. 

2.2. The size of the "neutralization cloud" around the first layer atoms that shields the 

subsurface atoms is determined by the local electronic structure and the neutralization 

mechanism (see section 2.2.1). For He+ scattering, this "neutralization cloud" has a radius of 

about 2 A, as indicated by the following examples. Woodruff suggested that the dominant 

neutralization mechanism for He+ scattering is Auger neutralization [ 4] which takes place 

within approximately 2 A of the surface atom [21]. Beuken et al. [39] used a local 

neutralization model to simulate azimuthal and polar spectra of He+ scattering from NaCI. 

They introduced a transition rate for neutralization by Cl with two contributions: one for long 

(2 A) and one for close distance (0.5 A) of separation, which reflects the electronic density. 

The closer the ion passes by a surface atom the larger the neutralization. Therefore, 

shielding by neutralization is dependent on the ion trajectory. This is clearly visible in Fig. 
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2.3 showing a different shielding by neutralization in the [001] and [110] direction. In the 

[001] direction the distance of closest approach of the noble-gas ion to the first layer atoms 

is smaller than in the [110] direction resulting in an enhanced neutralization in the [001] 
direction. 
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Fig. 2.3 Azimuthal distribution of 3 keV Ne+ ion backscattered (0=145°) from a Cu(JIO) 
surface. The solid line shows the experimental result, the dotted line shows a 
Monte Carlo simulation only taking physical shielding (shadowing/blocking) into 
account {38]. 

Therefore, we assume that the steric factor a is built up of two contributions: R 1 which 
is a roughness factor taking into account physical shielding (0.5 s R1 s I [15]), and R2 which 
is a factor taking into account shielding by neutralization. Not only corrugation: (on an atomic 

scale) but also the presence of adsorbates gives rise to lower LEIS signals because of 

shielding. The steric factor a is dependent on the coverage of the adsorbates [40], 

a = 1 - {3 · (Nads I N;), where {3 is the factor for shielding of element i by the adsorbate, Nads 

is the adsorbate surface concentration and N; is the surface concentration of element i in the 

substrate. 
Although both shadowing/blocking and neutralization are energy dependent, there is no 

significant energy dependence observed for a [40,12]. A measurement of the azimuthal 
distribution of 5 keV Ne+ ions from Cu(l10) results in a similar azimuthal spectrum as in Fig. 

2.3 for 3 keV Ne+. The contribution of the second layer is 10-20% in both cases. However, 

the steric factor a is strongly determined by the scattering geometry. The results and 
conclusions in this thesis are, therefore, restricted to a scattering geometry of normal incidence 
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and scattering angle of 135-145° only, as used in all our LEIS experiments. 

Before describing the quantification method by calibration against reference samples, also 

the sputtering effect and the data analysis (analysis ofLEIS spectra) will be discussed because 

they are important in a careful quantitative analysis by LEIS. 

2.3 Sputtering 

The advantage of the LEIS process {shown in Fig. 2.1) is the very high surface sensitivity 

in comparison with other surface science techniques such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). A disadvantage is that ion bombardment in 

the LEIS process modifies the surface structure and/or composition [41]. Therefore, it is 

important to perform LEIS experiments under static conditions, i.e. with no detectable sputter 

damage. Static conditions require that the ion dose is so low that subsequent LEIS spectra are 

identical. The effect of sputter damage can be reduced by scanning the ion beam over a larger 

sample area and using a more effective analyzer of the backscattered ions, as applied in the 

EARISS type of instruments (EARISS, ERISS (see chapter 7), and the new CALIPSO set-up) 

that have been developed in our group in Eindhoven. 

Compositional changes of the surface during ion bombardment occur by mechanisms such 

as preferential sputtering, radiation-enhanced segregation and diffusion, and ion beam mixing 

[42-46). The surface composition of a homogeneous system existing of element i and j 

in sputter equilibrium is determined by the following expression: 

surf y bulk 
X; 1 • • xi (5) 

surf Y q li --;.;y; 
X; i X; 

with 
X· ~urf: 

I,} 

X bulk. 
i,j • 

y~j: 

atomic surface fraction of element i or j, 

atomic bulk fraction of element i or j, 

sputter yield of element i or j (the amount of atoms removed per impinging ion); 

for most elements the sputter yield for Ne+ is approximately a factor of 10 larger 
than that for He+ [47], 

surface enrichment factor by radiation-enhanced segregation and diffusion. 

Furthermore, sputtering may change the surface structure significantly and can make surfaces 

rougher or change the crystallinity (amorphisation). Roughness may influence the measured 

LEIS signal by shielding, as mentioned in the previous section, or by changing the atomic 

density. 

The primary ion beam indirectly desorbs surface atoms by energy transfer to these atoms 

during ion impact and the following collision cascade. If these sputtered particles are 

positively charged they are visible in a LEIS spectrum (see the so-called "sputter peak" at very 
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low final energy in Fig. 2.8(a)). Especially light ions such asH, C and 0 (e.g. from hydroxyl 

groups at surfaces of oxides [ 48]) contribute to this peak. Ion beam induced desorption is 

dependent on several parameters such as atomic masses, impact angle, surface crystallography 

and surface binding energy [49]. 

When a sample is not prepared in situ, the surface of that sample is (almost) always 

covered with adsorbates, often consisting of elements such as H, C, N and 0 that are difficult 

to detect by LEIS due to a low sensitivity for these elements. The advantage of LEIS, namely 

the very high surface sensitivity, becomes a disadvantage in the surface analysis of these 

materials: due to shielding {typically a :s;; 0.1) only a low signal is obtained from the surface 

atoms covered with adsorbates and the signal is dependent on coverage. Clean surfaces can 

be obtained by sputtering [50] or thermal desorption, but these treatments often modify the 

surface significantly. Chemical treatments (such as oxidation and reduction) for removal of 

contaminants often will leave other adsorbates at the surface. To determine the surface 

composition of samples (partly) covered with adsorbates, it is important to study the influence 

of the steric factor a as a function of coverage. This can be done by making a sputter profile, 

i.e. measuring a reference sample with a surface saturated with adsorbates as a function of ion 

dose [51]. 

2.4 LEIS spectra 
It is not only important to know the role of charge exchange, shielding and sputtering in 

the quantitative analysis of the surface composition by LEIS, but also to know how a LEIS 

signal is extracted from a measured LEIS spectrum. Therefore, in this paragraph some 

relevant features of a LEIS spectrum important for quantitative analysis will be discussed. A 

more extensive description of LEIS spectral features can be found in [52-54]. 

Typical LEIS spectra of a polycrystalline Cu sample (sputter cleaned) measured using an 

ion beam of 1.5 keV 2D+, 3 keV 4He+ (both 3=142°, measured in NODUS} and 3 keY Ne+ 

(3=136°, measured in Mini MOBIS) respectively are shown in Fig. 2.4. The final energies 

after these scattering events, as predicted by the elastic binary collision model (equation (1)), 

are indicated as well. An elastic binary collision with a surface atom will result in a 

symmetric peak at the predicted position, the so-called "surface peak". Due to inelastic effects 

(such as excitation, ionization and electron emission) and multiple scattering events a 

measured LEIS spectrum deviates from this ideal spectrum. 

Inelastic effects cause peak shifts to lower energy and asymetric peaks. Therefore, the 

predicted peak position (from the elastic binary collision model) is on the high-energy side 

of the measured LEIS peak. In combination with multiple scattering, it gives rise to the low

energy tailing in e.g. the spectrum of Cu measured using He+ (see Fig. 2.4(b)) [55]. 

Multiple scattering events become visible in a LEIS spectrum when neutralization of the 

primary ions is low and/or when reionization takes place. In general, the neutralization of 

noble-gas ions is very high, so the ion fraction after multiple scattering is (almost) zero. In 
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Fig. 2.4 LEIS spectra of a polycrystalline Cu sample (sputter cleaned) using (a) 1.5 keV 
2D+ ions, (b) 3 keV 4He+ ions, and (c) 3 keV Ne+ ions. The predicted final 
energies obtained from the binary collision model (with 0=142° for (a) and (b) 
and 0=136° for (c)) are indicated for both isotopes ofCu. 
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low-energy alkali ion scattering (using Li+, Na+, K+ or cs+) the neutralization probability is 

much smaller (56,57], resulting in a deeper penetration of the material and in multiple 

scattering events, causing a higher background at the low-energy side of the surface peak. 

Reionization of neutralized noble-gas ions can occur above a certain threshold energy [21] (in 

the case of scattering from Cu for our geometry: 1.65 keV for He+ [58] and >3 keV for Ne+ 

[59]), but the reionization probability is much lower than for other elements, because of the 

large ionization energy of He (24.6 eV) and Ne (21.6 eV). Souda [60] reported the 

important role of reionization in 2D+ scattering from metals. Almost complete neutralization 

takes place in a single collision with the top most surface atoms. Therefore, no surface peak 

is visible in Fig. 2.4(a). The spectral background is due to multiple scattering involving deeper 

layers in combination with reionization of D0
• 

In summary, the surface peak is most dominant in noble-gas ion scattering (using 

electrostatic analysis). Therefore, LEIS using noble-gas ions is suitable for determining the 

surface composition of the outermost atomic layer. If information about the surface structure 

of the first two layers (of well-defmed surfaces) is desired, medium-energy ion scattering 

(MEIS), time-of-flight (TOF) detection of low-energy noble-gas ions, or alkali ion scattering 

is more suitable since neutralization reduces the structural information (the fine structure in 

an angular spectrum) much more when electrostatic detection of backscattered low-energy 

noble-gas ions is applied (see Fig. 2.3). 

In principle, the peak area of the (elastic) surface peak is the LEIS signal that is needed 

to determine the surface concentration of the outermost atomic layer. It will be clear that the 

effects mentioned above complicate the determination of the surface peak area. Our approach 

is to determine the peak area after linear background subtraction in a constant energy window. 

This energy window is determined in a spectrum of the pure element {reference sample): the 

linear background is drawn between the energy where the peak starts (at the high energy side 

of the peak) and the energy where the peak passes into the spectral background (at the low 

energy side of the peak). 

Fitting procedures have been used to determine LEIS signals of complicated spectra 

[54,61]. When peaks of elements overlap each other, subtraction of a reference spectrum 

of the individual elements can be used to estimate the LEIS signals of the different elements. 

A limited mass resolution is responsible for peak overlap. Mass resolution in LEIS is 

dependent on scattering angle and type of primary ion. The best mass resolution is obtained 

for high scattering· angles (140-180°) and low m (see equation (1)). Therefore, Ne+ 

backscattering results in a better mass resolution than He+ backscattering (see Fig. 2.4(c), the 

isotopes ofCu are visible). A disadvantage ofNe+ backscattering is that only elements heavier 

than Ne (m > 1; in practice m ;;::; 2) can be seen and that sputter damage is often significantly 

larger than for He+ backscattering. 
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2.5 Quantification method 

The quantification of the concentration of element i at the surface of a material is based 

on equation (2). The elemental atomic sensitivity TJ/ cannot be calculated because the 

parameters e, a and P/ in equations (2) and (3) are unknown as discussed in previous 

sections. Therefore, a quantitative LEIS analysis is based on calibration against reference 

samples with a known surface concentration. The reference sample and the sample of interest 

are measured under identical conditions, eliminating JP, t, e, a and 1]1•: 

N = S; ·Nref 
. -- i , s.ret 

l 

(6) 

The surface concentration of the reference N;ref is estimated as l!A1, where A; is the area of the 

surface unit-cell divided by the number of atoms of element i present in the unit-cell, or 

estimated as (P/Y13 with P;• = P(NAv I M;, where NAvis the number of Avogadro (6.02·l<f3 

atoms/mol), P; the bulk density (in g/cm3
) and M1 the molar mass (in g/mol) of element i. 

Some numbers for N(ef relevant for this chapter are presented in Table 2. 1. The estimate for 

N;'ef from the bulk density (easily obtained and most often used in this thesis) is in good 

agreement with the estimate from the surface unit cell taking the close packed surface plane 

that is assumed to be dominant at a polycrystalline surface (because it minimizes the surface 

free energy). 

A quantitative analysis is also possible by measuring the LEIS signal of a standard 

reference sample (e.g. polycrystalline Cu) and the signal S1 of the sample of interest under 

identical conditions using the relative elemental sensitivity factor 1]1, i.e. the sensitivity of 

LEIS for element i relative to the sensitivity for the standard reference: 

(7) 

For this purpose several relative elemental sensitivity factors l]; (for i is Rh, Ta, lr, Ni, AI, 

Si, Cr, Mo, Pd, Pt, W, and Re) have been determined under our experimental conditions 

(normal incidence, scattering angle 136°, and transmission ofthe analyzerproportional to the 

final energy) [58]. The relative elemental sensitivity factor T]; was defined as T];/flc;. 

The calibration method is only valid when the ion fraction P/ and the steric factor a are 

similar for both the reference sample and the sample with the unknown surface concentration 

of element i. In order to verify this assumption, additional verification experiments are 

required. This will be discussed and illustrated for the quantification of the Cu surface 

concentration in binary alloys and metal oxides. It should be emphasized that this thesis is 

considering LEIS results obtained with a scattering geometry of normal incidence and a 

scattering angle of 135-145°. In the case of other scattering geometries such as 180° 
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backscattering (used in structural analysis and called impact collision ion scattering 

spectroscopy (ICISS) [62]) and especially for forward scattering with grazing incident ion 

beams the conclusions drawn here may not be valid anymore. 

Pt M, (P;)2t3 crystal plane l!A; 
and 

(g/cm3
) (g/mol) (10 15 at/cm2) structure (1015 at/cm2

) 

Cu 63.55 .9 fee (111) 1.8 

fee (100) 1.5 

fee (110) 1.1 

CuO 6.4 79.54 1.3 monoclinic (111} 1.2 

Zn 7.14 65.38 1.6 hcp (0001) 1.6 

ZnO 5.61 81.38 1.2 hcp (0001) 1.1 

hcp (1010) 0.59 

2!Jl 19.3 197.0 1.5 fee (111) 1.4 

Table 2.1 Metal surface densities for some elements estimated from the bulk density p1 taken 
from [63], using p/ = Pt"NAv I M,, and estimated from the area of the surface 
unit cell A, taken from {64] and from {65,66] for CuO. 

3. Experimental 

The LEIS experiments have been carried out in the ion scattering set-ups NODUS and 

Mini MOBIS. These ultra high vacuum (UHV) systems have a base pressure in the low 1 o-m 
mbar range which increases to the 10"9-10"8 mbar range during experiments dueto the noble

gas influx. The primary ions (generated in a Leybold ion source (type IQE-12/38)) are mass 

selected, focussed and directed perpendicular onto the target. Ions scattered through a fixed 

scattering angle 3 are accepted by the analyzer. In the ion scattering set-ups NODUS 

(3=142") and Mini MOBIS (3"'=136°), the analyzer is a modified cylindrical mirror analyzer 

(CMA) with detection of the backscattered ions by a ring of channeltrons. The basic set-up 

has been described in more detail in [67]. 

The sample manipulator can contain several samples. To prevent charging of insulating 

materials the surface of the sample is flooded from all azimuths with low-energy electrons. 

Samples are introduced via a transfer room. In the transfer room heating and gas-dosing 

facilities are available for sample pretreatment. The preparation procedure and/or pretreatment 

conditions of every sample that will be discussed here are given in section 4. 
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Estimate of the ion fraction 

The ion fraction of the backscattered particles can be obtained experimentally using a 

time-of-flight {TOF) detection technique [68,69] or using additional reionization of 

backscattered neutrals before electrostatic analysis [70,71]. In the TOF analysis a pulsed 

ion beam strikes the target and the scattered particles travel down a flight path to a detector 

which detects both ions and neutrals. The contribution of ions and neutrals can be separated 

by deflecting all ions out of the beam. In the second method a known fraction (which is a 

function of energy) of the scattered neutrals are "stripped" in a calibrated gas cell after which 

the ions pass through an electrostatic analyzer. 

Since we cannot measure the ion fraction directly as described above, our approach is to 

estimate the ion fraction P/ using equations (2), (3), and (4). After a mathematical 

transformation (using € e'·E1 and c = e··a:N; = c··N1) the following expression is obtained: 

In ( c · P/ ) = In - v ( _!_ + !. ) + In ( c * ) + In ( N) (S) 
c.• vm vf ' 

Measurements at different primary energies provide an estimate of the ion fraction. The 

differential cross section is calculated for different energies using the Moliere approximation 

to the Thomas-Fermi potential [18] (see [58) for our geometry). If the logarithm of the LEIS 

signal S1 divided by ion beam current, fmal energy (correction for transmission of the CMA), 

and differential cross section is plotted as a function of the sum of the reciprocals of the initial 

and final velocity of the ions, a straight line is expected with a slope that is equal to -vc. 1• 

Inserting vc. 1 in equation (4} gives the ion fraction. Within experimental error straight lines 

are found in the energy range of 1-3.5 keV for He+ backscattering from several elements {see 

Fig. 2.5). 

Deviation from the straight line is observed in the case of Cu for E;, > 2 keV. This 

deviation is probably related with a change in neutralization mechanism starting at a certain 

distance from the Cu atom. Verhey et al. [72) observed a similar deviation for He+ 

scattering (9=30°) from Cu(lOO) for E1n > 4 keV and proposed that additional neutralization 

and ionization during the hard collision caused this effect. The distance of closest approach 

of a He ion to the nucleus of a Cu atom is 0.20 A for 4 keV 4He+ in the experiments of 

Verhey et al. (9=30°) and 0.17 A for 2 keV 4He+ in our experiments (9=136-142°). So at a 

distance of about 0.2 A to the Cu atom this additional neutralization and ionization mechanism 

may start to occur. 

The method as described above is based on the following assumptions: 

The energy dependence of the instrumental factor € is only determined by the transmission 

of the CMA (proportional to E1). In LEIS experiments in the NODUS and Mini MOBIS 
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set-ups, it was found that the Cu signal of a polycrystalline Cu sample has the same 

energy dependence in both set-ups after correction for the transmission ofthe CMA (see 

Fig. 2.5). We do not have an indication that the detection efficiency of the channeltrons 

significantly changes with energy under our conditions in these set-ups. 

The steric factor ex is 1 (no shielding, the surface atoms are completely visible) or 
independent of energy (in the measured energy range). The latter is supported by 

measurements of azimuthal spectra of a Cu(llO) single crystalline surface as discussed in 
section 2.2.2 and reported for shielding effects in oxides by van Leerdam et al. [12]. 

The absolute value of the ion fraction P/ is well described as a function of energy (in the 

measured energy range) by equation (4) and vc. 1 is a constant for a given ion- surface 

atom combination. The validity of this assumption cannot be checked completely. 

The observation of straight lines in the energy range of 1-3.5 keV is only a partial validation 
of the last assumption. The measurements only represent the relative change of the ion 

fraction when changing the energy and give no direct information about the absolute value 

of the ion fraction. 
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Fig. 2.5 Plot of the logarithm of scattered ion signal divided by beam current, differential 
cross section and final energy versus the sum of the reciprocal velocities before 
and after scattering. For clarity the lines have been shifted vertically. The correct 
signal is proportional to the ion fraction. 
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To study matrix effects in the ion fraction it is necessary to know the absolute value of 

P/. However, absence of matrix effects requires that also the energy dependence of the ion 

fraction is independent of the matrix. So the method described above can still be used as an 

indication for matrix effects. In this way a matrix effect was found in the ion fraction after 

scattering from aluminum in a Ni-Al sample [15]. In the next chapter it will be shown that 

strong matrix effects exist for LEIS from carbon using this method. 

4.2 Determination of the surface composition of binary alloys 

Binary alloys are materials important in metallurgy and catalysis. In catalysis, supported 

bimetallic particles generally have a higher selectivity and lifetime than the respective mono

metallic particles. These catalytic properties are (partly) determined by the surface 

composition. A comprehensive description of the knowledge gathered about the surface 

composition and structure of alloys can be found in [73]. 

In this section, the quantification of the surface composition of binary alloys by LEIS will 

be discussed. Ne+ ions are often used in the LEIS analysis of alloys because of the better mass 

resolution (in comparison with He+ ions) and generally the absence of low-energy tailing, 

which facilitates LEIS spectra analysis (see section 2.4). However, due to a larger sputter 

yield of Ne+ ions for most elements, sputtering effects (see section 2.3) should be taken into 

account. 

Quantification is based on calibration using equation (6). The atomic surface fraction xt•if 
of an alloy consisting of element i and j is: 

Nref •Sref 
./ I 

(9) 

N'ef ·Sref 
l J 

So to determine the atomic surface fractions we need to know the ratio of the surface densities 

of the reference samples and the LEIS signal ratio of element i and} in the alloy and that of 

the references. Equation (9) is straightforwardly derived from equation (6}, however, in the 

literature incorrect expressions for the atomic surface fraction can be found [74-77], 

probably due to a simple mathematical error. 

The alloy surface density determines the absolute values of S; and S; of the alloy and, 

therefore, also the values of the signals of the alloy normalized to the respective signals of 

the references. We do not have to know the alloy surface density for determining the atomic 

surface fraction, since only the signal ratioS; I~ is needed here (see equation (9)). In addition 

to equation (9), however, the normalized signals of the alloy have been used to get an 

indication of the presence of matrix effects. If the following condition was found for the alloy, 

it was concluded that no matrix effects are present ('rti/1
qy = TJ';.Jef) [5,7,8]: 
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S1 S. 
+ _.1 = 1 

sr•f s."f 
I J 

(10) 

Equation (10) was derived from a modification of equation (2): S1 = '11/ · ~~and~~+ ~i = 1 
where 1;1 is a surface fraction of element i and consequently equal to S, I S;'•f. 

The influence of the alloy surface density on equation (10) and its assumptions, is 

illustrated with two simple 2D examples in Fig. 2.6. In the first example the la~tice constants 

(and therefore also the surface densities) of element i andj are the same for the reference and 

the alloy. In the second example a linear variation of the lattice constant exists with the 

composition of the alloy (Vegard's law). Using equation (9), we always find the correct 

atomic surface fraction x;'"if, while~~ has no meaning as surface fraction (see Fig. 2.6). The 

additional requirement of equation (10) is only fulfilled exactly when the surface densities of 

element i and j in the binary alloy are equal to the surface densities of the' pure reference 

samples respectively. 

However, in practice often the difference between the surface density of the alloy and the 

surface densities of the pure reference samples is not large enough to find a significant 

deviation from equation (1 0) due to the "alloy surface density effect". Experimentally the 

condition in (10) was confirmed for 1-3.5 keV 3He+ and 4He+ ion scattering from a 

polycrystalline Ni8oP~o and A~20 alloy and was seen as an indication of the absence of 

matrix effects in these alloys [15]. The condition expressed by equation (10), that is required 

if matrix effects and the "alloy surface density effect" are absent, can also be checked by 

plotting S1 versus ~ for several compositions of the alloy. A straight line should be found. 

Experimentally this was observed for 2 and 3 keV Ne+ scattering from CuPd alloys [5]. In 

a LEIS study of P~Sn (111) [78], however, deviations of 20-30% from equation (IO) are 

found and are understood from the difference in atomic surface density between the P~Sn 

alloy and the Pt and Sn references. 

Another way to get an indication of matrix effects is based on equation (8) as mentioned 

in section 4.1 and this will be illustrated for a C~9Au1 alloy. A Cu..wA.u1 (100) crystal (sputter 

cleaned) and pure Cu and Au samples (polycrystalline disks, sputter cleaned) were measured 

using 0.6-3.5 keY Ne+. Fig. 2.7 shows that the energy dependence of the corrected LEIS 

signals of Cu and Au (corrected for beam current, scattering cross sec~on, analyzer 

transmission) are within experimental error the same for the alloy and the pure elements. 

From this result we assume the absence of a matrix effect in the ion fraction. 

Going from low to higher energies in Fig. 2.7, the corrected Cu signal deviates from a 

linear increase for E1n > 3 keV. This is probably related with a change in neutralization and/or 

ionization resulting in an increase of the ion fraction. Buck et al. [69] also observed a sharp 

increase in the scattered Ne ion fraction at higher energies (E1• > 4 keV) in the TOF analysis 

(with S=90.SO) of a Cu75A~5 (lOO) surface. Analogous to He+ scattering from Cu (see section 
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A • lattice constant, S1 - ?1 x N1 
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equation (9): 
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Fig. 2. 6 Two simple two dimensional examples of binary alloys to illustrate the influence 
of the surface density of the alloy on the quantitative suiface compositional 
analysis by LEIS. 
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4.1), this change in neutralization for Ne+ scattering from Cu may be related to the distance 

of closest approach of the noble-gas ion during the scattering event. The distance of closest 

approach of a Ne ion to the nucleus of a Cu atom is 0.30 A for 4 keY 2~e+ in the 

experiments of Buck et al. (3=90.5") and 0.32 A for 3 keY 2~e+ in our experiments 

(3=136°), suggesting that at a distance of about 0.3 A from the Cu atom an additional 

neutralization and/or ionization mechanism starts to occur. 

Because of the lower surface concentration, the corrected signal for Au in the alloy is 

lower than in the pure sample. For all measured energies this difference is constant (see Fig. 

2. 7). Using equations (8) and (9), N(ef from Table 2.1, and Nc:noy I Ne."'"" 1, the atomic 

surface fraction of Au (xA:"if) is determined to be about 0.02. 

5.0 8.5 

4.0 D 
~~ 7.5 - lljl .. 

::I ~ ~, Au 3.0 D 6.5 .c .... 
as fill v-. 'V Cu -- 2.0 !Ill 'V .. .. CuAu 5.5 w- •o .:, .. 
0 ~ 'V -(J) 1.0 CuAu • • 'V 4.5 - .. c: jl 

• 'V 

0.0 •o ~ 3.5 .. 
-1.0 

0.5 1.5 2.5 
2.5 

3.5 

1/vi + 1/v, (1 o-5 s/m) 

Fig. 2. 7 The logarithm of the corrected signals of Au and Cu reference samples, the 
corrected Cu signal of a Cu9sAu1 alloy (all plotted on the right y-axis), and the 
corrected Au signal of a Cu9sAu1 alloy (plotted on the left y-axis) as a function 
of the sum of the reciprocals of the initial and final ion velocity. The signals 
(from Ne+ scattering) are corrected for beam current, differential cross section 
and transmission of the CMA. 

The surface composition of a binary alloy is generally different from the bulk composition 

due to surface segregation. The surface segregation process is determined by several 

parameters such as the surface free energy, heat of mixing and atomic size of the constituents, 

the presence of adsorbates etc. This will be extensively discussed in chapter 7, and applied 
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to the Pd~Pt system. Also sputtering effects can make the surface composition different from 

the bulk composition (see equation (5) in section 2.3). 

4.3 Determination of the surface composition of metal oxides 

The interaction of metals with other elements such as carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen (e.g. 

present at a catalytically active metal surface after preparation or chemical reaction) may 

influence the quantitative analysis of the metal surface composition. Matrix effects in the ion 
fraction and changes in the steric factor should be considered (see section 2.5). The LEIS 

analysis of carbon on metals, involving strong matrix effects in the ion fraction, will be 
discussed in the next chapter. Oxygen and hydrogen are used in the preparation (calcination 

and reduction, respectively) of catalytically active metal particles and LEIS analysis ofthese 

systems will be discussed for a Cu model catalyst in chapter 5. The influence of adsorbates 

such as hydrogen and oxygen on the LEIS analysis of metal surfaces is known and reported 

in literature (see e.g. [38,79]) and will be discussed for the Pd-Pt system in chapter 7. In 

this section, the quantification of the surface composition of metal oxides will be discussed. 

A comprehensive description of the knowledge gathered about the surface composition and 

structure of metal oxides can be found in [80~82]. A comprehensive description of the 

application of LEIS to oxidic surfaces can be found in [83,84]. 

A CuO surface (polycrystalline powder, pressed in a tantalum cup) has been studied using 

3 keV 4He+ ions and is compared with a Cu metal surface (polycrystalline disk, sputter 

cleaned). LEIS spectra of CuO after different ion doses are shown in Fig. 2.8(a) and the Cu 

signal from CuO (Seu cu~ relative to the signal from pure Cu (Se. e") is determined as a 

function of the ion dose and plotted in Fig. 2.8(b). Sc.cuo increases with increasing ion dose 

and reaches a constant value (Scueuo I Sc.e" = 0.16±0.05) after an ion dose of 4·1015 He+ 

ions/cm2
• The same sputter profile was obtained after oxidation of CuO in 60 mbar oxygen 

at 300°C for 1 hour (see Fig. 2.8(b)). The sputter peak intensity decreases with increasing ion 

dose, while the oxygen signal does not change significantly. 

The change in Se. euo in the course of sputtering may reflect a change in the Cu 

concentration. However, this does not explain the change in the sputter peak intensity during 

LEIS measurements. Also the structure (and composition) of the outermost atomic layer of 
CuO may be different from that of deeper layers resulting in the observed sputter profile of 

Fig. 2.8(b) because of different shielding of Cu by oxygen in the first and deeper layers. 

We believe that the explanation of the observed sputter profile is that about one monolayer 

of surface species that shield Cu in the CuO surface are removed during LEIS measurements. 
These surface species are most probably light elements (H,C,O) that are only visible in a LEIS 

spectrum as sputtered particles in the sputter peak (see section 2.3). This explanation is 

supported by a TOP analysis of an untreated CuO sample in the EARISS set-up, using an Ar+ 

ion beam (total ion dose of about 1013 Ar+/cm2 after adjustment of the beam) at an incident 
angle of 15° with respect to the surface and a scattering angle of 35°. Both H and 0 recoils 
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Fig. 2.8 LEIS measurements of a polycrystalline CuO sample: (a) spectra and (b) Cu 
signal of CuO relative to that of pure Cu as a function of ion dose using 3 keV 
4He+, and (c) Cu signal ofCuO relative to that of pure Cu as a function of initial 
energy. 
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and Ar scattered from Cu (by a single scattering event) were detected. Using a 4 keY Ar+ ion 

beam, the Cu single-collision peak in the TOF spectrum is much higher than the H and 0 

peaks and at the position (flight time) that is predicted from the binary collision model 

(equation (1)). Using an 1.5 keY Ar+ ion beam, the Cu peak is much lower than the H and 

0 peaks and at a higher flight time than predicted. This indicates that Cu is covered with 

surface species containing H and 0, causing the energy loss in the scattering event of Ar from 

Cu. Hydroxyl groups at the CuO surface can cause the shielding of Cu as observed here. 

We will now focus on the value of the (constant) Cu LEIS signal of the CuO sample after 

an ion dose of 4·10 15 He+ ions/cm2• The Scucuo I Scucu ratio is determined as a function of 

energy and found to be 0.12:!:0.04 for all measured energies (0.7-4.5 keY 4He+) (see Fig. 

2.8(c)). This value is somewhat lower but supposed to be more accurate than the value 

obtained from Fig. 2.8(b) because in the latter case the signal of the Cu reference is less 

accurate since it was obtained later when the ion beam current might have changed slightly. 

An estimate of the Scu cuo I Scu Cu ratio by Ncu cuo I Ncu cu using the area! bulk densities 

((p;*)213) of CuO and Cu (see Table 2.1) gives 0.68, which is a factor 5-6 higher than the 

experimental value. Low values of SMMox I SMM (in the range of 0.1-0.2) have also been found 

by LEIS for other oxides such as Al20 3, Si02, and NiO [15,85]. A possible interpretation 

is that the metal concentration in the surface layer of these oxides is low, e.g. due to 

preferential exposure of specific surface planes with a lower metal surface density. Preferential 

exposure of specific surface planes was shown by Jacobs et al. [61,84] for spine! surfaces 

using LEIS. Since the SMMox ISM M ratio is equal to (Njlox .p+Mox · a.MMo.) I (NMM .p+M · a.MM), 

however, matrix effects in the ion fraction in LEIS on oxides or shielding of metal atoms by 

oxygen can also be responsible for the difference between measured signal ratio and the signal 

ratio estimated from bulk densities and will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, at the moment one cannot predict the presence or absence 

of matrix effects in the ion fraction in LEIS. Experimentally it is also difficult to study matrix 

effects as was shown in section 4.1. For several oxides the energy dependence of the ion 

fraction has been studied by determining SMMox I SMM as a function of energy and a constant 

value as a function of energy was found [15,84]. This indicates that the energy dependence 

of the ion fraction is the same for both metal and metal oxide in the measured energy range. 

Fig. 2.8(c) shows that this is also the case for CuO. Therefore, we assume the absence of a 

matrix effect in the ion fraction here. 

Shielding of metal surface atoms by oxygen reduces the metal signal significantly 

. [40,51,86,87], not only by physical shielding (shadowing/blocking) but also by shielding 

by neutralization. The surface geometry, i.e. the position of oxygen relative to Cu, determines 

the steric factor a.cu cuo. Oxygen atoms above and close to the Cu atoms influence the ion 

fraction of the in- and outgoing He+ particles as schematically shown in Fig. 2.9( a) and may 

decrease a to 0.1-0.2, similar to shielding of the second layer atoms by the first layer atoms 

in a Cu(llO) surface as described in section 2.2.2. In this way, shielding by oxygen is 
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responsible for the low SMMox I SMM ratio. 

If oxygen atoms are located further away from the metal atoms and closer to the surface 

plane of the metal atoms (see schematically in Fig. 2.9(b)), the steric factor aMMox should be 

higher and closer to 1 for our scattering geometry. This is confirmed by measurements on a 
- -

Zn0(1010) surface. The surface geometry of a Zn0(1010) plane is known (88] and 

expected to be comparable with the situation as schematically shown in Fig. 2.9(b). So almost 

no shielding by oxygen is expected under our backscattering conditions. A ZnO single crystal 

was cleaved in air and the [1010] orientation was checked by Laue X-ray diffraction. The 

ZnO surface was then cleaned in the UHV chamber of the LEIS set-up by repeated cycles of 

sputtering (2 keY Ar+, 20 min., 75 !J.Aicm2), annealing in oxygen (10 min. in 1·10"6 mbar 0 2) 

at 460°C, and annealing in UHY (3 min.) at 300°C to desorb non-lattice oxygen (89]. After 

cleaning, a clear p(l x 1) LEED pattern was observed. Sodium is a known contaminant of ZnO 

[90], however in the used sample no detectable contaminants were found. The ZnO surface 

was compared with a pure Zn surface (polycrystalline disk, Balzers 99.99%, sputter cleaned). 

The expected S2/"0 I S2/" ratio is 0.36 (estimated from the surface densities given in Table 

2.1) if S2/"0 is not influenced by oxygen shielding. Experimentally, using 3 keY 4He+ ions, 

a S2/"0 I S2/" ratio of 0.31:±:0.04 was found. So the steric factor a2/"0 is close to 1, as 

expected. 

These results illustrate that the surface geometry is very important in a quantitative LEIS 

analysis of the surface composition: metal atoms in the outermost atomic layer of a metal 

oxide might be partly visible (only for 10-20%) in the case of a surface geometry as shown 

in Fig. 2.9(a) (e.g. for CuO), or ~ompletely visible in the case of a surface geometry as shown 

in Fig. 2.9(b) (e.g. for Zn0(1010)). 

(a) M shielded by 0 (b) M unshlelded 

/ ' 

( ~ \1 ,v, 
\ I 

' / 

Fig. 2. 9 Schematic representation of the influence of shielding of a metal atom by oxygen 
in a metal oxide surface. 
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5. Conclusions 

The quantification of the surface composition of a material by low-energy noble-gas ion 

scattering is not straightforward. The very high neutralization probability of noble-gas ions 

gives this technique its unique sensitivity to the outermost atomic layer. However, matrix 

effects in the ion fraction of the scattered particles and shielding by neighboring atoms can 

complicate quantitative analysis considerably. For every system under investigation with LEIS 

it should be determined separately whether matrix and shielding effects do influence a 

quantitative surface compositional analysis. 

Since we cannot determine the ion fraction directly, we assume the absence of matrix 

effects in the ion fraction if the LEIS signals from the sample of interest and a reference 

sample (containing the respective element with a known surface concentration) show the same 

behavior as a function of energy. In this chapter, it was shown that this is indeed the case for 

Ne+ backscattering of Cu and Au in the C~Au1 system and for He+ backscattering of Cu in 

the CuO system. A difference in the absolute value of the ion fraction after ion scattering 

from Cu in different matrices cannot be excluded. 

In the ion scattering event, shielding in LEIS of a surface atom by shadowing/blocking 

and neutralization by neighboring atoms can influence LEIS signals significantly. The size of 

the shielding effect is determined by the local atomic arrangement at the surface. The presence 

of oxygen reduces the Cu signal of a polycrystalline CuO sample (measured by He+ scattering) 

with a factor of 5-6 with respect to the Cu signal estimated from the bulk density of CuO. It 

is assumed that this is caused by shielding of Cu by oxygen. In contrast, no shielding of Zn 

by oxygen is observed for a ZnO(lOlO) surface, as expected from the surface structure. So 

a change in LEIS signal may be related with a change in surface concentration and/or with 

a change in the local atomic arrangement. 
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Chapter 3 

Strong matrix effect in low-energy He+ ion scattering 
from carbon· 

1. Introduction 

45 

In low-energy noble gas ion scattering (LEIS), the contribution of neutralization processes 

to the scattered ion yield is very important in the quantitative analysis of the surface 

composition of a material. In LEIS, for a given incident ion and energy, an energy spectrum 

of the backscattered ions is essentially a mass spectrum of the surface atoms. The intensity 

Si of the ions scattered from element i is proportional to the surface concentration N1 (in 

atomslcm2
) of element i: 

da1 • 
I · t · e ·a. · - · P ·N. 

p I dO. I I 

(1) 

where JP is the primary ion beam current, t is the measurement time, E is an instrumental 
factor, a1 is a steric factor taking into account shielding by neighboring atoms, du1 I dO is the 

differential cross section for scattering from element i, and P/ is the ion fraction after 

scattering from element i. The ion fraction is defmed as the number of scattered ions from 
the surface into the analyzer divided by the total number of scattered particles (ions and 

neutrals) from the surface into the analyzer. At present, the ion fraction is the most poorly 

understood parameter in LEIS. The opinions in the literature about the presence of a "matrix 

effect", i.e. the ion fraction dependence on the chemical state of the substrate atoms, vary. The 

application ofLEIS in the quantitative analysis of the surface composition using equation (1) 
is extensively discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis. In this chapter we will discuss matrix 

effects in the ion fraction after low-energy He+ ion scattering from carbon in different 

chemical states (carbidic or graphitic). 

Carbon is an important element in science and industry [1]. In heterogeneous catalysis, 

carbon is used as a support material and carbonaceous species are present at the catalyst 
surface during chemical reaction. The active part of the catalyst (e.g. transition metals) can 

• The contents of this chapter has been published in: L.C.A. van den Oetelaar, S.N. Mikhailov and H.H. Brongersma, 
Nucl. Instrum. Methods B 85 (1994) 420; S.N. Mikhailov, L.C.A. van den Oetelaar and H.H. Brongersma, Nucl. 
Instrum. Methods B 93 (1994) 210. 
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be covered with a graphitic type of carbon. This so-called coke formation deactivates the 
catalyst considerably [2,3]. One of the most reactive carbonaceous intermediates in a 

catalytic reaction is associated with a carbidic type of carbon [4,5] (see also next chapter), 

i.e. carbon strongly bonded to a metal surface. In this chapter it will be shown that strong 

matrix effects exist in 1-3.5 keV He+ scattering from graphitic and carbidic carbon on a 

polycrystalline rhenium ribbon. 

2. Ion neutralization 

Especially since the work of Hagstrum [6], it is assumed that an Auger process is 

important in ion neutralization. Different models to describe ion neutralization are the 

Hagstrum model [7], the Godfrey-Woodruff model [8] and a unifying model [9]. As a first 

approximation, the ion fraction can be written as: 

P/ = exp ( - v . · [ 2. + ..!_ ] ) 
C,l V V 

m I 

(2) 

where vc.i is a characteristic velocity for a given ion-target combination, and v1• and v1 are the 

ion velocities before and after the collision. 

For a number of ion-atom combinations, the ions are neutralized during the incoming 
trajectory, while reionization can take place during close encounter. In cases where the 

reionization is complete, the ion fraction depends only on neutralization during the outgoing 

trajectory [ 1 0]. 
Another important mechanism for He+ neutralization is (quasi-)resonant charge transfer. 

Experimental results that did not fit equation (2) were found in the seventies, evidenced by 
oscillations in the scattered He+ ion yield versus the primary energy [11]. In these cases, 

an occupied inner-shelllevel of the surface atom is in almost exact resonance with the partly 
unoccupied 1 s level in the He+ ion. The oscillations are found to be sensitive to the chemical 
environment of the surface atom. In theoretical calculations [12], based on' an "effective 

complex potential", the He+ backscattering intensity from Pb was considered for various band 
widths (0- 6.5 eV), showing that an increase in the band width leads to a damping of the 

oscillations and an increase of the neutralization in the energy range of 1-2 keV. In more 

recent papers [13,14], using different theoretical approaches based on the semiclassical 

time-dependent Anderson Hamiltonian, a "band effect" on charge exhange at solid surfaces 

was reported. It was shown that the charge transfered from the impinging particle to the target 

atom diffuses in the band within a time that correlates with the reciprocal of the band width. 

Therefore, if this time is significantly shorter than the interaction time during ion scattering, 
the electron transfered from the impinging particle escapes into the surface band and the 

oscillatory behavior as a function of the incident energy disappears. However, these results 
are obtained from a simplified model where the noble gas ion is in resonance with only one 
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surface atom. 

Rusch et al. [ 15, 16] and Heiland [ 17] give a classification of the ion neutralization 

behavior for several ion-atom combinations, based on the energy dependence of the scattered 

ion yield. At present, however, the relative contributions of Auger neutralization and resonant 

neutralization processes to the projectile (He+) ion fractions on solids are not clearly 

understood. Moreover, the presence or absence of a matrix effect cannot be exactly predicted. 

Thus, more experimental data about matrix effects are important both for a quantitative LEIS 

analysis and stimulation of further development of the theoretical models. 

Focussing on LEIS from carbon, the following results have been reported in the literature. 

In the work of Souda et al. [18], the neutralization of o+ in comparison to He+ is 

considered, and a difference between the scattering from graphite and titanium carbide was 

mentioned. The authors [18] could not observe a peak of He+ scattered from graphite, while 

they refer to Oshima et al. [19] who have clearly observed the surface peak of carbon from 

a TiC (100) surface. Kato et al. [20], however, have not only observed the peak of He+ 

scattered from graphite but also determined a survival parameter Ala of (5.0 ± 1.7)·105 m/s 

under their experimental conditions (8 = 137° with incident angle 30° to the surface normal, 

using a cylindrical mirror analyzer with detection angle normal to the surface from 17 to 77°). 

The parameter Ala is defined using the equation for the ion fraction p+ = exp (-Ala I v/ ), 

where v/ is the final ion velocity normal to the surface. Obviously, for comprehensive 

understanding and correct comparison of He+ scattering from different carbon species and to 

clarify and quantify a possible matrix effect on carbon, direct measurements in situ are 

needed. 

3. Experimental 

The experiments have been carried out in the UHV low-energy ion scattering set-up 

Mini-Mobis with a modified cylindrical mirror analyzer. The primary ion beam (1-3.5 keV 
3He+ and 4He+, 25 nA, spot size 1 mm2

) passes through a mass filter and is directed along the 

axis of the analyzer, perpendicular to the target. The scattering angle is 136°. Calibration 

against a clean copper surface provides a correction for small changes in the primary ion 

beam. The basic set-up of the system is similar to the NODUS set-up described before [21]. 

Samples are introduced via a transfer room. In the transfer room, heating and gas-dosing 

facilities are available for sample pretreatment. 

Carbidic and graphitic carbon are prepared on a thin polycrystalline rhenium ribbon (with 

a furrowed (1010) face emerging onto the surface [22]), which can be heated to 

temperatures close to the melting point of rhenium (3725°C) by resistive heating. The rhenium 

ribbon contains a very small amount ( < 100 ppm) of a molybdenum contamination. Initially, 

this rhenium ribbon is saturated with carbon at 2175°C (called saturation temperature T5 ) by 

exposing the ribbon to ethylene, following the procedure described in [22]. The carbon 
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solubility of rhenium is proportional to the temperature of the sample [23]. The sample 

temperature is measured by a pyrometer. By varying the temperature of the rhenium sample, 

the carbon species on the surface can be altered reversibly into a carbidic or graphitic state 

in situ. 
After saturation of the rhenium ribbon with carbon, a monolayer (ML) of graphite is 

formed on the surface. If the saturated rhenium is heated to a temperature T > T;,, the carbon 

atoms of the overlayer are dissolved in the bulk and carbidic carbon is formed as observed 
by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) [22]. ForT< r;,, carbon precipitates from the bulk and 

forms multilayers of graphite. A schematic representation of the two types of carbon species 

overgrown on a rhenium substrate is given in Fig. 3.1. 

The LEIS measurements of the two chemical states of carbon are carried out in situ by 

changing the temperature of the rhenium ribbon. For the carbidic phase, T ~ T;, + 1 00°C was 

chosen, while T ~ T, and T ~ T. - 1 00°C were used for the monolayer and multilayers of 

graphite, respectively. From AES measurements, the surface concentrations are estimated to 

be Ne s; 1·1015 at/cm2 for the carbidic surface, and Ne = 3.8·1015 at/cm2 (1 ML} for the 

graphitic surface [22]. 

In addition to the carbon saturated rhenium, pure polycrystalline rhenium, highly oriented 

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG(OOOl) cleaned by stripping the surface with tape), and a 

polycrystalline copper sample have been studied. 

{A} 

CARBIDIC 

T•T.+100°C 

N0 •1x1011 atfcm 

{B) {C) 

GRAPHITIC 

•••••••• 
Re 

•••••••• • ••••••• 
T·T. T•T.-100°C 

N0•3.8x1011 at/cm 
(1 IlL) 

Fig. 3. I Schematic representation of different carbon species on Re prepared at different 
temperatures: (a) carbidic carbon, (b) graphitic carbon monolayer, and (c) 
graphitic carbon multilayers. The saturation temperature T;, is 2175°C. 
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1 LEIS spectra 
LEIS spectra have been obtained for carbidic and graphitic carbon at primary ion energies 

of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 keV, using beams of both 3He+ and 4He+ ions. In Fig. 3.2, 

spectra are shown for 1.0 keY 3He+ scattering from clean rhenium, from rhenium covered with 

carbidic carbon, and from a graphitic monolayer. The carbidic carbon causes a strong 

attenuation of the rhenium signal, while 1 ML of graphite reduces the rhenium signal to the 

noise level. The complete masking of rhenium by graphite illustrates the extreme surface 

sensitivity of LEIS. All spectra are measured at temperatures of 2075-2275 °C. When the 

ribbon is cooled very rapidly (by switching off the direct heating current), the results are the 

same. 

(a) pure Re 

(b) carbidic C on Re (Ne = 1x10 11 at/cmt) 

(c) graphitic C on Re (Ne = 3.8x1 0 18 at/cm2) 
1200.-----------------------------------------~ 

1000 eV 3He+ 

400 

L. c 
400 600 

final energy (eV) 

BOO 

~Re 

(a)H .. 
" . . . 
" . . . . . 
" . . . . . 

1000 

Fig. 3.2 Energy spectra of 1.0 keV 3He+ scattering from (a) pure Re, (b) less than 1·1015 

atlcm2 of carbidic carbon on Re, and (c) 1 monolayer of graphitic carbon on Re. 
Scattering from C and Re is observed around 400 and 900 eV, respectively. The 
Re signal is reduced by the carbon overlayer. At this incident energy the strong 
neutralization prevents the observation of graphitic carbon. The spectra are 
measured while the targets are at high temperatures (2075-2275°C) (see text). 
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A very intriguing observation is that, while a carbon peak is clearly observed for carbidic 

carbon, this peak is below the detection limit for graphite (for 1.0 keV He+). This is especially 

surprising since graphite has the highest surface concentration of carbon atoms. Moreover, it 

is very unlikely that the surface of graphite is contaminated under the experimental conditions 

used. Since the surface can be changed from carbidic to graphitic and back by simply 

changing the temperature of the target, the results for these chemical states of carbon can be 

readily compared. The phenomenon is fully reproducible. 

In our set-up, the LEIS signal of carbon becomes clearly detectable for 3Het ion scattering 

from the graphitic carbon on rhenium and from HOPG at primary ion energies of about 2.5 

keV (see Fig. 3.3). For 4He+ the minimum energy to detect graphite is approximately 3.5 keV 

under our measurement conditions. Spectra of carbon after background subtraction (Fig. 3.3) 

also show that the intensity of the 3He+ ions scattered from 1 ML of graphite, multilayers of 

graphite (not shown in Fig. 3.3), and HOPG are the same, within experimental error(± 10%). 

It is remarkable that, at a given scattering geometry, the contribution of the second layer in 

the relatively open structure of graphite is quite small. 

-• c 
m 

Cii 

- - - - carbidic c 
-- graphitic C, HOPQ 

J, 1000 ev 8He# 

•' •' I I 
I I 

300 500 700 900 

final energy (eV) 

I 

~5()0 ev 8He# ,. 
I\ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 

1100 1300 

Fig. 3.3 Energy spectra (after background subtraction) of 1.0 and 2.5 keV 3He+ scattering 
from different carbon species after background subtraction: carbidic carbon, a 
graphitic carbon monolayer on Re, and HOPG. All peaks are shifted to higher 
energies because a + 30 V voltage is applied to avoid emission of thermal 
electrons at measurements temperatures of 2075-227YC (see text). 
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Not only the scattered ion yield, but also the final energies of the scattered ions of 

carbidic carbon are different from graphitic carbon. Due to the fact that a voltage of about 

+ 30 V was applied over the sample to avoid emission of thermal electrons during 

measurements of carbon species on rhenium at 2075-2275 oc, all peaks are shifted to higher 

energies by about 30 eV. Using HOPG as a reference, again a voltage of +30 V was applied, 

although the measurements were performed at room temperature. A relative comparison 

between the peak positions of carbidic carbon and graphitic carbon shows a difference of 5-l 0 

eV independent of primary energy (within experimental error of± 5 eV). The peak of carbidic 

carbon is located at a higher final energy than the peak of graphitic carbon. We have two 

possible explanations for this observation. 

One explanation is that the graphitic carbon peak is shifted to lower energies (relatively 

to the carbidic carbon peak) due to a very high neutralization rate in combination with 

reionization. In the incoming path of the scattering process on graphitic carbon, almost all He+ 

ions can be neutralized; in the outgoing path only reionized He will be detected, which results 

in an energy loss that is of the same order as the observed difference between graphitic and 

carbidic carbon. 

Another explanation is more tentative. Due to a strong bonding of carbon to rhenium (with 

a short bonding distance), the peak of the carbidic carbon on rhenium may be shifted to 

higher energies (relatively to the peak of graphitic carbon). A strongly-bonded carbon atom, 

like the carbidic carbon atom, can get a new "effective mass" [24] that is a little bit larger 

than a normal carbon atom. This results in a larger fmal energy for scattering from carbidic 

carbon. In a molecular dynamics calculation, we have used a Moliere potential to describe the 

He-C interaction, and a Moliere potential for the short distances in combination with a Morse 

potential for the long distances to describe the~C-Re interaction. The calculations results in 

a similar shift (within experimental error) as found experimentally. 

4.2 Estimate of the ion fraction 
Neutralization plays a key role in the yield of scattered ions in LEIS. We will now give 

an estimate of the ion fractions to demonstrate the different neutralization behavior of carbidic 

and graphitic carbon. Using equation (1) and (2), the ion fraction p+ for He+ scattering from 

carbidic and graphitic carbon can be calculated, following the method as described in section 

4.1 of chapter 2. The logarithm of the LEIS signal divided by the ion beam current, final 

energy (correction for transmission of the analyzer) and differential cross section can be 

plotted as a function of the sum of the reciprocals of the initial and final velocities of the ions, 

and linear relationships are obtained for graphitic carbon, carbidic carbon and copper. For 

copper, only the ion fractions p+ obtained from measurements at 1-2.5 keV are plotted 

because at higher initial energies estimates of r deviate from the straight line as was shown 

in chapter 2 in Fig. 2.5. The differential scattering cross sections duI dO are calculated using 

the Moliere approximation to the Thomas-Fermi potential [25,26]. Using the surface 
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concentrations Ne.= 1.6·1015 at/cm2
, Ne 3.8·1015 at/cm2 for graphite, and Ne 0.5·1015 

at/cm2 for carbidic carbon on rhenium, all lines extrapolate for infinite velocity to the same 

point. This must be p+ = 1, since no neutralization can take place at infinite velocity. 

The anomalous relative difference in v. (reflecting the neutralization behavior) for carbon 

in different chemical states is evident from Fig. 3.4. The characteristic velocities (defined by 

equation (2)) for carbidic and graphitic carbon are found to be 4.7±0.5·105 m/sand 11±1·105 

m/s, respectively. The characteristic velocity found for graphitic carbon cannot be compared 

directly with the He+ neutralization data of graphite reported by Kato et al. [20] (see also 

section 2), because the experimental conditions differ. The final energies for scattering from 

carbidic and graphitic carbon are almost the same, so this will not affect the difference in 

characteristic velocity. The electron optical properties of the analyzer may introduce a 

systematic error in the estimate of the ion fractions, but can certainly not explain the large 

difference between carbidic carbon and graphitic carbon. 

+ 10-1 
A. .. 
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&a .. -c 
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Fig. 3. 4 Estimate of the ion fractions for He+ scattering from copper, carbidic carbon on 
Re, and graphitic carbon (monolayer and multilayers on Re; HOPG) as a 
function of the sum of the reciprocal velocities of the incident and 'scattered ions. 
The closed symbols refer to 4He+, the other symbols to 3He+ scattrring. 

Ion fractions for He+ scattering from rhenium in the Re-C ( carbidic) surface and in pure 

rhenium have also been estimated and are plotted in Fig. 3.5, using the surface concentrations 
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NRfure = 0.8 ·1015 at/cm2 (outermost surface concentration of (1 OI 0) face) for pure rhenium and 

NR•Re-c 0.3·1015 at/cm2 (is NRi reduced with the carbidic carbon concentration) for the 

Re-C surface. The characteristic velocity (defined by equation (2)) for rhenium is found to 

be 3.4±.().5·10S m/s. It is clear from Fig. 3.5 that ion fractions for scattering from rhenium in 

different matrices (pure rhenium, Re-C (carbidic)) are similar within experimental error. Due 

to the tail of rhenium in the LEIS spectra (see Fig. 3.2), which complicates the determination 

of the rhenium peak area, the spread in LEIS signals and, therefore, also the spread in the ion 

fractions is larger for rhenium than for carbon and copper. 
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Fig. 3.5 Estimate of the ion fractions for He+ scattering from rhenium in the Re-C 
(carbidic) surface and in pure Re as a function of the sum of the reciprocal 
velocities of the incident and scattered ions. The closed symbols refer to 4He+, the 
other symbols to 3He+ scattering. 

4.3 Neutralization mechanisms 

The large difference between the ion fractions for scattering from the different chemical 

states of carbon can be related to differences in the electronic structure of carbidic and 

graphitic carbon and to different mechanisms for neutralization. 

The differences in the electronic structure and other physical properties between carbidic 

and graphitic carbon grown on rhenium (and HOPG) can be deduced from experimental data 

by XPS, UPS, AES and TPD, as well as from theoretical calculations carried out for carbon 
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on Hf, Ti, Ni, Ta, and Ru [27- 33]. The electronic structure of the elements involved in 
the He-C interaction is shown in Fig. 3.6. 

Carbidic carbon is strongly bonded to the metal surface, occupying the three- or four-fold 

coordinated sites. In contrast, for a graphitic layer on a metal surface the strong bonds are 

within the layer itself. The interaction with the metal surface is mostly via the very weak van 

der Waals forces. This is why a monolayer, as well as multilayers of graphite, exhibit almost 
the same electronic properties as the basal plane of HOPG [34-36]. Himpsel et al. [37] 

have carried out ab-initio calculations for carbidic and graphitic carbon on Ru as well as for 
pure graphite. The results were compared with angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy data. 

It was found that the C 2s and C 2pz states are less bound by about 8 eV in carbidic than in 
graphitic carbon (see Fig. 3.6). The ground state of He ls (24.6 eV) is very close to the 

bottom of the sp2 valence band of graphite. 
Although Auger neutralization will most likely contribute to the neutralization of He+, we 

assume that the difference in neutralization behavior between carbidic and graphitic carbon 

cannot be explained using this mechanism. At present, models for direct Auger neutralization 
of He+ by jelliumlike surfaces are developed, but no reliable predictions for real surfaces can 

be made yet [38,39]. 
Resonant charge transfer from a surface valence band to the He 2s level is another 

possible neutralization mechanism of He+ [40]. It is suggested from adsorbate induced 
charge-exchange experiments [41] that near resonant neutralization to excited states of He+ 

(He 2s,p;- 4.8 eV below the vacuum level) is only important for materials with a low work 

function. In view of the large work functions of carbidic carbon (-5.2 eV) and graphitic 

carbon (4.45 eV), no strong influence of the work function would be expected. In this work 

[41], however, a shift in the He 2s level is not considered while it is likely that this level will 

shift during ion-solid interaction. Since this shift cannot be predicted reliably, no clear 
conclusions can be drawn here for resonant neutralization of He+. We assume that resonant 
neutralization to the He 2s,p level is not responsible for the large difference in neutralization 
behavior. 

Souda et al. [18] have clearly shown that the neutralization probability foro+ (10- 300 

eV) on different metals is very much enhanced compared to the neutralization probability of 
He+ (D+ ls has a shallower energy position than He+ ls) because the surface electronic state 

relevant to the resonant neutralization of o+ is not a level but a broad valence band (band 

effect). This was also mentioned as a possible explanation for the difference in He+ scattering 

from TiC and graphite. The bottom of the valence band of graphite practically reaches the 
energy position of the He ls ground state, in contrast to the smaller band width and the 

shallower energy position of the carbon 2s or 2p band in TiC. 

For both forms of carbon, it is assumed that the ion-solid interaction will lead to Auger 
neutralization of the He+ ion, but in the case of graphite the partly unoccupied Is level of He+ 
is also expected to be in quasi-resonance with the occupied C 2s of carbon, leading to an 
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enhancement of the neutralization probability. This is schematically shown in Fig. 3.6. For 

ion-atom collisions the quasi-resonance process is well-known. Whenever the energy 

separation aE between the ground state ls level and the inner-shell level of a surface atom 

is within 5-10 eV, quasi-resonant charge exchange becomes significant [42]. Of course, it 

would be more correct to consider the energy positions during interaction of the levels 
involved, instead of their ground states. 

tt'. 
or+-----, 

carbidic C 

1s 

Helium 

vacuum level 

binding 
energy (eV) 

band1 l 

graphitic C 

(1 ML, HOPQ) 

Fig. 3. 6 The electronic structure of the elements involved in the He+ -C interaction. The 
carbidic carbon density of states is taken from {29,30,37], the graphitic carbon 
density of states from {32,33]. The He is level is at 24.6 eV relatively to the 
vacuum level. The arrows illustrate an Auger neutralization mechanism for 
carbidic carbon and a quasi-resonant neutralization mechanism for graphitic 
carbon. 

The quasi-resonant process involving localized d-states has been described extensively in 

the mid-seventies (11,16,43]. It is known to lead to strong oscillations in the ion fraction 
as a function of the ion velocity. For graphitic carbon, no evident oscillations were observed 

within the measured energy range. In addition to the "band effect" described in [14] which 
leads to the damping of oscillations, one could also assume a high screening effect of a hole 

in graphite, which is known to be present from Auger electron spectroscopy (44]. The time 

that a hole is available for the resonant charge transfer could be reduced by a high screening 

effect. In this case, the process of reionization is very unlikely, which will lead to a strong 

enhancement of the damping of the oscillations. Moreover, we did not observe an intense 

background, seen when the reionization process is important. 
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5. Conclusion 

Strong matrix effects have been observed in low-energy (1-3.5 keV) He+ ion scattering 

from two chemical states of carbon. A quasi-resonant neutralization mechanism is believed 
to be responsible for the very high neutralization rate for graphite in comparison with carbidic 

carbon. Due to this matrix effect in LEIS from carbon, quantification of carbon (in an 
unknown chemical state) is not directly possible by calibration at one primary energy. One 

needs to consider the energy dependence of He+ scattered from carbon to obtain semi

quantitative information. 
It would be interesting to find out whether similar matrix effects can be found for other 

materials or for other forms of carbon (e.g. diamond, bucky balls). For light atoms such as 
nitrogen, which can also form very strong bonds with metals, a similar effect as for carbon 

may be expected. 
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Chapter 4 

Oxidation of carbidic carbon on a rhodium surface· 

1. Introduction 

Carbon, oxygen and CO on a Rh surface form a system of fundamental and 

technological interest in the field of heterogeneous catalysis. Rhodium is a good catalyst 

for the synthesis of hydrocarbons and oxygenated compounds [1-4], and is also one of 

the main components of the catalyst for automobile exhaust gas cleaning [5,6]. 

Rhodium was shown to be a versatile catalyst, since it can adsorb CO both 

dissociatively and associatively [7]. Sexton and Somorjai [8] reported that CO adsorbs 

molecularly on a clean polycrystalline Rh foil and desorbed thermally around 250°C. They 

also observed thermal desorption of CO at high temperature (around 700°C) from a 

contaminated Rh surface (with C or 0 impurities) which was supposed to be associated 

with a recombination of the dissociated CO products, adsorbed C and adsorbed 0. Later 

work on single crystal surfaces Rh(llO), Rh(lll), and Rh(lOO) indicated only molecular 

adsorption and desorption [9-11]. There is still a debate in the literature whether or not 

CO dissociation occurs on stepped Rh surfaces [12]. Studying CO adsorption on a 

Rh(210) surface, Rebholz et al. [12] reported that a part of molecularly adsorbed CO 

undergoes dissociation during heating (T > 150°C). A further increase of temperature 

(above 225°C) leads to incomplete recombination of adsorbed C and adsorbed 0, and a 13 
CO desorption peak (around 300°C). 

Using semi-empirical quantum chemical methods, the reaction paths for CO 

dissociation on Rh(111) and stepped Rh(lll) have been analyzed [13,14]. The 

activation energy for dissociation of CO on smooth Rh(111) was found to compete with 

CO desorption. 

Until now, there are no available experimental data for the activation energy of 

adsorbed C and adsorbed 0 recombination on a Rh surface. Using microscopic 

reversibility such information would also provide an activation energy for dissociation. 

One possible mechanism of recombination was theoretically analyzed on the basis of 

the Eley-Rideal type of reaction in which gas-phase oxygen atoms collide with atomic 

• The contents of this chapter has been published in: S.N. Mikhailov, L.C.A. van den Oetelaar, H.H. Brongersma 
and R.A. van Santen, Catal. Lett. 27 (1994) 79. 
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carbon adsorbed on metal Pt(lll) and Ni(111) [15,16]. The major qualitative 
conclusion of these studies is that the product CO escapes quickly from the surface with 
considerable internal excitation. According to this model, CO formation by recombination 
of gaseous atomic oxygen with carbon adatoms is highly exothermic. The simple 
comparison of the C-0 binding energy in the gas phase ( -1020 kJ/mol [ 17]) and the 
binding energy of a C atom on Pt(111) of -480 kJ/mol that was assumed for the 
interaction potential [15], gives an exothermic reaction energy of -540 kJ/mol. 
Furthermore, no potential energy barrier to reaction was found [15]. CO desorbs because 
the energy liberated in the reaction does not dissipate within the timescale of the reaction 
(10"11 s) into the substrate. The calculations in [15,16] showed that most of the energy 
(more than 90%) is carried by the gas phase CO molecule in the form of translational, 
rotational and vibrational energy. 

Another possible mechanism for carbon and oxygen recombination occurs on the basis 
of the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model in which both the oxygen and carbon atoms are 
initially adsorbed and equilibrated (and migrated) before reacting. In this case the reaction 
rate can be calculated by solving the corresponding complete rate equations. As we will 
show, this situation occurs for the reaction of adsorbed C atoms with thermal gas-phase 0 2 

molecules. 
We will present the results of experiments on carbon and oxygen recombination 

representative of a reaction within the kinetic regime in which the reaction ,rate constants 
are small compared to the rates of energy exchange (the previously discussed Langmuir
Hinshelwood reaction) and representative of a reaction in which energy exchange between 
reacting fragments is slow. Such a reaction can be considered to proceed in the dynamic 
regime. 

It is known that the reactivity of surface carbonaceous intermediates in many catalytic 
reactions, in particularly hydrogenation and oxidation, strongly depends on the chemical 
state of adsorbed carbon and the nature of the substrate [18-20]. The most reactive 
carbon is usually associated with carbidic carbon, so called because its C KVV Auger line 
shape is similar to that of metal carbides. The most commonly used methods of carbon 
deposition consist of the thermal decomposition of different carbonaceous molecules such 
as C2H4, CH4, and CO [21-24], or segregation from the bulk [24]. However, the 
atomic dispersion of deposited carbon is not well defined due to a high probability of 
clustering [25-27]. The study of a "carbidic" C layer on Ni(100) and Ni(111), made 
from thermal decomposition of either CO or C2H4, by ultraviolet photoelectron, C K 
electron energy loss, and C KVV Auger spectroscopy indicate the presence of C2, and 
maybe C3 clusters at the surface [27]. The minimum coverage of carbon usually deposited 
by hydrocarbons decomposition is about 0.3-0.5 ML [22]. The carbonaceous deposits 
formed from ethylene on different metals such as Pt, Ir, Rh, and aPt-Rh alloy investigated 
with SIMS and AES showed a variety of compositions and chemical states of surface 
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carbon [28,29]. 
In the present work, it was crucial for the study of the recombination reaction of 

carbon and oxygen to deposit a well defined mono-atomic carbon species on a Rh surface. 
An atomic carbon source in vacuum was used to study directly the reaction of carbon and 
oxygen recombination. Such a kind of carbon source was used before to study low 
temperature interaction of isolated carbon atoms with hydrogen on Pt(111) by means of 
HREELS [26]. 

Two types of experiments will be reported. Carbon atoms deposited on a Rh ribbon 
were exposed to a gas phase of oxygen and the rate of carbon depletion by CO formation 
is measured with AES and XPS. This provides an example of the Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
reaction path. In the other experiment oxygen deposited on a Rh surface reacted with gas
phase carbon atoms. This provides a possibility of the Eley-Rideal reaction path. 

2. Experimental 

The experiments were carried out in an Ultra-High Vacuum Spectrometer (Perkin 
Elmer, PHI 550). The characterization of surface carbon was done by Auger Electron 
Spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). 

AES is more sensitive to surface carbon relative to XPS, due to a shorter mean free 
path of the electrons emitted by carbon. However, the application of AES to study C on 
Rh is difficult due to an overlap of the Auger peaks of C and Rh. A simple computer 
program was developed to deconvolute Auger spectra. It consists of two main steps: fitting 
of the Rh peaks (at an energy of 222 eV and 302 eV) in a C!Rh spectrum with the Auger 
peaks of pure Rh, followed by subtraction of the fitted Auger spectrum (only Rh 
contribution) from the C!Rh spectrum (C and Rh contribution) in the energy region of 
240-280 eV, associated with the carbon Auger peak. Van Langeveld et al. [30] used a 
similar spectrum subtraction technique. 

The Rh sample was a polycrystalline ribbon (20 x 3 x 0.03 mm3
) which could be 

heated resistively by a direct current. The temperature of the Rh sample was measured by 
a chromel-alumel thermocouple and by an optical pyrometer at high temperatures. X-ray 
diffraction of the Rh sample showed the preferential orientation of the (110) face. The 
cleaning procedure of the Rh sample consisted of a number of cycles of argon ion 
sputtering, high temperature annealing (325-725°C) and flashing (about 1225°C), and 
oxygen dosing at elevated temperature to remove residual carbon. 

According to the phase diagram Rh-C [31], rhodium does not form a bulk carbide 
phase and the solid solubility of carbon in Rh is very low. However, we clearly observed 
carbon precipitation as well as carbon diffusion from the surface into the bulk at elevated 
temperature. A similar result of carbon diffusion on Rh(111) and Rh(331) surfaces is 
reported in [32]. 
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Carbon deposition was carried out by using an atomic carbon source in vacuum 
existing of rhenium saturated with carbon [25,33] (see also previous chapter). The 

calibration of the carbon flux was done by monitoring the time which was necessary to 

achieve 1 ML of carbon coverage associated with approximately 3.8·1015 at/cm2 [34]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Carbon deposition on rhodium 

Fig. 4.1(a) shows the changes in intensity of the Auger signals of C and Rh during the 

deposition of carbon on a Rh surface at room temperature, and the Auger spectra of 

carbon (Fig. 4.l(b) and (c)). The mechanism of deposition, as it deduces from its kinetics, 

is close to a "layer by layer" mechanism. When about 80 % of the surface is covered by 
carbon, carbon starts to be deposited as a second layer simultaneously while finishing the 

first layer. The sticking coefficient of carbon on carbon and of carbon upon a metal is 

comparable [34]. The change in the slope (see Fig. 4.1(a)) should coincide with 1 ML of 

carbon coverage. 
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Fig. 4.1 Atomic carbon deposition on a Rh surface at room temperature. The Auger 
signals of C (273 eV) (0) and Rh (302 eV) (+) are plotted as a function of 
deposition time (a). The observed C KVV Auger line shapes of (b) carbidic and 
(c) graphite-like surface carbon are depicted as well. 

Fig. 4.1(b) and (c) present the C KVV line shapes at different times of carbon 

deposition. The typical "carbidic" C KVV Auger line shape (Fig. 4.1(b)) could be 
observed at low carbon coverages (Oc :::; 0.3 ML) [27,35]. This result is partly in 

contradiction with [36], where the authors could not observe a pure carbide-like 
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structure on Rh(lll). In the latter case the carbon deposition had been done by electron 

beam "cracking" of carbonaceous molecules on a Rh surface. Probably, this is the reason 

for the difference between the observations. 

The C KVV Auger line shape at Oc - 1.5 ML (Fig. 4.1(c)) is considerably different 

from that of carbidic carbon. The carbidic line shape is associated with carbon adatoms 
strongly bonded to the metal surface (C-M). At higher carbon concentration, the C KVV 

line shape reflects also the presence of C-C bonds, due to carbon-carbon interaction on the 

surface. A more detailed analysis of the C KVV line shape (for Oc- 1.5 ML) shows that it 

is close to a "graphite-like" line shape but does not exactly coincide with it. Most probably 

it is a mixture of different (C-C, C=C, C....=C, C-M) bonds. 

Note that the change of the C KVV line shape from "carbidic" to "graphite-like" starts 

at Oc > 0.3 ML. XPS measurements show that the C ls binding energy for carbidic carbon 

is about 0.5 eV smaller than for "graphite-like" carbon. This result is in qualitative 

agreement with the results obtained for C/Ni (111) [37]. 

To study the carbon adatom behavior on a Rh surface at elevated temperature the 
following experiment was carried out. About 1.5 ML was deposited at room temperature 

on the Rh sample. Then the sample was heated at different temperatures in the range of 

25-1525°C. During heating the XPS spectra of C and Rh were monitored. The results are 

shown in Fig. 4.2. Only a slight depletion of carbon was observed up to 625°C. At a 

temperature of 625-925°C a decrease in C signal and increase in Rh signal was observed. 
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Fig. 4.2 Heating of the carbon ad layer (of about 1.5 ML} on a Rh suiface at different 
temperatures (30 sec in each point). The XPS signals for C Is (0), Rh 3d ( 0 ), 
and Rh MNN Auger transition ( +) are plotted as a function of temperature. 
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The decrease of the carbon coverage could be associated with carbon diffusion to the bulk 

[32] or migration to the back side of the ribbon, but not with desorption in this 

temperature range. 

To study the kinetics of carbon oxidation on a Rh surface, the temperature has been 

chosen in the range of 25-525°C, where only a slight depletion of carbon was observed. 

3.2 Kinetics of carbidic carbon oxidation on rhodium 

Carbidic carbon (Oc S 0.3 ML) was deposited on Rh at room temperature. After 

exposition to oxygen at constant oxygen pressure (p(02) = 8·10-8 mbar) and during 

different exposure times at different temperatures in the range of 65-425"C, the Auger 

signals of carbon, oxygen, and rhodium were monitored in situ. The experimental data are 

shown in Fig. 4.3. The initial carbon coverage 8/ was 0.1 ML. 
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Fig. 4.3 Kinetics for the carbidic carbon depletion by oxygen (p(O:) = 8·1rrB mbar) at 
different temperatures starting with an initial carbon coverage 8c0 0.1 ML. 
The dots are the experimental data, the lines are exponential fits. 

The carbon depletion kinetics have been measured for eight different temperatures 

(Fig. 4.3 shows only six of them). The experimental curves show an exponential behavior 

for each measured temperature and have been fitted by the following exponential function: 

Oc(t) = 8c0 
• exp [ -rc(1) · t ] (I) 

where Oc is the total surface carbon coverage at time t and Oc0 is the initial surface carbon 

coverage. The rate rc(1) is the rate of carbon removal per unit carbon coverage: 
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rcf...T) = k
0 

• exp [ -E.Jct I RT] · f( p(02) ] (2) 

where T is the temperature, ko is the pre-exponential factor, and E.Jct is the effective 

activation energy for the reaction. From the exponential behavior of the measured kinetics, 

rcf...T) can be extracted at different temperatures. The Arrhenius plot is shown in Fig. 4.4 

for eight temperatures. Within the experimental error it shows a linear behavior. One 

deduces the following parameter for Oc0 = 0.1 ML: 

E act~:::~ 18 + 3 kJ/mol 
eff - (3) 

The kinetics of carbon oxidation was also measured at different carbon coverages: for 

0/ = 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.3 ML (carbidic carbon), and 0.5, 1, and 2 ML. The results of the 

measurements of E.Jc' for carbidic carbon coverages in the range of Oc = 0.1-0.3 ML are 

shown in Fig. 4.5. Within experimental error a trend of increasing E.Jct from 18 ± 3 

kJ/mol at Oc0 = 0.1 ML to 23 ± 3 kJ/mol at Oc0 = 0.3 ML could be observed. This agrees 
with the increasing attractive interaction between C adatoms at increasing 00 when 

graphite-like phase formation starts. 

The tendency of E.Jc' to increase is found as well at Oc > 0.3 ML (for Oc0 = 0.5 ML, 
E.Jc'- 35 kJ/mol). It is associated with the formation of C-C bonds due to clustering. We 

will discuss below a reaction model for monoatomic carbon oxidation. 
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Fig. 4. 4 Arrhenius plot of the carbidic carbon oxidation. The initial carbon coverage 
Oc0 = 0.1 ML. 
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Fig. 4.5 Effective activation energy (Eeffac~ of carbon oxidation as a function of carbon 
coverage. 

3.3 The Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism of atomic C oxidation on a Rh surface 

The kinetics of carbidic carbon oxidation was measured at low constant oxygen 
pressure and far away from the oxygen saturation regime. The measurements of rc(T) were 
not only carried out at p(01) = 8·1041 mbar but also at p(01) 4·10"8 mbar. The 

experimental data can be satisfactorily explained when we assume that Be << 1 and 
80 << l. The following elementary reaction steps via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood path are to 

be considered: 

0 2(g) + 2M P: 2M-O 
M-0 + M-C ... M-CO+ M 
M-CO +:! CO + M 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Recently Hickman et al. [38] have demonstrated explicitely that CO is formed in the 
initial reactionstep of oxygen with adsorbed carbon. Under our conditions the rate 
determining step is reaction (5): 

d8c 

dt 
(7) 

[Kaa.. "'~(Oz). p(Oz))y, 
at Be<< 1 (8) 

1 + [Kadt "'~(Oz). p(Oz)]y, 
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Kads "4( 0 2) is the equilibrium constant for oxygen adsorption. According to (2), (7) and (8), 

the effective activation energy becomes (00 < 1 ML): 

E act 
eff (9) 

where Erecact is the activation energy for M-0 +M-C recombination and euu(02) is the heat 

of dissociative oxygen adsorption. 

The heat of oxygen adsorption euu(02) on Rh(llO) is of the order of -300 kJ/mol 

[39]. From the measured value of EeJ!ct equal to 20 kJ/mol, it gives for Erec act a value of 

the order of 170 kJ/mol. 

Efllm(CO) + E••(CO) 
• -1020 + -120 

M·CO 

E•(C) + E•(O) 
•-760+-400 

.., 

E-11111 •170 

M·C + M-0 

Fig. 4. 6 Energy diagram of both the C and 0 recombination and CO dissociation on 
the transition metal Rh (M). 

Fig. 4.6 shows the energy diagram corresponding to the recombination reaction and the 

reverse reaction: CO dissociation. With respect to their gas-phase atomic state, the energy 

of adsorption of atomic oxygen and atomic carbon is given by: 

(10) 

With respect to the same state, the energy of molecular adsorption of CO equals: 

E(CO) = Fform(CO) + euu(CO) (11) 

The value ~ru(C) is estimated to vary between -500 and -800 kJ/mol [14]. However, 

knowledge of the activation energies enables an estimate of this value, since according to 
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microscopic reversibility: 

E,./ct + E(C+O) = Ed;s act + E(CO) (12) 

Using the following values [10,13,17,40]: E"ds(CO) = -120 kJ/mol, _EfonyCO) = -1020 

kJ/mol, Edisact = -150 kJ/mol, and E"ds(O) = -400 kJ/mol, we deduce for E"ds(C) = -760 

kJ/mol, which is close to the data calculated in [14]. 

3.4 The Eley-Rideal mechanism of atomic carbon recombination with adsorbed oxygen 

The other type of experiment involves the reaction of adsorbed 0 with gas-phase 

carbon atoms. Oxygen was adsorbed on a pure Rh surface by exposing the sample to an 

oxygen atmosphere (p( 0 2) - 1 ·10-7 mbar) at room temperature. Saturation of oxygen 

coverage on the surface was reached within 2 minutes. Then, the carbon beam (with a flux 

vc) was directed to the surface at different temperatures (T = 85-275°C). The kinetics of 

oxygen depletion was monitored by AES. To avoid the influence of heating to the oxygen 

coverage on the surface, after oxygen adsorption at room temperature, the sample was 
heated at approximately 225°C for about 2 minutes, which should give about 0.5 ML of 

oxygen coverage on Rh [39]. The kinetics of oxygen depletion is shown in Fig. 4.7. 
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Fig. 4. 7 Kinetics for adsorbed oxygen depletion under an atomic carbon flux (v c ,...., 
3·1013 at/cm2-s) at different temperatures. The dots are experimental data, the 
lines are exponential fits. 

As one can see, the rate is nearly independent of temperature. The oxygen depletion 
curves can be fitted by an exponential function, with: 
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80 {t) = 00° · exp [ -ro(T) · t] (13) 

r0 (T) = k0 • exp [ -EE/ct I RT] · /[ Vc] (14) 

A number of measurements for the kinetics of oxygen depletion were carried out at 
different temperatures. This enabled a determination of the activation energy EE/c1

: 

EER act = 4 ± 3 k:J/mol (15) 

The results are very different from the earlier discussed Langmuir-Hinshelwood case. 
The activation energy of the reaction is nearly zero. The explanation is very similar to the 
Eley-Rideal mechanism discussed by Tully [15]. The large exothermicity of CO formation 

drives the reaction. The reaction is fast compared to the energy equilibration. CO desorbs 
instantaneously and most of the energy of the reaction results in translational, vibrational 
and rotational energy of CO. The absence of a barrier of recombinative adsorption is 
consistent with the high energy of recombining oxygen and carbon atoms. 

4. Conclusion 

The Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction path was found under kinetic regime conditions, 
with equilibration of gas-phase oxygen and adsorbed oxygen and a low rate of adorbed 
carbon and adsorbed oxygen recombination. The Eley-Rideal reaction path occurs in the 
dynamic regime, where the rate of reaction is fast compared to the rate of energy 
equilibration. 

The Langmuir-Hinshelwood experiment provides a route towards the determination of 
activation energies for recombination and also for dissociation via microreversibility. This 

may be especially useful when we desire to measure dissociation energies of molecules 
that are high and are difficult to measure because of competitive desorption. 
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Chapter 5 

A surface science study of model catalysts: 
I Quantitative surface analysis of wet-chemically 

prepared Cu/Si02 model catalysts 

1. Introduction 

71 

Catalysis research is aiming at the understanding of the relations between the preparation. 

properties and performance of a catalyst. A heterogeneous metal catalyst is a material with 

a complex structure and these relations cannot be established easily. One approach to facilitate 

catalysis research is to use model catalysts in experimental studies of surface and interface 

phenomena of heterogeneous catalysts. 

Different types of model catalysts exist. The most simple and best defined model catalyst 

is a single crystal. More complex, but also more realistic (regarding the structure), are 

supported model catalysts. They can be prepared by deposition via metal evaporation, wet

chemical methods, chemical vapor deposition, or lithographic procedures on various types of 

model supports [1]. Dependent on the topic(s) of interest, the appropriate model system is 

selected and prepared. In order to obtain relevant information about surface and interface 

phenomena of technically important catalysts, one should strive both for detailed 

characterization of the properties and for testing of the model catalyst in a catalytic reaction. 

In this chapter, the preparation and characterization of Cu/Si02 model catalysts are 

described. The Cu/Si02 model catalysts contain nanometer-sized Cu particles on a flat silica 

model support. They are prepared in a similar way as used for technically important metal 

catalysts on porous supports, namely by wet-chemical deposition of a Cu precursor, followed 

by calcination and reduction to produce metallic Cu particles. The wet-chemical deposition 

onto flat Si02 supports was carried out using the technique of spin-coating. This technique 

mimics the impregnation step in the preparation of porous metal catalysts. Spin-coating was 

introduced as a deposition method to prepare model metal catalysts by Kuipers et al. [2-4], 

and further developed and used by others [5-9]. Properties such as the particle size and 

shape, the particle number density, the metal surface coverage, the total metal loading, and 

the oxidation state of the particles have been determined, using a variety of characterization 

techniques (summarized in the experimental section). 

There are several applications of supported Cu catalysts. Silica supported Cu can be used 
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as a catalyst for various reactions, such as the water-gas shift reaction, methanol steam 

reforming, (de)hydrogenation reactions, and hydrogenolysis of esters (see e.g. [10,11]). 

Supported Cu-ZnO catalysts are industrially applied in the methanol synthesis. After more 

than 25 years of research, the catalytically active site(s) of this catalyst is/are still not 

determined precisely, but the important role of Cu (in interaction with ZnO) has been 
recognized [12,13]. The Cu!Si02 system has been used as a reference system in such 

studies (see e.g. [14-16]). 

The interaction of the metal particles with the support determines several processes, such 

as sintering and encapsulation of metal particles by the support, which influence the catalytic 

activity and selectivity. Therefore, the metal-support interactions in Cu!Si02 model catalysts 

will be discussed in the next chapter after a detailed study of the structure of the Cu model 

catalyst during preparation presented here. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Spin-coating of a Cu precursor onto Si02 substrates 

In order to obtain realistic Cu!Si02 model catalysts, we have chosen to use spin-coating 

for deposition of a Cu precursor on a Si02 model support. Solutions of Cu(CH3C00)2.H20 

(Cu(acetate)2) in ethanol or l-butanol were used to produce the small copper particles, 

following the procedure outlined in [8,9]. Butanol was later used in preference to ethanol as 
a solvent since it was observed that the use of ethanol tended to produce inhomogeneous 

particle distributions, which can be attributed to water condensation from the atmosphere 

during spin-coating or to the relatively high water content of ethanol itself [8,9]. Due to the 
poor wettability of the substrate by water, the liquid film will break up during spin-coating 

[4]. Water is less soluble in butanol than in ethanol and the lower rate of evaporation of 
butanol may reduce water condensation as a result of surface supercooling. Spin-coating was 

always performed in a glove-box under dry atmospheric or inert nitrogen conditions to 
minimize water condensation. Another way to avoid the problem mentioned above is to 

hydrolyze the support surface prior to spin-coating to improve the wettability of the support 
by water [4]. 

The substrates used to support the deposited particles were Si(l 00) wafers, which had been 

oxidized in air at 500°C for 24 hours to produce a 5 nm oxide layer. This treatment lead to 

a Si02 surface which is acceptable as a model of a silica support [1,17] based on the Si 2p 

binding energy of the oxide layer (from XPS) [18,19], although it should be pointed out 
that these surfaces will not be fully hydroxylated. The amount of OH groups on the Si02 layer 

prepared by dry oxidation at 500"C is about 2 OH groups/nm2 [20~23]. Prior to 
deposition, both substrates were spin-cleaned in pro-analysis alcohol. 

For the samples discussed in this chapter, the Cu deposition was carried out by spin

coating a 0.01 M solution ofCu{acetate)2 in 1-butanol onto substrates with a thin (5 nm) Si02 
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top layer using a spin frequency of 5000 rotations per minute (rpm). Following deposition, the 

Cu acetate complexes were transformed into CuO particles by calcination in air at 450"C for 

4 hours using a ramp rate of 300°C/hr. 

2.2 Ultra-high vacuum atomic force microscopy (UHV-AFM) and electron microscopy 

AFM measurements were performed with an Omicron UHV -AFM, using cantilevers with 

integrated Si3N4 pyramidal tips [24]. All the measurements were performed in contact 

mode, applying a low normal force, typically of the order of 1 nN. After transfer to the AFM, 

the samples received a short recalcination to burn off surface carbon contaminations (50 mbar 

0 2 at 300"C for 30 min.). To obtain metallic Cu particles, the samples were then reduced in 

a static hydrogen atmosphere (50 mbar H2 at 250"C for 1 hr), the hydrogen being periodically 

refreshed during reduction. These procedures were carried out in a pre-chamber of the AFM 

set-up. This means that the samples were not exposed to ambient conditions between treatment 

steps so that AFM analysis of the samples between steps could be performed. The size and 

distribution of the copper particles were studied as a function of the oxidation and reduction 

procedure. Accurate quantitative information about the particle height and particle number 

density can be obtained with AFM. Due to the tip-particle convolution, the particle diameter 

cannot be accurately determined [8]. 

Some samples were also investigated using electron microscopy. High resolution scanning 

electron microscopy (HRSEM) measurements were done at the Shell Research and 

Technology Centre in Amsterdam (SRTCA). In addition to the 3D information of the sample 

morphology obtained with AFM, HRSEM gives a 2D top view projection of the sample 

surface and quantitative information about the particle diameter. AFM and electron 

microscopy can complement each other to yield accurate information about the particle shape 

of nanoscale systems [25]. 

2.3 Low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

The samples were also analyzed by LEIS to determine the Cu surface coverage, using the 

NODUS set-up described in [26]. LEIS was performed using 3 keV 4He+ ions (scattering 

angle of 142") with a beam current of 30 nA, producing a typical ion dose of 2.1·1 014 

ions/cm2 during one measurement. The Cu signal from the samples was calibrated by a 

reference sample of clean polycrystalline pure Cu. The Cu/Si02 samples were prepared in situ 

prior to analysis, following the procedure outlined in section 2.2. 

The chemical state of the copper particles after oxidation and reduction was checked by 

a VG ESCALAB 200 XPS system, using a standard Al Ka. source. In this case, the samples 

were prepared in the pre-chamber of the NODUS prior to transportation of the samples to a 

nitrogen glove box using a vacuum suitcase. The samples were then transferred to another 

vacuum suitcase compatible with the XPS machine for analysis. It became evident that this 

transfer procedure did not affect the oxidation state of the copper particles even though some 
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carbon contamination did occur during transportation. 

2.4 Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) 

Metal loadings following spin-coating, calcination, and reduction were quantified with 

RBS using 4 Me V He+ ions from the A VF-cyclotron at the Eindhoven University of 

Technology [27]. The beamguiding system was operated in the dispersive mode resulting 

in AEIE = 3 ·1 o·3• Scattering experiments were carried out in a standard high vacuum 

scattering chamber (with a pressure of about 1·10'5 mbar), and the angle of the incoming 

beam with the sample surface normal was 5°. Scattered particles were detected with a standard 

passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) detector which was positioned at a scattering angle 

of 165° with respect to the direction of the incoming beam. The measured overall energy 

resolution (full width at half maximum (FWHM)) was found to be 18 keV, sufficient to 

identify the 63Cu and 65Cu isotopes separately. 
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Fig. 5.1 RBS spectrum of a Cu/Si02 model catalyst using 4 Me V He+ ions. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Cu deposition by spin*coating 

The composition and structure of a model catalyst is influenced by several parameters in 
the spin*Coating procedure, analogous to the preparation of technical catalysts by 

impregnation. A number of studies have been performed to determine these parameters and 
their influence on the properties of the model catalyst, in order to be able to prepare model 
catalysts in a controlled way. In the original work of Kuipers et al. [2], the influence of the 
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solute concentration and spin frequency on the particle size and number density were 

discussed. A decrease of the solute concentration and an increase of the spin frequency result 

in a decrease of particle size and increase of particle number density, but independent control 

of these two properties is not possible. Additionally, atmospheric properties (humidity), 

solvent properties (evaporation rate), chemistry of the solute and the condition of the substrate 

have been found to influence the properties of the model catalyst [4,5,9,28,29]. It 

depends on the metal precursor whether isolated particles or thin layers are deposited after 

spin-coating. Cu(acetate)2 is deposited as a thin layer, while Cu(N03) 2 is deposited as particles 

after spin-coating (with 5000 rpm) of the metal precursor dissolved in ethanol. The difference 

is attributed to a larger region of metastability in the solvent for the acetate precursor than for 

the nitrate precursor [9]. 

The metal loading can be predicted from a hydrodynamic model of spin-coating and can 

be checked by RBS measurements. A good agreement between theory and experiment was 

found [5,8]. In Table 5.1, the Cu loadings (l) a.S determined by RBS of the samples studied 

in this chapter are shown. The RBS measurements are carried out after the reduction step, and 

a typical RBS spectrum of a Cu/Si02 model catalyst is shown in Fig. 5.1. Since no loss of Cu 

occurs during calcination and reduction under the conditions used here (checked by RBS), the 

measured Cu loading also represents the amount ofCu deposited by spin-coating. The samples 

presented in Table 5.1 are all prepared in the same way. As shown in [8] a Cu loading of 

1.5 ·1015 atlcm2 is predicted on the basis of the spin-coating theory, which takes into account 

the solute concentration and spin frequency, and is in good agreement with the experimental 

values of Table 5.1. 

RBS AFM 

Cu loading I particle density n particle height h 
(1 015 atlcm2

) (1 010 partlcm2) (nm) 

I 1.36 + 0.1 2.0 + 0.5 8+2 

11 1.55 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.5 

Ill 1.85+0.1 1.8 + 0.5 

Table 5.1 Results from RBS and AFM measurements of Cu model catalysts. No difference 
(within experimental error) was observed between calcined and reduced model 
catalysts. 

3.2 Calcination and reduction 

On calcination, the deposited Cu acetate film will break up and form CuO particles. It is 

expected that the heating procedure will affect the particle formation. After slow heating to 

450°C (using a ramp rate of 50"Cihr), the particle size and distribution was not very 
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reproducible and only a small number of particles was observed by AFM [9]. Reproducible 

results were found when a high ramp rate of 300°C/hr was used. During heating, Cu acetate 

is mobile in the deposited layer and can cluster prior to dissociation. Temperatures in excess 

of 250°C are required to produce appreciable rates of Cu acetate dissociation and oxidation. 

On rapid heating, the time available for surface diffusion of Cu acetate is restricted, since the 

temperature at which Cu acetate dissociates and oxidizes is quickly. attained. 

After calcination at 450°C in air, the chemical composition of the particles was determined 

by XPS. The position of the Cu 2p312 peak was at 934.1 eV and the Cu LMM peak at 569.4 

eV, consistent with CuO [30,31]. The given binding energies have been corrected for 

charging of the sample ( + 1.2 e V) by using the C 1 s binding energy which is expected to be 

at 284.6 eV. The Cu2
+ satellites (from shake-up transitions) are clearly visible in the Cu 2p 

XPS spectrum (see Fig. 5.2(a)). The CuO particles can be converted into metallic Cu particles 

by reduction at 250°C in hydrogen. After reduction in hydrogen, the Cu2+ satellites 

disappeared and the Cu 2p312 peak shifted to 932.5 eV and the Cu LMM to 568.2 eV, 

consistent with the formation ofCu0 (see Fig. 5.2(b)) [30,31]. 
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Fig. 5.2 XPS spectra of a Cu!Si02 model catalyst (a) after calcination (Cu oxidation state: 
2+) and (b) after reduction (Cu oxidation state: 0). 
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The calcination and reduction steps are not only important for the conversion of the 

deposited Cu precursor into catalytically active Cu sites, but also for anchoring of the particles 

to the support. The anchoring of the Cu particles to the Si02 substrate is assumed to occur 

during the calcination step and will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

Furthermore, it was observed that Rh particles are only weakly bonded to the Si02 support 

directly after spin-coating of a RhCI3 precursor in ethanol onto this support, since the AFM 

tip can readily move these particles around. However, after reduction of the particles in 

hydrogen at 200°C, the particles can no longer be swept or destroyed by the AFM tip [9]. 

3.3 Morphology of the Cu/Si02 model catalyst 

The particle size and number density of the metal component of a catalyst can have a 

significant influence on the catalytic performance [32]. For a model catalyst with a flat 

substrate these properties can be studied in detail with scanning probe and electron 

microscopy. 

Fig. 5.3(a) shows a topographical picture of the surface of the Cu/Si02 model catalyst 

obtained by UHV-AFM after calcination. The 2D top view projection in Fig. 5.3(b) (measured 

in frictional mode) clearly shows the homogeneous distribution of CuO particles over the Si02 

surface. Due to the tip-particle convolution, the real particle diameter is much smaller than 

suggested by Fig. 5.3(b) [8]. Since deconvolution is not straightforward, only the particle 

height hand number density n have been determined in these measurements and are given in 

Table 5.1. The error bar of 2 nm for h reflects the height distribution of all the particles. 

Comparing calcined and reduced samples, the particle height h and number density n are 

identical within experimental error. This result indicates that the particle shape is changed 

after reduction, since the atomic density of Cu in metallic Cu is about two times larger than 

that in CuO. 

Assuming a certain particle shape, the mean particle height can be calculated from the 

metal loading l (from RBS) and particle number density n (from AFM), and can be compared 

with the measured height h. Spherical, hemi-spherical and intermediate particle shapes are 

considered. 

As illustrated in Fig. 5.4, the particle shape can be described by the shape factor F: 

h = F· r (1) 

where F = 1 represents a hemi-spherical shape and F = 2 a spherical shape. We do not 

consider particles with a shape factor F < I, because a combination of AFM and electron 

microscopy measurements showed that F ~ 1 for the particles on the Cu/Si02 model catalysts 

[6,8,33]. The shape factor F is also related to the contact angle 8 by: 

F = 1 - cos e (2) 

The contact angle 8 is a parameter that is often used in wetting/non-wetting studies 
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Fig. 5.3 UHV-AFM images (measured in contact mode) of a Cu/Si02 model catalyst: (a) 
obtained in topographical mode and (b) obtained in frictional mode. 

[34,35]. The volume of a particle (V) depends on the factor F and particle height h: 

1 ::; F::; 2 (3) 

The particle volume V can be calculated from land n in Table 5.1, assuming that the atomic 
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density of Cu in a particle is equal to the atomic bulk density p ·: 

V= (4) 
n. p* 

The atomic density p* (in at/cm3) is equal to p·NAv I M, where NAvis the number of Avogadro 

(6.02·1023 at/mol), p the bulk density (in g/cm3) and M the molar mass (in g/mol). The 

particle height h can be calculated by inserting the particle volume V obtained from equation 

(4) in equation (3) and assuming a certain particle shape (F). The results for both CuO and 

Cu particles are given in Table 5.2 for different particle shapes. 

Fig. 5.4 Schematic illustration of a supported particle. The parameters that are involved 
in models (see text) of the particle shape and coverage are indicated in this 
picture. 

Let us first consider the CuO particles. The measured particle height of CuO particles 

(from AFM) is in good agreement with the hemi-spherical model (F = 1). A hemi-spherical 

particle shape is also reported in literature for technical Cu01Si02 catalysts [10,36]. 

Electron rnicroscopy measurements of similar Cu model catalysts showed that the CuO 

particle diameter d is approximately 1.5 - 2 times the particle height h (from AFM) [6,8,33]. 

If d I h = 2, the CuO particles have a hemi-spherical shape (F = 1), confirming the conclusion 

from RBS and AFM measurements. If d I h = 1.5, the CuO particles are more rounded (F = 

1.33) and make less contact with the substrate (9 = 109°) in comparison with a hemi-spherical 

particle (9 = 90°). Using F = 1.33 in our model, the calculated CuO particle height (see Table 

5.2) is still in reasonable agreement with the measured height (see Table 5.1), within the 

accuracy of the measurements and the model. 

In general, metals in an oxidic state will tend to wet an oxidic substrate, whereas metals 
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in a metallic state will tend to ball up due to their high surface free energy [16,37,38]. 

So it is expected that after reduction the metallic Cu particles are more spherical. In a TEM 

analysis of technical Cu/Si02 catalysts, it was observed that reduction of hemi-spherical CuO 

discs in hydrogen produces more rounded metallic Cu particles of somewhat smaller 

dimensions [10,36]. The contact angle is a good measure for such a wetting/non-wetting 

phenomenon. For molten Cu droplets on an oxidic substrate, the contact angle is 

approximately 130° [39,40]. 

If we look at the particle height calculated from I and n (Table 5.2), it is clear that for a 

given shape it has become smaller after reduction. The observation with UHV-AFM that the 

particle height does not change after reduction indicates that the reduced Cu particles are more 

rounded in order to exhibit a similar particle height as before reduction. However, if we 

compare the measured particle height of 8 ± 2 nm (Table 5.1) with the values in Table 5.2, 

this ball up effect cannot be discerned. For the reduced Cu particles, both a model based on 

hemi-spherical particles (F = 1) and particles having a contact angle of 130° with the support 

(F = 1.64) agree reasonably (within experimental error) with the experimental results. 

CuO particle height h (nm) Cu particle height h (nm) 

F=l F = 1.33 F = 1.64 F=2 F=l F = 1.33 F = 1.64 
(9 = 90"') (9 = 109') (9 = 130"') (9 = 180') (9 = 90"') (9 = 109") (9- 130"') (9 

I 9 10 12 14 7 8.5 10 11.5 

II 9 10 12 14 7 8.5 9.5 11.5 

Ill 10 12 13.5 16 8.5 10 11 13 

Table 5.2 Particle height of calcined and reduced Cu model catalysts calculated (see text) 
from the Cu loading (from RBS) and the particle number density (from AFM) for 
several particle shapes. The experimental values found for the partio./e height are 
shown in Table 5.1. 

3.4 Cu surface coverage of the Cu/Si02 model catalyst 

To establish the relation between properties and performance of a metal catalyst, it is not 

only necessary to know the morphology of the catalyst, but also the amount of surface metal 

atoms per cm2 (metal surface coverage). A comparison of the performance between catalysts 

with different properties is only possible if the catalytic activity is normalized to the number 

of available metal sites (turn over number (TON)). LEIS may be useful to determine the Cu 

surface coverage of the Cu model catalyst. However, LEIS analysis of small supported 

particles can be complicated by enhanced sputtering of the atoms of the particle [ 41], the 

presence of adsorbates and by shielding effects related to the surface morphology of the 
catalyst (expressed in the steric factor as discussed in chapter 2). 
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Typical LEIS spectra of the Cu model catalyst are shown in Fig. 5.5(a). After reduction, 

a clear change in Cu signal is visible with respect to the calcined sample, while the oxygen 
and silicon signals do not change significantly. Using 3 keV 4He+ ions, LEIS is about ten 

times more sensitive for Cu atoms than for Si atoms. So if the change in Cu signal is related 

to a change in coverage of the substrate we do not expect to see a significant change in Si 

signal (substrate) due to a change in shielding by Cu. 
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Fig. 5.5 Results of LEIS measurements of a Cu/Si02 model catalyst: (a) typical LEIS 
spectra after calcination and reduction and (b) Cu signals (normalized to the 
signal of pure Cu) as a function of ion dose after calcination, reduction and 
reoxidation. 
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The Cu LEIS signal of the CuO particles (Se. euo part') is normalized to the Cu signal of a 

pure Cu sample (Se.eJ and has been measured as a function of ion dose (see Fig. 5.S(b} for 

sample 11). The Cu signal of the CuO particles is compared with the Cu signal of bulk 

polycrystalline CuO (Se.e"D-; in Fig. 5.S(b) as a function of ion dose and the course of the 

sputter profiles were found to be the same. The results of the other samples were similar as 
shown in Fig. 5.5(b). An additional oxidation step (60 mbar oxygen at 300°C for 1 hr) to bum 

off surface carbon contaminations did not change the Cu signal of the CuO particles 

significantly. The increase of the Cu signal of CuO particles as a function of ion dose is 

attributed to the removal of surface species (containing H and 0). The Cu signal of the 
reduced Cu particles (Seucupart") also increases slightly with ion dose. After an ion dose of 

about 1016 He+/cm2, no sputter damage of the particles was observed in AFM images. 

The normalized Cu signals obtained after an ion dose of 4·1015 He+/cm2 have been used 

as a measure of the Cu surface coverage of the calcined and reduced model catalysts. Since 
the Cu signal is initially not constant, we have taken the Cu signals at a higher ion dose. It 

was found that the Cu signal!i of a polycrystalline CuO sample (see section 4.3 of chapter 2) 
and the particles were constant after an ion dose of about 4·1015 He+/cm2• For the calcined 

model catalysts, also an estimate of the surface coverage is made by comparing the Cu signals 
of the particles with that of a polycrystalline CuO sample. 

3.4.1 Cu surface coverage of the reduced model catalyst 

First we will discuss the Cu LEIS signals of the reduced model catalysts. The 
Se.eupart. I Sc.c" ratios after sputtering with about 4·1015 He+/cm2 are given in Table 5.3. The 

surface coverage is determined with LEIS as: 

Ne. (Sc.eupart. I Se.e")·(peu ) 213 (LEIS model A in Table 5.3), 

assuming that after hydrogen treatment and ion bombardment with about 4·1015 He+/cm2 the 

surface of the Cu particles is not covered with adsorbates that shield the Cu surface atoms. 
The surface coverage can also be estimated independently from the AFMIRBS data by: 

Ne. = n·nr·(Pc. ) 213 (AFMIRBS model A,B in Table 5.3). 

This is done for a hemi-spherical particle (F = 1, e = 90°; AFMIRBS model A) and a particle 

which is more rounded (F = 1.64, e 130°; AFMIRBS model B), taking the area of the 
particles projected onto the flat substrate as relevant for the surface coverage and detected by 

LEIS (indicated by a in Fig. 5.4). The particle number density n is taken from Table 5.1, the 

particle radius r is taken from Table 5.2 using equation (l) and (pe.)213 is equal to 1.9·1015 

Cu at/cm2 (see also Table 2.1 of chapter 2). If we take the surface area of the top hemi-sphere 

as the relevant parameter for the surface coverage and detected by LEIS (indicated by fJ in 
Fig. 5.4), the coverage can be estimated by: 

Ne. = n·2n:r·(Peu ) 213 (AFMIRBS model C in Table 5.3), 
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This is done for more spherical particles (F = 1.64, 9 = 130°). 

In Table 5.3 the results of all the models described above are presented. If we make a 

comparison between the LEIS and AFMIRBS models, LEIS model A is in reasonable 

agreement with AFMIRBS model B. This indicates that LEIS model A and AFMIRBS model 

B are useful to make an estimate of the surface coverage. 

L Cu surface coverage (1 013 atlcm2
) 

Sc,,Cuparl. LEIS A AFMIRBSA AFMIRBSB AFMIRBS C 
S eu F= 1, 9 = 90" F 1.64, 9 = 130" F 1.64, 9 = 130" 

eu coverage= a coverage= (3 coverage= a 

2.5 6 4.5 8.5 

3 6.5 5 10 

I 0.022 ± 0.003 4 8 5 9.5 

Table 5.3 Results of the LEIS measurements of the reduced Cu model catalysts. The Cu 
suiface coverage is calculated (see text) using these LEIS results and using 
AFMIRBS results (from Table 5.1 and 5.2). 

3.4.2 Cu surface coverage of the calcined model catalyst 

The Cu surface coverage of the calcined model catalysts has been studied in a similar way 

as done for the reduced model catalysts. In Table 5.4, the Seu CuOpart. I Se.eu ratios after an ion 

dose of about 4·1015 He+lcm2 and the Se.euopart. I Sc.euo ratios of the calcined model catalysts 

are shown. Using these ratios, a Cu surface coverage can be determined as: 

Ne.= (Se.euapart. I Se.c")·(Pe.}213 (LEIS model A in Table 5.4), 

or it can be estimated by: 

Ne."' (Sc.euapart I Se.eu0HPcuo ) 213 (LEIS model Bin Table 5.4). 

The difference between these two models is that no shielding of Cu by oxygen (so that the 

steric factor is 1; see also chapter 2) is assumed in LEIS model A and that shielding of Cu 

by oxygen is the same for the Cu surface atoms of CuO particles and bulk CuO (in which 

case the steric factor is about 0.1 - 0.2; see also chapter 2) in LEIS model B. The Cu surface 

density in CuO (pe.o ) 213 is equal to 1.3 ·1 015 Cu atlcm2 (see also Table 2.1 of chapter 2). An 

estimate of the surface coverage from AFMIRBS data is made using: 

Ne. = n·n?-·(Peua ) 213 (AFMIRBS model A in Table 5.4). 

This is done for a hemi-spherical particle (F = 1, 9 = 90°). The area of the particles projected 

onto the substrate (a in Fig. 5.4) is taken as the relevant parameter for the surface coverage, 

since for the metallic Cu particles the better agreement with LEIS results was found using this 

assumption (see Table 5.3). 
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Although we expect that LEIS model B is the best LEIS model to detennine the Cu 

surface coverage, values from AFMJRBS model A are much lower than from LEIS model B 

and in good agreement with LEIS model A. If an AFMJRBS model with another particle 

shape is considered (F > 1 ), the difference between this AFMJRBS model and LEIS model 

B becomes even larger. There are three possible explanations for these results. 

11 

III 

S CuOpart. 
!.!.C--

Sc.eu 

0.032 ± 0.005 

0.035 + 0.005 

LEIS 

S CuOpart. 
!.!C

S CuO 
Cu 

0.23 ± 0.05 

0.22 + 0.05 

.25 + 0.05 

Cu surface coverage (1013 at/ 

LEIS A LEIS B 

6 30 

6 29 

7 33 

AFM!RBSA 
F 1, e = go• 
coverage = et 

7 

8 

7 

Table 5.4 Results of the LEIS measurements of the calcined Cu model catalysts. The 
measured Cu signals are normalized to the Cu signal of a pure Cu as well as a 
CuO reference. The Cu surface coverage is calculated (see text) using these LEIS 
results and using AFMIRBS results (from Table 5.1 and 5.2). 

The steric factor that expresses the shielding of Cu by oxygen may be different for bulk 

CuO (about 0.1 - 0.2) and the calcined Cu model catalyst (about 1), i.e. Cu atoms are less 

shielded by oxygen and, therefore, much more visible with LEIS at the surface of the calcined 

Cu model catalyst than at the surface of bulk polycrystalline CuO. Since we do not know the 

value of the steric factor (as discussed in chapter 2) we cannot exclude this, but the difference 

in the steric factor would be rather large. 

A second possibility is that the Cu surface density of the CuO particles is higher than that 

of bulk CuO. Preferential exposure of surface planes in small supported particles can result 

in a different metal surface density for particles compared to the metal surface density of the 

bulk material [42,43]. However, we do not expect that this difference can he as large as 

observed here and we assume that the close packed ( 111) plane is dominant on the 

polycrystalline CuO surface. 

The third possibility is that more Cu surface atoms are present than expected from the 

AFMJRBS data. The amount that is "invisible" for AFM and too small to affect RBS results 

would be 20-25 ·1 013 Cu atlcm2 when comparing LEIS model B with AFMJRBS model A. If 

these Cu atoms are highly dispersed over the Si02 substrate, these species will not be visible 

with AFM and are approximately within the experimental error of the RBS measurements. If 
these Cu species are atomically dispersed, the density is 2 - 2.5 Cu atlnm2 and this 

corresponds with the amount of Si-OH groups that is expected to be present at the surface of 

our model supports [20-23]. The atomically dispersed Cu species may be attached to these 
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silanol groups during spin-coating and/or calcination. The observation of a. low particle 

number density (from AFM) but a high Cu loading (from RBS) after calcination to 450°C 

with a low ramp rate of 50°Cihr (see section 3.2) can be understood by assuming the 

formation of highly dispersed Cu species to a larger extent. 

During reduction, the highly dispersed Cu species migrate to the 8 nm Cu particles and/or 

form new particles. As indicated by the results of the AFMIRBS measurements compared to 

the LEIS measurements (see Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3), mainly 8 nm particles are left after 

reduction. Upon reoxidation of the reduced model catalyst (in 50 mbar 0 2 at 300"C for I 

hour), the Cu LEIS signal does not change significantly (see Fig. 5.5(b)), indicating that the 

migration process cannot be reversed by this treatment. 

XPS measurements also indicated that the dispersion changed significantly upon reduction: 

the Cu(2p )/Si(2p) intensity ratio decreased with a factor of I. 7, when comparing a calcined 

and reduced Cu/Si02 model catalyst. A rough estimate can be made of the change in XPS 

intensity ratio by using a simple layer model with the layer thickness and coverage as 

parameters [44]. A Cu layer with a thickness of 8 nm and a coverage of 2% of the support 

was chosen as a model for the reduced samples. A combination of a CuO layer (thickness= 

8 nm, coverage= 3%) and a CuO monolayer (thickness 0.3 nm, coverage= 20%) was 

chosen as a model for the calcined samples, based on the results presented above. For this 

case, we have calculated that the Cu(2p) XPS intensity decreases upon reduction with a factor 

of 2.3, which is of the same order as found experimentally. This result gives more evidence 

for the proposed structure of the Cu model catalysts. 

4. Discussion of the structure of the Cu/8102 model catalyst 

The structure of the wet-chemically prepared Cu/Si02 model catalyst can be characterized 

in detail after each preparation step. Two types of Cu species are present at the surface of the 

calcined Cu model catalyst: hemi-spherical CuO particles (with a particle height of about 8 

nm) and Cu species highly dispersed over the Si02 substrate. Upon reduction in hydrogen, 

metallic Cu particles are formed both by reduction of the CuO particles and by migration 

and/or agglomeration of the highly dispersed Cu species. The metallic Cu particles have the 

same particle height as the CuO particles, but are probably more spherical. 

The presence of two different Cu species is in good agreement with the study of Cant et 

al. [10,36] on technical Cu/Si02 catalysts. These catalysts were prepared by the equilibration 

of non-porous aerosil spheres with an excess of a Cu tetra-amine solution, followed by 

washing and calcination in air at 500°C. During wet-chemical preparation of the technical 

catalysts, two processes took place. Ion-exchange occured, resulting in the anchoring of the 

Cu precursor to silanol groups in a well-dispersed form. Precipitation of Cu hydroxide 

occured, resulting in small particles. Upon calcination of the technical catalysts, Cu was 

present both as Cu2+ ions highly dispersed over the support and as CuO hemi-spherical discs. 
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Upon reduction in hydrogen at 250 - 300°C, isolated ion-exchanged species were reduced to 

eu+, and the CuO particles were reduced to more spherical metallic Cu particles [10,36]. 

The dispersion of the technical Cu/Si02 catalyst was altered after reduction, as indicated 

by a decrease in the Cu/Si atomic ratio (from XPS) [36]. Migration and agglomeration of the 

dispersed Cu species may occur. We also suggested such a migration process for the Cu 

model catalysts during reduction. LEIS experiments after reoxidation of the reduced model 

catalyst indicate that the migration process cannot be reversed by this treatment. This was also 

found for the technical Cu catalyst by Cant et al. [36]: reoxidation of the reduced catalyst did 

not result in redispersion of oxidized Cu, since the Cu/Si XPS ratio did not change 

significantly. 

In contrast to the observations on the Cu model catalyst, Cant et al. [10,36] reported that 

after reduction isolated ion-exchanged Cu species are still present as cu+ species due to the 

strong interaction with the support. No clear contribution of cu+ in the XPS spectra could be 

found after reduction of the Cu model catalysts, indicating that (almost) no highly dispersed 

Cu species are left on the surface of the reduced model catalysts. 

The interaction between Cu and the Si02 support which strongly influences 'the processes 

described above will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

S. Conclusion 

The wet-chemical approach of making model catalysts involving spin-coating, calcination 

and reduction leads to a succesful preparation of realistic Cu/Si02 model catalysts. The 

structure of the wet-chemically prepared Cu/Si02 model catalyst can be characterized in detail 

after each preparation step, concerning the particle size and shape, the particle number density, 

the metal surface coverage, the total metal loading, and the oxidation state of the particles by 

using UHV atomic force microscopy, electron microscopy, low-energy ion scattering, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. A combination of 

characterization techniques is required to characterize this system extensively and to ensure 

a correct interpretation of the data. 
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Chapter 6 

A surface science study of model catalysts: 
II Metal-support interactions in Cu/Si02 model catalysts 

1. Introduction 

In heterogeneous catalysis, the physico-chemical interactions between the metal particles 

and the support are called metal-support interactions (MSI). MSI have been used to explain 

"support effects" on the performance of a catalyst, which are related to prbcesses such as 

wetting, sintering, encapsulation or other morphological changes of metal particles induced 
by the support, diffusion of the metal into the support, reaction of the metal with the support, 
spillover of adsorbates from metal particles to the support, (localized) electron transfer 

between the support and very small metal particles, etc. A comprehensive description of the 

observations and origin of MSI in surface science and heterogeneous catalysis research can 

be found in [1-6]. 
The performance of technologically important metal catalysts (with metal particles 

dispersed over a porous support) can be modified by treatments at elevated temperatures 

(approximately 500°C and higher) under reducing conditions. After such treatments, it has 

been found that hydrogen and carbon monoxide chemisorption are strongly surpressed and that 

the activity and selectivity of the catalyst is changed. These effects have been attributed to 
MSI. However, it is a difficult task to relate these catalytic effects to the processes mentioned 

above because of the complex structure of the catalyst and the limitations of characterization 

techniques. Model catalysts have been of great help to elucidate the precise mechanism(s) of 

MSI (see e.g. [7- 15]). 
In the previous chapter, we described the wet-chemical preparation and characterization 

of Cu/Si02 model catalysts consisting of nanometer-sized Cu particles on a flat silica model 
support. In this chapter, we concentrate on MSI in these Cu/Si02 model catalysts upon 
reduction, annealing, .and regeneration. The thermal stability of Cu model catalysts with a thin 

(5 nm) and a thick (400-500 nm) Si02 layer has been studied considering sintering (or the 

reverse process of redispersion), wetting (or the reverse process of non-wetting), metal 

sublimation, encapsulation of the metal particles, metal interdiffusion, and reaction of the 
metal with the support, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.1. It will be discussed that the 
preparation procedure strongly influences the MSI strength and that the wet-chemical approach 

of model catalyst preparation leads to a different interaction of the Cu particles with the 

support compared to direct evaporation of the Cu metal onto the model support. The relevance 
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of the MSI study of Cu model catalysts for technical heterogeneous metal catalysts will also 

be discussed. 

Fig. 6.1 

sublimation 
slnterlng I 

wetting I 

Schematic illustration of surface and interface processes in the Cu/Si02 model 
catalysts. 

Since the work of Tauster et al. [16,17], it has been established that for reducible 

oxides, such as Ti02, T~05, Nbp5, V20 3, and MnO, phenomena associated with strong 
metal-support interactions (SMSI) occur. For oxides that are not easily reduced to lower 

valence states, such as Al20 3, Si02, MgO, Y20 3, and Zr02, metal-support interactions (MSI) 
have been reported, but these interactions are generally induced under more severe conditions 

and give rise to less pronounced changes in catalytic properties (see e.g. [7,18-20]). For 

silica supported catalysts, partial encapsulation of Pt particles [21], metal (hydro)silicate 
formation [22,23], and metal silicide formation (e.g. Ni silicide [24,25], Pd silicide 

[26], Pt silicide [27]) have been reported. 

The interaction between Cu and Si02 is generally believed to be rather weak (see e.g. 

[28,29]). Pretorius et al. [30] used thermodynamical arguments to predict the 
possibility of reaction of thin transition metal films with Si02 supports, and use~ Rutherford 

backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as their primary 

analytical tools. No reaction of Cu with Si02 was expected and observed when heating the 

sample at 800°C in vacuum for 2-4 hours. Considering bulk properties, only Cu oxide and Si 

oxide compounds are present in the Cu-Si-0 phasediagram [31], mixed oxides or other 
compounds do not appear in the phase diagram. Cu (and its alloys) is also widely investigated 

for use as an interconnection metal in the ultra-large scale integration (ULSI) era of silicon 
integrated circuits [32-34], because of the problem of electromigration of AI (currently 
applied as interconnect material) in these semiconductor devices. In these studies, Si02 is also 
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considered to exhibit a weak interaction with Cu. 
To our knowledge, a rather strong interaction between Cu and Si02 was reported only in 

a few cases. Xu et al. [35,36] performed a temperature programmed desorption {TPD) 

study of Cu evaporated onto a Si02 layer (of 10 nm) on top of a Mo(llO) single crystalline 

surface. They found evidence for Cu species that are strongly bonded to the Si02 surface or 

perhaps even incorporated into Si02• Cant et al. [37,38] reported that in reduced technical 

Cu!Si02 catalysts a fairly strong attachment of precipitated Cu particles to the silica exists. 

Particle migration and agglomeration was negligible. Moreover, they found evidence for 

isolated cu+ species highly dispersed over the silica support and strongly attached to two 

neighboring silanol groups. 

In the study described in this chapter, we find a fairly strong interaction between Cu and 
Si02 in the Cu model catalyst. We will systematically study MSI effects after various 

treatments by studying its consequence for the morphology and composition of the catalyst 

in detail, using a variety of characterization techniques. 

2. Experimental 

The preparation of the Cu!Si02 model catalysts has been described in detail in the 

previous chapter. The substrates used to support the deposited particles were Si( lOO) wafers, 
which had been oxidized using two oxidation treatments: a 500°C dry oxidation for 24 hours 

to produce a 5 nm oxide layer and a 1000°C wet oxidation for 1 - 1.5 hours to produce 394 
nm and 482 nm oxide layers (thickness determined by ellipsometric reflectometry). Following 

spin-coating of a Cu acetate precursor onto the Si02 support (Si wafer with a Si02 top layer) 

and calcination in air at 4500C (using a ramp rate of 300°Cihr), reduction in hydrogen is 

performed in the pre-chamber of the LEIS or AFM set-up prior to analysis. High temperature 

annealing was performed in the ultra high vacuum (UHV) main chamber of the LEIS, AFM 

or AES set-up (with a pressure of about I0-10 
- 10·9 mbar), the temperature being monitored 

by an ex-situ infra-red pyrometer (with an accuracy of± 25°C) and in the case of the UHV
AFM set-up also by an in-situ thermocouple. 

The thermal stability of the Cu!Si02 model catalysts during these treatments was studied 
using UHV atomic force microscopy (UHV-AFM), low-energy ion scattering (LEIS), 

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). 
Experimental details of AFM, LEIS, and RBS measurements are given in the previous 

chapter. 
AES was performed in an UHV set-up equipped with a Varian electron gun and 

cylindrical mirror analyzer (&E/E is approximately 0.3%) and the Auger electrons are detected 
by a channeltron. Cu model catalysts were reduced in hydrogen in the LEIS set-up and 

transferred to the AES set-up using a vacuum suitcase. AES measurements were done in direct 

mode and a differential spectrum was obtained by taking the derivative of the raw data. An 
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electron beam of 8 keV was used with a spot size of about 50 llill and a beam current of 15 
nA. It is reported in literature that reduction of Si02 by the electron beam can occur 

[39,40]. Therefore, the electron beam was focussed on a new position of the sample after 

every measurement to prevent damage by the electron beam as much as possible. In the LEIS 

set-up, charging of samples with a thick Si02 layer was prevented by spraying low-energy 

electrons over the sample. No compensation for charging was applied in AES experiments and 

for samples with a thin Si02 layer in the LEIS experiments. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Sintering 

Sintering of catalytically active metal particles at elevated temperatures is a well-known 

process that deactivates a catalyst due to the loss of metal surface area and the loss of the 

specific properties of very small particles [1,41-44]. Two different "phenomenological" 

models have been reported in the literature to describe the sintering process. In the particle 
migration model, entire particles are mobile and coalesce to form larger particles. In the atom 
migration model (also called Ostwald ripening), individual atoms or molecules migrate to 
adjacent particles to form larger particles. The interaction between the metal and support plays 

an important role in the sintering process and determines which mechanism occurs. If the 

metal-support interaction is weaker than the metal-metal interaction, particle migration 

dominates, while in the opposite case atom migration is more likely. 

To prevent particles from sintering, high surface area supports are used and the particles 

are anchored to the support during preparation. So in order to understand the conditions under 

which sintering occurs, we first have to study how particles are anchored to the support during 
preparation to find out when and how they lose contact. 

The characterization of the Cu/Si02 model catalyst during wet-chemical preparation has 

been extensively described in the previous chapter. A layer of Cu acetate complexes is 
deposited onto a Si02 support (5 nm thick) by spin-coating and both highly dispersed Cu2+ 

species and hemi-spherical CuO particles (with a height of 8 ± 2 nm) are formed after 
calcination in air at 450°C. During these preparation steps, Cu is probably anchored to OH 

groups at the surface of the Si02 support. Upon reduction in hydrogen at 250°C, metallic Cu 

particles are formed both by reduction of the CuO particles and by migration and 
agglomeration of the highly dispersed Cu species. The metallic Cu particles have the same 
particle height as the CuO particles, but are expected to be more spherical. The metallic Cu 
particles are still in contact with the Si02 support but it is expected that the contact angle will 

be larger than that of the CuO particles (see previous chapter). Therefore, we assume that the 

reduction in hydrogen at 250°C reduces the metal-support interaction and that the Cu particles 
partly lose contact with the support by this treatment. 

Then the question arises what will happen if we increase the reduction temperature. After 
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reduction in hydrogen at 350"C in the pre-chamber of the UHV-AFM set-up, a large change 

in morphology is observed by AFM [45]. Before reduction, the particles were 

approximately 15-20 nm in diameter with a height of6 nm. After reduction, the Cu particles 

have a much larger interparticle spacing and also the particle diameter is much larger, ranging 

from 100-250 nm, while the particle height varies between 5-10 nm. Since the particle 

diameter of very small particles observed with AFM {operated in the contact mode) is larger 

than the real particle diameter due to the tip-particle convolution [46], the difference of the 

real particle diameter before and after reduction at 350"C is even larger. Therefore, we suggest 

that the Cu particles have completely lost contact with the support during reduction in 

hydrogen at 350"C and that sintering occurs via the particle migration mechanism. This is 

schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The AFM measurements indicate that the sintered Cu 

particles did not attain a spherical equilibrium shape after the hydrogen treatment at 350°C. 

This may be related to the kinetics of particle growth [ 41]: our conditions used may give rise 

to incomplete particle coalescence. 
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Fig. 6.2 Schematic illustration of sintering by Cu particle migration in the Cu/Si02 model 
catalysts. 
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In order to discriminate between the role of hydrogen and temperature in altering MSI in 

the Cu/Si02 model catalysts, we will focus now on the thermal stability upon annealing in 

UHV of the Cu model catalysts with a thin and thick Si02 support layer. 

3.2 Thermal stabHity upon annealing in UHV of Cu particles on a thin Si01 layer 

The thermal stability of metallic Cu particles on a thin Si02 model support (with a 

thickness of 5 nm} has been studied with several techniques (LEIS, AFM and RBS). After 

reduction in hydrogen at 250°C in the pre-chamber, Cu model catalysts were annealed in the 

UHV main chamber of the LEIS and AFM set-up. LEIS measurements (using 3 keV 4He+, 

a scattering angle of 142", and an ion dose per measurement of 2.1·1014 ions/cm2
) were 

performed at various temperatures. Fig. 6.3 shows the Cu, Si and 0 signal as a function of 

annealing temperature. The signals are measured while keeping the Cu model catalyst at the 

annealing temperature (for 10-15 min.). The LEIS signals do not change significantly when 

the sample is cooled down to room temperature. 
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Fig. 6.3 Results ofLEIS measurements (using 3 keV 4He+, a scattering angle of 142", and 
an ion dose per measurement of 2.1·1 014 ions/cm2

) during UHJ'I" annealing of 
Cu/thin Si02 model catalysts. The Cu, Si and 0 signals (measured while keeping 
the sample at the annealing temperature) are plotted as a functiof! of annealing 
temperature. 
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Fig. 6.3 shows that there is an initial increase of all signals up to approximately 350°C 

prior to a rapid reduction in the Cu signal at higher temperatures. At approximately 620°C no 

Cu signal can be discerned above the background noise. The samples were also heated directly 

to approximately 650°C. In this case, the signal remained initially unchanged after reaching 

6500C, but over a period of 20-40 minutes the signal was observed to decrease and disappear. 

These experiments were repeated in the UHV-AFM set-up. The effect of annealing the Cu 

particles up to 650°C is that the Cu particles become smaller and appear to ball up, leaving 

very small particles on the surface. Following prolonged heating the particles are observed to 

disappear completely. RBS measurements were performed (after sample transfer through air 

to the RBS set-up) before and after annealing, and a clear change in Cu peak area and shape 

was found (see Fig. 6.4). The change in peak area corresponds to a change in Cu loading 

from 1.4±{).1·1 015 Cu at/cm2 before annealing to 6.4±0.5 ·1 014 Cu at/cm2 after annealing. The 

low energy tail of the Cu peak after annealing is related to Cu that is present in deeper 

regions of the sample. We will now discuss which mechanism(s) shown in Fig. 6.1 can 

explain these results. 

The initial increase of all LEIS signals is attributed to the desorption of species adsorbed 

onto the Cu model catalyst following the reduction step. The increase in Cu signal of the 

reduced model catalyst was also observed with increasing ion dose (see Fig. 5.5(b) in the 

previous chapter). From the AFM experiments it is clear that the Cu particles formed on the 

thin oxide overlayer exhibit a balling up and shrinking behavior, and that no sintering takes 

place. This behavior is consistent with the decrease in the Cu signal observed by LEIS above 

350°C and the increase in the 0 and Si signal due to the uncovering of the oxide support. This 

process is considered to be driven either by the diffusion of the Cu through the thin oxide 

overlayer into the Si substrate or by sublimation, since small particles may have a much lower 

sublimation temperature than the bulk material [47]. Furthermore, Xu et al. [36] showed 

that for Cu clusters on a SiO/Mo(llO) substrate the onset of Cu sublimation occurs at 

approximately 6000C for low coverages of Cu (about 0.5 ML). The RBS spectrum obtained 

from a thin oxide sample that had been annealed to 650°C (Fig. 6.4(b)) shows the presence 

of a low energy tail of the Cu peak. This indicates that either the Cu has diffused into the 

SiO/Si substrate, to a depth of abont 800 nm, or has formed massive particles on the surface, 

with thicknesses of about 350 nm. Clearly, the formation of these massive particles is ruled 

out by the absence of particles in the AFM images, indicating that the reduction in the Cu 

LEIS signal is attributable to interdiffusion. After annealing at 6500C in UHV, less Cu was 

found by RBS than before annealing. The difference could be due to sublimation of Cu or to 

the presence of Cu deeper than 800 nm in the Si substrate and in low concentrations, below 

the detection limits of RBS (cf further below). 

Diffusion of Cu through the Si02 overlayer is driven by the reduction in free energy 

arising from the interaction of the Cu with the Si substrate (silicide formation). The large 

diffusion distance of Cu in the Si substrate as determined by RBS is also consistent with the 
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Fig. 6.4 RBS spectra of Culthin Si02 model catalysts (a) before UHV annealing and (b) 
after UHV annealing up to 65U'C The low energy tail of the Cu peak after UHV 
annealing can be attributed to Cu diffusion in the SiO/Si substrate to a depth of 
about 800 nm (see text). 

high mobility of Cu in Si [ 48]. Therefore, it is clear that the oxide overlayer produced by 

oxidizing the Si surface at 500°C provides an insufficient diffusion barrier for Cu and is 

unsuitable for use as a model catalyst support at elevated temperatures. The diffusion may 

take place via defects in the Si02 layer. The interdiffusion of a metal through thin Si02 layers 

in the Si substrate has also been found for other metals such as Co, Ni, Pd, and Pt 

[49- 55]. 

3.3 Thermal stability upon annealing in UHV of Cu partides on a thick Si02 layer 
In order to prevent diffusion of Cu into the Si substrate, thick Si02 layers (400-500 nm) 
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were used. LEIS and AFM measurements have been performed in a similar way as mentioned 

in the previous section and the results are shown in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, respectively. Cu 

LEIS signals of the Culthick Si02 model catalysts show a similar behavior as a function of 
annealing temperature (Fig. 6.5) as observed for the Culthin Si02 model catalysts (Fig. 6.3). 

The Si and 0 signals do not change significantly as a function of annealing temperature. After 

UHV annealing at 620°C, (almost) no Cu could be detected by LEIS when the sample was 

measured at the annealing temperature, directly after cooling down to room temperature, and 

one day after cooling down to room temperature (keeping the sample in the UHV main 

chamber). 
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Fig. 6.5 Results of LEIS measurements (using 3 keV 4He+, a scattering angle of 142°, and 
an ion dose per measurement of 2.1·1014 ions/cm1) during UHV annealing of 
Cu/thick Si01 model catalysts. The Cu signals of 3 samples (measured while 
keeping the sample at the annealing temperature) are plotted as a function of 
annealing temperature. 

However, AFM measurements show a different picture after annealing up to 620°C. 

Features of much larger dimensions are visible after annealing (Fig. 6.6(b)) and also the 
interaction between the AFM tip and the particles is changed dramatically. Due to a much 

stronger tip-particle interaction after annealing, reasonable AFM images (measured at room 

temperature) could only be obtained by using a large feedback value for the deflection of the 

cantilever, resulting in an overestimate of the particle size in Fig. 6.6(b). The number density 
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Fig. 6.6 Results of UHV-AFM measurements ofCulthick Si02 model catalysts (a) before 
annealing and (b) after UHV annealing up to 62(J'C. A large feedback value for 
the deflection of the cantilever was necessary in order to obtain realonable AFM 
images after UHV annealing, indicative of a strong interaction between tip and 
particles. After the experiments on the annealed Cu model catalyst, new samples 
with Cu particles were measured, using the same tip, and AFM images similar to 
image (a) were obtained. This excludes that the new features in image (b) are 
caused by a change in the shape of the tip. 
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of the features observed after annealing is the same (within experimental error) as the Cu 
particle number density before annealing. 

RBS experiments of the Culthick Si02 model catalysts also give results different from that 

of the Culthin Si02 model catalysts. While for Culthin Si02 model catalysts there is clearly 

less Cu visible with RBS which is also distributed over a depth of 800 nm (see Fig. 6.4), no 

change was observed in the RBS spectra of Culthick Si02 model catalysts after annealing in 

UHV up to 620°C. So all Cu is still present in approximately the same region as before 

annealing. LEIS experiments showed that Cu is not present in the outermost atomic layer after 

annealing of the model catalysts. However, Cu becomes fully visible again in LEIS spectra 

after sputtering at room temperature (using 3 keY 4He+ and about 1016 ionslcm2
), indicating 

that Cu is present just below the surface of the sample after UHV annealing. 

For the Culthin Si02 model catalysts, it was concluded that upon annealing in UHV up 

to 620°C interdiffusion of Cu in the substrate takes place and that a part of the deposited Cu 

sublimates or diffuses deep in the Si substrate, undetectable for RBS. The RBS measurements 

of the Culthick Si02 model catalysts show that sublimation of Cu does not occur during such 
treatment. Therefore, sublimation of Cu is also excluded during UHV annealing up to 620°C 

of the Culthin Si02 model catalysts. 

The AFM and RBS results indicate that a different mechanism for the disappearance of 

Cu from the outermost atomic layer of Culthick Si02 model catalysts (Fig. 6.5) takes place 

upon annealing in comparison to the interdiffusion of Cu in the Culthin Si02 model catalysts 

(Fig. 6.3). We will now discuss the possible mechanisms, which are schematically illustrated 

in Fig. 6.1. As should be clear from the discussion above, sublimation, interdiffusion, non

wetting and sintering can be directly excluded. 

Both encapsulation of the Cu particles by the support and silicide formation due to the 

reaction of Cu with the support may give an explanation for the observed results of the LEIS 

and RBS measurements, since it is known that the outermost atomic layer of Cu silicide is 

strongly enriched in Si (for Cu3Si: about 70-80 at% Si) [48,56]. The observation of a 

difference between the tip-particle and tip-support interaction in AFM after UHV annealing 

indicates that the formation of a new compound (silicide) upon annealing is more likely than 

the coverage of Cu particles by the Si02 support. In order to find more evidence for Cu 
silicide formation upon annealing, AES measurements have been performed. Cu silicide can 
be distinguished in an AES spectrum by the splitting of the Si LVV peak at 92 eV into two 

peaks at 90 and 94 eV [57,58]. 

As a reference we have first performed measurements on SiO/Si substrates without Cu 

particles. Fig. 6. 7( a) shows the differential AES spectrum in the Si L VV region of a thin Si02 

layer on top of a Si(100) wafer, in good agreement with spectra presented in the literature 
[59-61]. The AES peak of the Si substrate is clearly visible and at the expected position 

of 92 eV, while AES peaks at 63, 67 and 80 eV can be identified as Si peaks from Si02, 

which are 4 eV shifted to higher kinetic energy in comparison with values reported in 
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literature [59]. For a thick Si02 layer on top of the Si substrate, it is expected that the Si(92 
eV) peak disappears in the AES spectrum. Fig. 6.7(b) shows an AES spectrum of a 394 nm 

Si02 layer (thickness determined by ellipsometric reflectometry) on top of a Si(lOO) wafer. 

The Si(92 eV) peak has almost completely disappeared. The presence of the small peak at 92 
eV may be attributed to a small amount of Si formed by reduction of Si02 by the electron 

beam [39,40]. Upon annealing in UHV, no large changes in the AES spectra occur (see Fig. 

6.7(c) and (d)). 
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Fig. 6. 7 Results of AES measurements (using a 8 keV electron beam with a spot size of 
about 50 p.m and a beam current of 15 nA) of the Si02 model supports. 
Differential AES spectra of the Si LVV region are shown for (a) a thin Si02 

support layer (untreated), and a thick Si02 support layer (394 nm) (b) before 
UHV annealing, (c) during UHV annealing at 620"C, and (d) after UHV 
annealing at room temperature. 

A different result is obtained for Cu/thick Si02 model catalysts. In Fig. 6.8, AES spectra 
of the Si L VV region of Cu model catalysts with a 394 nm Si02 layer are presented after 
various treatments. We will concentrate on the Si region, since no significant changes are 
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expected and observed for the Cu LMM region upon annealing. The information depth of 

Auger electrons in the Cu LMM region (around 920 eV kinetic energy; the inelastic mean free 

path of these Auger electrons is about 2.0-2.5 nm [62]) is too large to observe a significant 

change in the amount of Cu in the topmost surface layer. The AES spectrum in the Si L VV 

region of the reduced Cu/thick Si02 model catalysts (Fig. 6.8(a)) is similar to that of the Si02 

model support without Cu particles (Fig. 6. 7). However, during annealing in UHV a peak at 

about 92 eV starts to grow with increasing annealing temperature and time. A closer look at 

the spectrum measured at 620"C, after the sample was held for 10 minutes at this temperature 
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Fig. 6.8 Results of AES measurements (using a 8 keV electron beam with a spot size of 
about 50 p.m and a beam current of 15 nA) of the Cu/thick Si02 model catalysts. 
Differential AES spectra of the Si L VV region are shown for a model catalyst (a) 
before UHV annealing, and during UHV annealing (b) at 32(fC, (c) at 50(fC, (d) 
at 62(fC for I 0 min., (e) at 62(fC for 30 min., (j) at 62(fC for 2 hours, and (g) 
after cooling down to room temperature after I night in UHV, and after exposure 
to air at room temperature (h) for 5 min., (i) for 2 hours, and (j) for 5 days. The 
inset shows the Si(92 eV) peak splitting for (d), indicating the formation of Cu 
sUicide. 
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(Fig. 6.8(d)), reveals a splitting of the 92 eV peak into two peaks at 91 and 94.5 eV. After 

prolonged annealing at 620"C, the peak splitting disappears which can be attributed to 

additional Si segregation to the topmost surface layer. These results are in good agreement 

with AES measurements on bulk Cu silicides by Frank et al. [57]. They reported a similar 

splitting for alloyed Si (Cu3Si and CUo.95Si0.05 silicides). After heating to 500°C in UHV the 

split Si peak measured on bulk Cu3Si changed to a single peak, much broader than the 

corresponding peak measured on pure Si, which may be a combination of spectra of alloyed 

and unalloyed Si, according to Frank et al. [57]. 

Therefore, we conclude that upon annealing of the Culthick Si02 model catalysts in UHV 

the disappearance of Cu from the topmost surface layer is due to a reaction of Cu with the 

Si02 support to form a Cu silicide. In the next section, we will study the stability of the 

annealed Cu/thick Si02 model catalysts. 

3.4 Regeneration of annealed Culthick Si02 model catalysts 

After cooling down of the annealed Culthick Si02 model catalysts to room temperature, 

LEIS spectra do not alter significantly with respect to the spectra measured at elevated 

temperatures. Cu is still not visible in these LEIS spectra, even after the annealed sample was 

held for one day in UHV at room temperature. However, AES measurements show that after 

cooling down to room temperature the peak at 92 eV slowly disappears untill it has ahnost 

completely vanished after keeping a sample for one night in UHV at room teml?erature (see 

Fig. 6.8(g)). 

Exposure of the annealed Cu model catalysts to air at room temperature shows more 

remarkable changes. After 2 hours of exposure to air, Cu is detected again by LEIS and the 

Cu LEIS signal grows with increasing exposure time even above the Cu signal of the calcined 

model catalyst (before reduction) after more than 37 hours (see Fig. 6.9). AFM shows that 

after 2 hours of exposure to air, particles are visible having similar dimensions and particle 

number density as before annealing. After 2 hours of exposure to air, the interaction between 

the AFM tip and a particle is still somewhat larger than before annealing, but after a few days 

of exposure to air, the tip-particle interaction was similar to that before annealing. AES 

measurements do not show large changes (see Fig. 6.8(g)-(j)), because the additional feature 

caused by annealing (the peak at 92 eV) was already significantly reduced here after cooling 

down to room temperature in UHV. Probably, the Cu silicide formed at elevated temperatures 

in UHV will be slowly covered by constituents of the residual gas after cooling down to room 

temperature. These results indicate that UHV annealing ofCulthick Si02 model catalysts most 

probably results in Cu silicide formation at the surface, while the annealed model catalysts can 

be regenerated by exposure to air at room temperature. 

It is known that in metal silicides the silicon bonding is weakened and that Si in metal 

silicides oxidizes much more rapidly in air than does pure Si due to the weaker silicon bonds 

[57,58,63-66]. Harper et al. [67,68] showed in an interesting study that room-
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temperature oxidation of Si is catalyzed by Cu3Si. They deposited a 100 nm Cu layer onto 

a clean Si(lOO) surface and heated this sample above 200°C in order to form a Cu3Si layer. 

After exposure to air at room temperature for several weeks, an amorphous Si02 layer was 

grown spontaneously to over 1 J..Lm in thickness beneath the Cu rich layer. A clean Si surface 
will contain only a 1-2 nm thick Si02 layer after such a treatment; a temperature of 

approximately 700°C or more is necessary to form a J..Lm thick Si02 layer on a clean Si 

substrate. The growth of the Si02 layer beneath the Cu layer is peculiar, but has also been 

reported by others [69,70]. The ease of regeneration of the annealed Cu/thick Si02 model 

catalysts by exposure to air at room temperature can be understood from the oxidation 
behavior of a silicide as described above and is another piece of evidence for the presence of 

Cu silicide upon annealing in UHV. 
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Fig. 6.9 Results of LEIS measurements during regeneration of the Culthick Si02 model 
catalysts by exposure to air at room temperature. The Cu signals of 2 samples are 
shown as a function of the exposure time to air and are compared with the Cu 
signals of the calcined and reduced model catalysts before UHV annealing. 

4. Discussion of MSI in the Cu/Si02 model catalysts 

In order to come to a more general picture of MSI in Cu/Si02 catalysts, we will first 

describe the results of other studies of the Cu/Si02 systems. The preparation procedure 
(including the choice of the metal precursor and the condition of the silica surface) determines 

how the particles are anchored to the support and determines the MSI strength. The additional 

information from these studies combined with the information about the structure of our 
Cu/Si02 model catalysts after deposition, calcination, reduction, annealing, and regeneration 
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provide a detailed description of a possible "path" of MSI mechanisms in Cu/Si02 catalysts 

in the course of such treatments. This approach gives more insight in the role ofhydrogen and 

temperature in altering MSI. 

Cant et al. [37,38] reported that particle migration and agglomeration was negligible after 

reduction of a technical Cu/Si02 catalyst (with 2-4 run sized Cu particles) in hydrogen at 

300°C and that isolated Cu+ species strongly bonded to the silica support exist after this 

treatment (see also section 4 of the previous chapter). The Cu loading of these technical 

catalysts is in the range of 1-5·1014 Cu at/cm2, lower than the Cu loading of our Cu model 
catalysts (about 1.5·1015 Cu at/cm2). This may give rise to less sintering of the Cu particles 

of the technical catalyst. However, their catalyst preparation procedure (equilibration of non

porous aerosil spheres with an excess of a Cu tetrammine solution, followed by washing and 

calcination in air at 500°C) results also most probably in a stronger MSI than was found for 

our Cu model catalysts. Their work indicates that surface bonding may occur through Cu6+ 

species. 
In a study of Cu model catalysts by van Wijk [71], metallic Cu was deposited by 

evaporation of Cu at room temperature onto a Si( 1 00) wafer with a natural oxide layer (about 

1.5 run thick) and the thermal stability of this model catalyst in UHV was investigated with 

AES and AFM in air after various calcination treatments. If no calcination is performed after 

Cu evaporation onto the Si02 support, severe sintering occurs during annealing in UHV at 
150-300°C. This indicates that this preparation procedure results in a much weaker interaction 

between Cu and Si02 than the interaction after the wet-chemical preparation of our Cu model 

catalysts. It was found that the sintering process occurs via the particle migration mechanism 
as was also indicated by our results (see section 3.1). Calcination at 300°C (in 1 bar of02) 

for about 3 hours or more prevents the Cu particles from severe sintering upon annealing in 
UHV at 300°C. This may indicate again that Cu5+ species play an important role in the 

attachment of the particles to the support. However, van Wijk mentioned that the attachment 

of the particles did not depend on the degree of oxidation, because severe sintering occurs 

upon annealing in UHV if calcination was done for less than 3 hours, while the particles were 

already oxidized to CuO after a few minutes under these conditions. Cu may not be oxidized 

immediately, however, at the particle-support interface. Van Wijk proposed that anchoring of 
the Cu particles takes place by incorporation of Cu into the Si02 support. 

Xu et al. [35,36,72-74] studied Cu/Si02 model catalysts prepared by Cu evaporation 

onto a Si02 layer (of 10 run) on top of a Mo(110) single crystalline surface. The silica film 

was annealed up to 1225°C before Cu deposition (at 90 K) and had similar electronic and 
vibrational properties as those of vitreous silica [75,76], but the silica film is completely 

free of surface hydroxyl groups. A TPD study was performed (with a heating rate of 10°C/s) 

and two desorption peaks of Cu were measured [36]: one major peak at approximately 725°C 
and one minor peak at approximately 1 025°C attributed to a Cu species that is strongly 

bonded to the Si02 surface or perhaps even incorporated into Si02• Furthermore, XPS, IR 
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spectra of adsorbed CO and CO TPD experiments demonstrate that this Cu species is not 
metallic in nature, but has a Cu5+ character [36,72]. During heating in UHV, 3D cluster 

formation of evaporated Cu occurs. Well-resolved CO IR absorption bands and atomically 

resolved STM images suggest that there are several small Cu cluster structures present on the 
surface of the annealed Cu model catalysts with low Cu loading [72,73]. It has been proposed 

that in these Cu model catalysts the strongly bonded Cu species are attached to non-bridging 

oxygen and strained siloxane groups on the Si:02 support [36,77]. In contrast to these 

results, van Wijk [71] and others [28-30] reported that Cu evaporation on SiO/Si substrates 

did not result in strongly bonded Cu species. The difference may be caused by the different 

Si02 support and/or evaporation temperature used in the preparation procedure of Xu et al. 

Due to the high temperature rumealing before Cu deposition, defects may be generated in the 

oxide [78,79], which can be good anchoring sites for Cu in the samples of Xu et al. 

Defects may play an important role in the bonding, incorporation, or diffusion of metal 

atoms into the Si02 support. It has been suggested that during annealing of metals such as Pd 

and Ni on top of a thin Si02 layer, diffusion through the Si02 layer (into the Si substrate) 
takes place via defects in the oxide layer [50- 54]. Cu diffusion in Si02 has been studied, but 

Cu diffusion was only observed after enhancement by an electric field [80,81]. Since no 

detectable diffusion was found when the field was reversed, it is believed that Cu diffuses 

(interstitially) as positive ions in Si02• 

This additional information will now be used to summarize our observations on MSI in 
the Cu/Si02 model catalysts after deposition, calcination, reduction, annealing, and 

regeneration, and discuss the influence of temperature on MSI with and without the presence 

of hydrogen. A schematic illustration of the structure of the Cu/Si02 model catalyst after the 

various treatments is given in Fig. 6.1 0. After deposition of a Cu precursor by spin-coating 

followed by calcination in air at 450°C, Cu is attached to the Si02 support (in the form of 
hemi-spherical CuO particles and highly dispersed Cu2+ species). The strength of the 

interaction(s) between Cu and Si02 is strongly influenced by the preparation procedure. The 

MSI strength determines what will happen on further treatments, as has been illustrated by 

the studies from the literature presented above. The Cu species are fairly strongly attached to 

our Si02 model supports, and it is believed that Cu is bonded to the Si02 support through 
Cu5+ at the interface between the metal and support (Cu5+- 0 - Si - 0) or maybe even 

incorporated in Si02 via defects in the oxide. 

Reduction in hydrogen at 250°C gives rise to non-wetting behavior of the metallic Cu 

particles, but the particles do not lose contact with the support that is probably via Cu5+ at the 
interface (although it was not possible to confirm the presence of Cu5+ by XPS). At higher 

temperatures (HT, here 350°C), reduction in hydrogen results in sintering by a complete non

wetting of the Cu particles. This may occur by the following reaction: 

Cu5+- 0 - Si - 0 
hydrogen 
---> 

HT 
Cu0 + Si02 (1) 
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Fig. 6.10 Schematic illustration of the structure of the Cu/Si02 model catalysts after 
deposition, calcination, reduction, annealing, and regeneration. 

Hydrogen may be very efficient in unlocking the particles because it can reach the particle

support interface relatively easily. Hydrogen is small and has a high diffusion rate in metals. 

It was suggested by Vaarkamp et al. [82,83] that hydrogen may even be accumulated at 
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the interface of supported metal particles. So it is believed that hydrogen is a "good" energy 

carrier to reduce the interface and lose the contact between the metal particles and the support. 

Experiments on our Cu model catalysts showed that reaction (1) cannot be reversed by 

reoxidation in 0 2 at 300°C for 1 hour. A longer reoxidation treatment may be more succesful, 

since van Wijk succeeded in achieving stronger MSI after Cu deposition via evaporation by 

applying the "reverse" of reaction (1 ), a prolonged calcination in 1 bar of 0 2 at 300°C for 3 

hours or more [71]. Also Marchi et al. [84] could regenerate a finely dispersed CuO phase 

from a sintered Cu0 phase by reoxidation of a technical Cu/Si02 catalyst at 300 - 400°C in air 

for 1 hour. 

The role of the temperature in altering MSI will be discussed now. It is not sufficient to 

use only high temperature (HT) to lose contact of the Cu particles with the support, as 

indicated by the annealing experiments in UHV. If a reasonable interaction between Cu and 

the support exists, Cu particles do not sinter upon annealing in UHV but form silicides. For 

Cu model catalysts with a thin Si02 layer (of 5 nm), Cu interdiffusion in the Si substrate 

occurs, probably via defects in the oxide layer, and Cu silicide is formed by reaction of 

diffused Cu with the Si substrate. The Cu diffusion through the 5 nm Si02 layer is probably 

fast enough to reach the Si substrate before Cu will react with Si02• For Cu model catalysts 

with a thick Si02 layer (of 400-500 nm), it is very likely that Cu cannot reach the Si 

substrate. In this case, Cu may react with the Si02 support to form Cu silicide by the 

following reaction: 

UHV 
x CuB+- 0 - Si - 0 ----» Cllx - Si + 0 2 + (x-I) Si02 (2) 

HT 

Regeneration of the annealed Cu/thick Si02 model catalysts by exposure to air at room 

temperature (RT) is supposed to occur by the "reverse" of reaction (2), analogous to the 

proposed reaction by Harper et al. [67]: 

air 
Cu- Si + 0 2 ---» CuB+- 0 - Si - 0 (3) 

RT 

Pretorius et al. [30] assumed the following process to describe the reaction of a metal M 

with Si02: 

---» (4) 

They did not observe that such a reaction takes place for Cu during annealing in vacuum at 

800°C for 2-4 hours (using RBS). However, experimentally they cannot exclude the possibility 

that metals react with the Si02 support over very shallow depths which is expected to be the 

case for our model catalysts. They also used thermodynamical arguments and the assumption 

of reaction ( 4) to predict that no reaction of Cu with Si02 occurs. However, we believe that 

reaction (2) is a better description here and can occur. 
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For comparison, reactions (2) and (4) are schematically shown in Fig. 6.11. The structure 

of the system after reaction ( 4) is based on observations with RBS on evaporated Hf, Zr, Ti, 

Nb, and V metal layers on Si02 supports {quartz substrates and wet-oxidized Si wafers with 

200-300 nm thick Si02 layers) after reaction with the support. Other metals such as Cu, Pd, 

Pt, Ni, Co, and Fe have also been investigated, but showed no signs of reaction with Si02 and 

tended to coalesce or to "ball up" into islands on the Si02 support [30]. 

{a} 
(2) 

---7 M
101
Si 

s;oJ 

(4) 
Mox 

---7 M&S1 

SiO~ 

(b) 

Fig. 6.11 Schematic illustration of the structure of a M/Si02 system after reaction between 
the metal islands and the Si02 support (a) via reaction (2) or (b) via reaction (4) 
as proposed by Pretorius et al. [30]. 

We cannot explain our experimental results on Culthick Si02 model catalysts by assuming 

that the annealed samples have a structure as schematically shown in Fig. 6.11 (b), obtained 

by reaction (4). In order to understand the disappearance of Cu from the surface (see Fig. 

6.5), we assume the presence of Cu silicide at the surface {having a Si overlayer) of the 

annealed model catalysts. The complete reappearance of the Cu LEIS signal after exposure 

to air at room temperature {see Fig. 6.9) is explained by regeneration of the Cu model catalyst 

via the growth ofSi02 beneath the Cu silicide. The room-temperature oxidation of the silicide 

takes place at the interface [67,70], therefore, we also assume the presence of Cu silicide at 

the interface with Si02• These are the reasons to choose for reaction (2) to describe our 

results. 

It will now be discussed why reaction (2) may occur. A first requirement seems the 

presence of a reasonable interaction between the metal and the support before annealing. Both 

the work of van Wijk [71] and Pretorius et al. [30] showed that Cu0 is not strongly enough 

attached to the support to prevent the coalescence of the metal into larger islands after Cu 

deposition by evaporation. Therefore, it is proposed in reaction (2) that silicides are formed 

via the bonded Cu species at the interface. Pretorius et al. [30] predicted whether a reaction 

of a metal with Si02 may occur by determining the Gibbs free energy of the reaction. The 

Gibbs free energy of reaction was estimated by the standard heat of reaction at 25°C and it 
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was discussed that the effect of the entropy, pressure, and temperature could be neglected in 
most cases. For the reaction of Cu with Si02 no value of the standard heat of formation was 

given because the heat of formation of Cu silicides was not known. To our knowledge, this 

value is not well known, but in some papers it has been reported that the heat of formation 

of Cu3Si is about -15 kJ/mol [56,57,85,86]. In order to form a Cu silicide the Si- 0 

bond has to be broken, which costs about 455 kJ/mol per bond in bulk Si02 [87]. These 

values would imply that Cu silicide formation from Cu and Si02 is not possible since the 

Gibbs free energy of reaction is positive. One of the possibilities to make the silicide 

formation thermodynamically more favorable, is that constituents of the residual gas such as 

CO may help to reduce Si02 (by C02 formation), as was suggested by van Langeveld et al. 

[88] for the formation of PtSi from Pt and Si02 in UHV at elevated temperatures. 
We suggest that silicide formation takes place at the metal-support interface via reaction 

(2). Strongly bonded Cu may catalyze the Si - 0 bond breaking, since Cu also catalyzes the 
reverse reaction of Si- 0 formation [66,67,70]. It was shown for the Ti/Si02 system that Ti 

bonded to the oxide can reduce Si02 already at room temperature [89,90]. Liehr et al. 

[91,92) reported that the decomposition of Si02 by production of volatile SiO in a 

Si02(20 nm)/Si system is strongly enhanced by metal impurities deposited on the Si02 surface. 
For AI, Mg, Ti, Si and Ge they have attributed the decomposition to a direct reaction of the 

metal with Si02, while for Ag, Au, Cu, W, Ni, Pd, and Pt it was attributed to diffusion of the 

metal impurity to the SiO/Si interface followed by silicide formation and Si02 decomposition 

at the interface. As was also proposed by Pretorius et al. [30], they excluded a direct reaction 
of the latter group of metals (including Cu) with Si02• However, it has been suggested in 

some studies presented in the literature that a reaction between these metals and Si02 can 

occur, resulting in silicide formation [24-27,93]. 

Furthermore, not only a new compound is formed during silicide formation but also a new 

surface and interface. Therefore, we also have to include the change in surface and interface 

free energies (y) in determining the total free energy of reaction. This has not been taken into 
account by the method of Pretorius et al. [30]. No data are available for the interfacial 

energies. Considering the surface free energies, it is energetically favorable that a Cu surface 
(y"urr(Cu) 1.85 J/m2 at 0 K [56]) is converted into a Cu silicide surface which is strongly 

enriched in Si (y"urr(Si) = 1.29 J/m2 at 0 K [56]). 

The influence of the change in surface and interface energies on the course of the reaction 

may be even more pronounced when the surface and interface areas increase by spreading of 

the formed silicide compound over the support. However, spreading may not occur when it 
costs more energy to create the silicide surface than is compensated by the creation of the 

interface and by the loss of the support surface (y"urr(Si02) = 0.6 J/m2 at 25°C [94]). 

Initially, when Cu silicide islands are formed with a surface strongly enriched in Si, the 
difference between y"urr(Si) and y"urr(Si02) may keep these' islands from spreading over the 

support because of the latter restriction. During cooling down, the Cu silicide islands may be 
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covered with constituents of the residual gas, as indicated by the decrease of the Si(92 eV) 

peak (see Fig. 6.8(f) and (g)), driven by lowering of the surface free energy of the Cu silicide 

islands. Then spreading of the islands can start to occur due to the lower surface free energy 

of the islands by adsorption of adsorbates [95]. Although the experimental conditions for 

measuring the AFM images ofFig. 6.6 do not allow to determine the size of the metallic Cu 

particles and the Cu silicide islands very accurately (see also section 3.3), an increase in area 

of the Cu species after UHV annealing by a factor of approximately 5 - 10 can be observed. 

The spreading of Cu silicide islands is also indicated by LEIS measurements after regeneration 

of the Cu model catalysts. If the Cu silicide islands are exposed to air at room temperature, 

the Cu signals grow to a value that is about a factor of 2 - 4 higher than before UHV 

annealing (see Fig. 6.9). 

In the mechanism that we propose for silicide formation upon UHV annealing, it is 

important that Cu has a reasonable interaction with the support. Heating in hydrogen reduces 

the MSI strength for the Cu/Si02 model catalysts resulting in sintering via reaction (1). 

However, if the metal is more strongly attached to the support, heating to elevated 

temperatures of a silica supported metal catalyst in hydrogen may not result in sintering via 

a reaction similar to reaction (1), but in silicide formation via a reaction similar to reaction 

(2). So very strongly bonded Cu (obtained by other preparation procedures (see e.g. 

[96,97])) or other metals that are more strongly bonded to the silica support may undergo 

silicide formation upon heating in hydrogen at elevated temperatures. 

Silicide formation was proposed after high temperature reduction in hydrogen (HTR) at 

600°C of a technical Pd/Si02 catalyst used in the conversion (hydrogenolysis and 

isomerization) of neopentane [26,98,99]. Acccording to Pretorius et al. [30], Pd silicide 

formation by reaction of Pd with Si02 is not possible. A model of interactions between Pd 

and silica in the course of HTR and regeneration was proposed by Juszczyk et al. [26] and 

is shown in Fig. 6.12. This figure is based on observations focussed on changes in the 

chemisorptive and catalytic properties of the Pd/Si02 catalysts. These "chemical" methods only 

give an indirect indication of silicide formation. Using X-ray diffraction (XRD), more direct 

evidence of silicide formation was found. Although it was very difficult to identify silicide 

phases on the technical Pd catalysts [98], it was much easier to do so on a Pd model catalyst 

(mechanical mixture of Pd powder and silica) [26]. This demonstrates the importance of 

model systems to elucidate the MSI mechanisms in supported metal catalysts. The remarkable 

correspondence between the "path" ofMSI mechanisms proposed for a technical catalyst (Fig. 

6.12) and a model catalyst (Fig. 6.10) also illustrates that the results found by studying model 

catalysts are relevant for technical catalysts. 

Silicide formation gives rise to a change in activity and selectivity of the technical Pd/Si02 

catalyst. A decrease of the activity and an increase of the isomerization selectivity (from 

10-15% up to 70-90%) were observed [98]. So silicides may have interesting catalytic 

properties for new applications. Cu silicides have been used as catalysts to produce 
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Fig. 6.12 Schematic illustration of the interactions between Pd and Si02 in a technical 
Pd/Si02 catalyst in the course of high temperature reduction (HTR) in hydrogen 
and regeneration (from [26)). 

methylchlorosilane from silicon [100-102], one of the main steps in the production of 

silicone based polymers. Another field of application is the use of silicides as interconnection 
material in semiconductor devices [103]. 
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Finally, it is interesting to compare our study of MSI in the Cu/Si02 system with studies 

of the Cu/ZnO system. Supported Cu/ZnO catalysts are industrially applied in the methanol 

synthesis and there is a long term debate about the active site(s) of this catalyst (for a survey 

of the proposed active sites see e.g. [104]). It has been suggested that the active sites 
comprise Cu0 (see e.g. [105,106]) or cu+ that is stabilized by a promotor (zinc oxide: 
Cua+- 0- Zn, or alkali contaminations) (see e.g. [104,107,108]). It has been reported 

that pretreatment and/or reaction conditions do have a significant influence on the morphology 

and the Cu oxidation state of these catalysts [109,110], resulting in a very dynamic 

behavior of these catalysts and making an unambigions establishment of the active site(s) very 

difficult. Our study ofCu/Si02 model catalysts also shows a dynamic behavior of the catalysts 

structure upon different treatments. The preparation procedure determines the MSI strength 

while the MSI strength determines the further path upon heating. Similar as has been proposed 

for Cu in the Cu/ZnO system, a strong interaction of Cu with an oxidic support 

(Cua+- 0- Si- 0) seems to retard the reduction ofCua+. Technical Cu/Si02 catalysts with Cu 

species strongly bonded to the support [96] do show activity in the methanol synthesis that 
could be related to the eu+ concentration [111]. However, the cu+ species are less 

stabilized by Si02 than by ZnO, resulting in a lower activity and rapid deactivation in the 

methanol synthesis under reaction conditions [111]. 

5. Conclusions 

Detailed information about surface and interface phenomena of small supported particles 

can be obtained by using (a) a flat model system to make reliable surface analysis possible, 

(b) a suitable preparation procedure to gain relevant information about the topic of interest, 

and (c) a combination of analytical techniques to fully characterize these systems and to 
ensure a correct interpretation of the data. Our study is focussed on metal-support interactions 
(MSI) in Cu/Si02 catalysts and we have used (a) nanometer-sized Cu particles on oxidized 

Si wafers as model catalysts, (b) wet-chemical deposition by spin-coating followed by 

calcination and reduction as a suitable preparation procedure, and (c) UHV -AFM, LEIS, RBS, 

XPS, and AES as characterization techniques to get a better insight in MSI mechanisms. 

The MSI strength is strongly influenced by the preparation procedure. In general, 
deposition of a metal (precursor) onto the support by metal evaporation results in a weaker 

interaction with the support than by wet-chemical deposition. Upon annealing in UHV, 

sintering of evaporated Cu particles on a Si02 support takes place, while wet-chemically 

deposited Cu particles do not sinter. Heating in hydrogen seems to be much more efficient 
in reducing the contact between Cu particles and the Si02 support than heating in UHV. 

Heating in hydrogen at 350°C results in sintering of the Cu particles in the wet-chemically 
prepared Cu model catalysts. 

Heating in UHV (up to 620°C) results in interdiffusion of Cu through the Si02 layer into 
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the Si substrate for thin Si02 supports (5 run) and in Cu silicide formation for thick Si02 

supports ( 400-500 run). The transformation of the Cu particles into Cu silicide islands 
involves spreading of the silicide over the surface in order to minimize the total free energy. 
The UHV annealed samples with a thick Si02 support can be completely regenerated by 
exposure to air at room temperature for several hours. 

Whether silicide formation or sintering occurs upon high temperature reduction (in 

hydrogen or UHV) of supported metal catalysts is determined by the MSI strength that exists 
before this treatment. 
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Chapter 7 

Surface segregation in supported Pd-Pt nanoclusters 
and alloys 

1. Introduction 

117 

Small supported bimetallic clusters are important in heterogeneous catalysis [1,2]. From 

a technological point of view they are of interest in chemical processes such as catalytic 

reforming of petroleum naphta fractions to produce high octane number components for 

gasolines. From a fundamental point of view they are of interest to elucidate the catalytic 

mechanism(s) on supported metal catalysts. In this case, also (single crystalline) alloys have 

been used to facilitate the study of the bimetallic surface chemistry [3,4]. The outermost 

atomic layer of the surface of these bimetallic clusters and alloys plays an important role in 

the catalytic process and the surface composition determines properties such as selectivity and 

lifetime of the catalyst [1,2]. 

The surface composition of alloys, in particular the composition of the topmost surface 

layer, is generally different from the bulk composition due to segregation processes [5-11]. 

The equilibrium surface composition of bimetallic alloys is generally considered to be 

determined by the following parameters: the temperature, the metal surface free energies, the 

heat of mixing, the metal atomic sizes, and the presence of adsorbates. A prediction of the 

amount of surface enrichment of one of the constituents can be made using theoretical models 

that describe surface segregation (see e.g. [7,12-16]), such as the ''broken bond" model. 

Complications in predicting the equilibrium surface composition arise when absorption 

induced segregation [17], surface segregation of bulk impurities [18-20], a phase 

transition at the surface [21], or sublimation of one of the constituents [18] occurs. 

However, in the case of supported bimetallic nanoclusters the surface composition may 

differ from the surface composition of the bulk alloys. Additionally, the cluster size and the 

interaction between the clusters and support are of importance, which may result in large 

differences in segregation behavior between supported nanometer-sized clusters and bulk 

alloys, as was e.g. illustrated by Gijzeman [22] using Monte Carlo simulations. The cluster 

size may influence surface segregation by the limited supply of atoms and by the reduction 

in coordination number of the surface atoms [12,22-25]. The metal-support interaction may 

influence surface segregation by preferential anchoring of one of the constituents to the 

support at the cluster-support interface [22,26-29]. Since the influence of the cluster size 
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and the metal-support interaction on the surface composition is largely unknown, detailed 

experimental studies of the outermost atomic layer of small supported bimetallic clusters are 

necessary. 

Techniques such as extended X-ray absorption fme structure (EXAFS), X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), electron microscopy, 

IR spectroscopy, and chemisorption methods have been applied to characterize supported 

bimetallic clusters (see e.g. [30-33]). However, each technique has its limitations in 
probing the outermost atomic layer of the surface. Studies using EXAFS require complicated 

data analysis to extract the desired information and data interpretation may be ambiguous. 

Surface analysis techniques such as XPS and AES probe several nanometers deep. As shown 

by Sault [34], it is not possible with these techniques to differentiate between homogeneous 

alloy clusters and clusters in which one component has segregated to the surface for cluster 
sizes smaller than approximately 6 nm. IR spectroscopy of species adsorbed on the supported 

clusters and chemisorption methods only give indirect information about the surface of 
clusters and the surface may be modified by the adsorbates used. 

Low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) is sensitive only to the topmost surface layer (see e.g. 

[35]) and is, therefore, very suitable to study surface segregation as has been shown for 
various bimetallic alloys (see e.g. [36-40]). However, one should be careful in 

performing ion scattering experiments on small clusters because damage by sputtering does 

occur and the sputter yield of clusters may be significantly larger than that of the bulk [41]. 

Sputtering may also change the surface composition by preferential sputtering and radiation
enhanced segregation and diffusion [42-44]. Therefore, static measurements (using a very 

low ion dose) are required. The metal loading of bimetallic catalysts is in general rather low 

(typically 1 wt% metal). The requirement of static analysis implies in this case also the 
requirement of a very sensitive analyzer. The presence of adsorbates on a metal surface may 

complicate ·the determination of the metal surface composition due to the high surface 

sensitivity of LEIS. 
In this chapter, results are presented of static LEIS measurements of supported bimetallic 

Pd-Pt nanoclusters (technical catalysts) after treatments in hydrogen and oxygen at various 
temperatures (in the range of 25 - 500°C}. Bimetallic Pd-Pt catalysts are applied in 

(de)hydrogenation reactions (45- 52], oxidation reactions [53,54], (dehydro)cycli

zation reactions [55-57], reduction of nitrate in the nylon production [58], the 

hydrogen peroxide production [59,60], and the Pd-Pt system is used in electrochemical 
studies [61,62]. The Pd-Pt system has the advantage that it is more resistant to poisoning 

by sulfur and nitrogen compounds than the respective monometallic catalysts (46,63,64]. 

The work of Skoglundh et al. [65] shows that LEIS can indicate surface segregation in 

bimetallic Pd-Pt catalysts. The supported Pd-Pt nanoclusters have been compared with Pd-Pt 
bulk alloys with the same bulk composition as the nanoclusters. The surface composition of 

the Pd-Pt alloys has been determined with LEIS after treatments in UHV, hydrogen and 
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oxygen at various temperatures. The experimental results are compared with theoretical 

predictions of the equilibrium surface composition as a function of temperature. Both Pd and 

Pt-rich samples are studied in order to investigate the influence of the bulk composition on 

the segregation processes. It will be shown that the surface composition of supported 

nanoclusters can be completely different from that of the bulk alloys after treatments in 

hydrogen and oxygen at elevated temperatures. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 The Pd-Pt catalysts and bulk alloys 

Pd-Pt nanoclusters supported on y-alumina or carbon and with different metal dispersions 

have been studied. Alumina supported Pd-Pt catalysts were prepared at the Shell Research and 

Teclmology Centre in Amsterdam (SRTCA) by impregnation of a y-Al20 3 support (200m2/g) 

with Pd and Pt tetra-amine complexes followed by calcination at 320°C in air. It was found 

by dedicated scanning transmission electron microscopy measurements of similar Pd-Pt 

catalysts that bimetallic clusters are present [66]. The metalloadings used are 0.2 wt% Pd 

+ 1.3 wt% Pt (atomic bulk composition ofPd2J>t80) and 0.7 wt% Pd + 0.3 wt% Pt (atomic 

bulk composition of PdgoP~0). A carbon supported Pd-Pt catalyst was obtained from DSM, 

with a metal loading of 6.0 wfl/o Pd + 4.0 wt% Pt (atomic bulk composition of Pd73Pt27). 

In order to get more information about the metal dispersion, chemisorption measurements 

have been performed. The metal dispersion of the Pdzol>tgol Al20 3 catalyst was determined by 

hydrogen chemi50rption using the method of Kip et al. [67]. A HI(Pd+Pt) ratio of 1.36±().1 

was found, which indicates that the metal dispersion is close to 1 and that the average cluster 

diameter of this catalyst is l run or smaller. The Pd~J Al20 3 catalyst is supposed to have 

a similar metal dispersion as the Pd2J>tgol Al20 3 catalyst. Electron microscopy measurements 

of the highly dispersed Pd-Pt catalysts have also been performed. Some clusters with a 

diameter of 2 - 7 run were found. Clusters smaller than 1 - 2 run may also exist since they 

cannot be detected due to the resolution of the electron microscope. In order to investigate the 

influence of the cluster size on surface segregation, an alumina supported catalyst with a lower 

metal dispersion was studied. A Pd80Pt2J Al20 3 catalyst with a higher metal loading (2.26 wt% 

Pd + 1.03 wt% Pt) was prepared as described above and heated in hydrogen at 700°C at the 

SRTCA before LEIS analysis. This catalyst has a metal dispersion of about 0.5, as indicated 

by electron microscopy measurements. The metal dispersion of the carbon supported Pd-Pt 

catalyst is determined by the CO chemisorption method as described in [68]. The metal 

surface area of the Pd73Pt2/C catalyst is found to be 89 m2/g metal, when assuming a metal 

surface density of 1.45·1015 at/cm2 and a CO/metal surface stochiometry of 1. Then the metal 

dispersion is approximately 0.3 and the average metal cluster diameter is about 5 run. 

Prior to LEIS analysis, the catalyst pellets were powdered in a mortar and pressed with 

a load of 1600 kg/cm2 in a tantalum cup. Pretreatments with hydrogen and oxygen (500 mbar) 
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at temperatures between 25°C and soo·c for 30 minutes (gas was refreshed after 15 minutes) 

were carried out in a preparation chamber connected to the UHV chamber of the LEIS 

apparatus. The sample temperature in the preparation chamber was monitored by an in-situ 

thermocouple. 

Polycrystalline Pd2J>tso and Pdgol>t20 bulk alloys were used as a reference and were 

chemically cleaned by etching in an acidic mixture of three parts of HCI (36% concentrated) 

and one part ofHN03 (60% concentrated), followed by washing in ethanol and polishing with 

alumina powder. Sputtering with 3 keV Ne+ (about 150 nA/cm2
) for 16 hours at room 

temperature and at elevated temperature (800"C) was done in the UHV chamber to remove 

any remaining contaminants on the alloys. The absence of contaminants was checked by XPS 

and LEIS. The temperature in the UHV main chamber was monitored by a pyrometer. 

2.2 LEIS analysis 

The experiments have been carried out in the ERISS set-up. This ultra high vacuum 

(UHV) set-up has a base pressure in the low 1 0"10 mbar range which increases to the 1 0"9 -1 0"8 

mbar range during LEIS experiments due to the noble-gas influx. It is equipped with an ion 

source (Leybold type IQE-12/38), a twin anode X-ray source (VG type 427) and an 

electrostatic analyzer. The primary ions are mass selected, focussed and directed perpendicular 

onto the target. Ions scattered over 145° are accepted by the analyzer. The analyzer is a 

double-toroidal electrostatic analyzer, similar to that of the EARISS set-up, which has been 

described in more detail elsewhere [69,70]. Dependent on the polarity of th~ electrostatic 

deflection plates, it can detect positive ions (for LEIS analysis) or electrons (for XPS 

analysis). This analyzer makes a very efficient use of the backscattered particles by measuring 

simultaneously a considerable part of the energy spectrum of the backscattered particles and 

320" of the azimuthal spectrum. In addition the sample manipulator can be scanned under the 

ion beam during measurements, effectively increasing the beam spot and thus reducing the 

necessary ion dose even more. To prevent charging of insulating materials the surface of the 

sample is flooded from all azimuths with low-energy electrons. 

The LEIS measurements are done with 3 keV Ne+ ions at room temperature with an ion 

beam current of typically 1.0 nA and a 3x3 mm2 spot size which results in an ion dose of 

typically 1. 7 ·1 013 ions/cm2 per measurement. Under these conditions static measurements were 

obtained, as shown by the neglegible difference between two successive LEIS spectra from 

supported Pd-Pt nanoclusters treated with hydrogen [71] or oxygen (see Fig. 7.1). 

Previous studies of Pd-Pt alloys [71,72] show that hydrogen and oxygen decrease the 

metal LEIS signals with a factor of 10 or more with respect to the LEIS signals of the clean 

metal surfaces. However, no significant influence of hydrogen or oxygen was observed on the 

quantification of the surface composition of the Pd-Pt system, since the decrease of the LEIS 

signals was found to be independent of the constituent elements for this system [71,72]. 

Furthermore, upon sputtering ofPd-Pt alloys covered with hydrogen or oxygen, the ion beam 
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induced desorption of the adsorbates was observed to be the same for Pd and Pt, as was 

already shown for desorption of oxygen on Pd and Pt substrates by Taglauer et al. (73]. 

The surface composition has been determined by calibration against polycrystalline 

reference samples using equation (9) of chapter 2. Because both the surface concentrations 

(about 1.6·1 015 at/cm2 for Pd and Pt) and the LEIS signals of the Pd and Pt references when 

using 3 ke V Ne+ ions are equal within experimental error, the atomic Pd surface fraction Xp/urf 

has been calculated by SPd I (SPd + SPt). The metal LEIS signal S1 has been obtained by taking 
the peak area of element i after linear background subtraction (as shown in Fig. 7.1). 
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Fig. 7.1 Static LEIS measurements of a Pd8of>t2,/AlP3 catalyst (3.3 wt% metal, metal 
dispersion of about 0.5) after treatment in 500 mbar hydrogen at 40f!'C. 

3. Results and discussion of surface segregation in Pd-Pt alloys 

Before focussing on surface segregation in Pd-Pt nanoclusters, the results for the Pd-Pt 

alloys are presented and extensively discussed in order to determine the influence of 

parameters such as temperature and the presence of adsorbates and absorbates on surface 

segregation in the Pd-Pt system. LEIS measurements of polycrystalline Pd20Ptg0 and Pd80Pt20 

alloys have been carried out to determine the surface composition after heating in UHV, 

hydrogen (500 mbar), and oxygen (500 mbar). 

3.1 Heating of the Pd-Pt alloys in UHV 

The atomic Pd surface fraction Xp/urf has been determined as a function of the sample 
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temperature in UHV (up to about 800°C, which is the limit of the oven) for both the Pd2J>t80 

and Pd8oPt20 alloys (see Fig. 7.2). Prior to LEIS analysis, the samples were sputter cleaned 

with 3 keV Ne+ ions for 16 hours. The atomic Pd surface fraction xp,t•if is measured while 

keeping the sample at the heating temperature (for about 30 min.). The Pd surface 

concentration increases with increasing temperature until at about 700°C the Pd concentration 

does not change much and eventually slightly decreases. Such measurements of a sputter 

cleaned alloy were repeated several times, and every time the same temperature dependence 

of xp,t•if was found. XPS measurements were performed and contaminants were not detected, 

after heating up to 800°C in UHV. 

After sputtering at room temperature, Xpdsurfis 0.15 and 0.70 for the Pd20Pt80 and Pd8J>t20 

alloys, respectively. The small Pd depletion at the surface is due to preferential sputtering of 

Pd. The surface composition of the Pd-Pt alloys at the sputter equilibrium is determined using 

the following expression (see also section 2.3 of chapter 2): 

(1) 

where Y; is the sputter yield of element i and qPd·Pt the surface enrichment factor of Pd in 

Pd-Pt by radiation-enhanced segregation and diffusion. Using YPd = 2 and Yp, = 1.4 for 3 keV 

Ne+ [74] and assuming that qPd-Pt = 1, then at the sputter equilibrium xp,t•if is expected to 

be 0.15 and 0.74 for the Pd2oPt80 and Pd80Pt20 alloys, respectively. This is in good agreement 

with the experimental values and explains the small Pd surface depletion after sputtering at 

room temperature. 

The measured xp,tuif will now be compared with the surface composition at thermodynamic 

equilibrium as a function of temperature. The surface composition at thermodynamic 

equilibrium can be described by the Langmuir-McLean expression: 

suif bulk Q 
Xpd - Xpd • seg 
--- exp(-) 

suif bulk RT Xp1 Xp1 

(2) 

where Q,eg is the heat of segregation, which is the driving force for the surface segregation 

process. Here Q.eg is the energy it takes to exchange Pd surface .atoms for Pt bulk atoms. It 
includes the change in surface free energy (-y1), the heat of mixing (Mlm;x), and the change in 

lattice strain energy [5]: 

Q,eg = (yPt -yPd)·a + Q;~i>:ing + Q.:aln (3) 

where a is the molar surface area. For metals, 'Y can be approximated by using the heat of 

sublimation [75,76]. Since Pd and Pt have the same lattice structure (fee) and almost the 

same lattice parameter (3.890 A for Pd and 3.924 A [77]), the lattice strain effect (Q,.g"'am) 
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has been neglected for the Pd-Pt system. In the ideal solution model for surface segregation, 
Q,etixing is also neglected. Using the regular solution model, i.e. a pairwise bound model of 

the solid in combination with a broken bond model of the surface [12], Q,etixing is a function 

of the regular solution parameter Q, which is equal to M/mix I (xp/"1k·xp/"1'). 

In order to determine Qsego we assume that thermodynamic equilibrium is reached at 

700 - 800°C, since in this temperature range the Pd surface concentration does not increase 

anymore with increasing temperature and eventually slightly decreases. For Ni-Au and Ni-Pd 

alloys, having similar melting points, it was also found that thermodynamic equilibrium was 

reached at 700°C [18,20]. Equation (2) was used to plotxPdsuif as a function oftemperature for 

several values of Qseg (see Fig. 7.2(a) for the Pd2oft80 alloy). The value for Qseg that results in 

the best fit of the data in the range of 700 - 800°C was chosen to describe the surface 
composition at thermodynamic equilibrium as a function of temperature (see solid curves in 

Fig. 7 .2). Using this procedure, we found that the heat of segregation Q,eg = 11.5±0.5 kJ/mol 

for the Pd20Pt80 alloy and Q,eg = 14.5±0.5 kJ/mol for the Pd8oft20 alloy. Qseg varies with the 

bulk composition because the heat of mixing ofPd-Pt is dependent on the bulk composition 

[77]. The variation in the experimental values of Qseg is in agreement with the variation of the 

heat of mixing with the bulk composition as will be shown below. 

Estimates for Qseg in the Pd-Pt system have been made by Chelikowsky [8] and by 

Tomanek et al. [17], using equation (3) with Q,etixing equal to VafM/mix (Vs represents the 

fraction of bonds that are broken at the surface, the factor f takes into account the deviation 

from the average crystal plane due to atomic relaxation and is equal to 0.71), as proposed by 

Miedema for dilute alloys [13]. A value of27.5±0.5 kJ/mol has been calculated, which would 

imply a much stronger Pd surface segregation than we found experimentally. Their approach 

to determine Qseg is useful to make a qualitative prediction but most probably too simple to 

make a good quantitative prediction of surface segregation. 

Kuijers et al. [78] have used a regular solution model with a variable regular solution 

parameter Q to predict the surface composition of Pd-Pt alloys (powders and evaporated 

films), also considering different crystallographic planes ((111), (100), and (110)) and both 
a one-layer and four-layer model. They have used values for the surface free energy at 425°C 

('YPd = 1.98 J/m2 and 'YPt = 2.43 J/m2
) derived from Tyson and Miller [79] and values for 

the heat of mixing from Darby and Myles [77]. They also made a comparison between the 

predicted surface compositions and the experimental values obtained by AES measurements 

after equilibration of Pd-Pt samples with different bulk compositions at 400°C for 16 hours. 
A good agreement between experiment and theory (using the one-layer model for the (111) 

plane) was found [78]. If we plot the equilibrium surface composition at 400°C predicted by 

Kuijers et al. [78] (using the one-layer model for the (111) plane) in Fig. 7.2 for the Pd2oft80 

and Pd8oft20 alloys, an excellent agreement with our equilibrium curve is found. The close
packed (111) plane is assumed to be dominant at the polycrystalline surface of our Pd-Pt 

alloys. Furthermore, Kuijers et al. showed that the atomic Pd surface fraction of the more 
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Fig. 7.2 The atomic Pd suiface fraction as a JUnction of temperature of (a) the Pd2,?t80 

alloy (also showing the influence of the treatment "history'~ and (b) the Pd8,?t20 

alloy heated in ultra high vacuum (UHV). The measured suiface compositions are 
compared with the thermodynamic equilibrium composition based on equation (2) 
and the equilibrium compositions reported in the literature by Kuijers et al. {78] 
and Rousset et al. {80]. The influence of the heat of segregation Qsez on the 
equilibrium composition is illustrated in (a). Equilibrium is reached at about 
70(J'C and the solid curve is the best fit for the equilibrium composition as a 
jUnction of temperature. 
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open (100) and (110) planes are about 10-20% higher than that of the (111) plane. Using a 

four-layer model, they calculated that the surface compositions of the third and fourth layer 

are equal to the bulk composition, while the second layer is slightly depleted in Pd (about 

5 - 10%), and the first layer is enriched in Pd, to approximately the same amount (with a 

deviation of 10- 20%) as was found by using the one-layer model. 
In recent work of Rousset et al. [80], the first layer compositions of (111) and (lOO) 

planes of Pd alloys at 525°C have been calculated using an "advanced" broken-bond model, 

using the equivalent-medium approximation and bond-strength modifications at surfaces. The 

calculated data for Pd-Pt alloys are shown in Fig. 7.2. The calculated surface composition of 

the (111) plane is in reasonable agreement with our equilibrium curve. The difference between 
the surface compositions of the (111) and (100) plane is more pronounced than calculated by 

Kuijers et al. [78]. 

The difference between the measured surface composition and the equilibrium composition 

below 700°C can be attributed to a kinetic limitation. We exclude other effects that can be 
responsible for the deviation from the equilibrium composition such as impurity segregation 

(see e.g. [18-20]), formation of an ordered phase at the surface (see e.g. [21]), and 

equilibration of a sputter-induced altered layer (see e.g. [42,81]). We did not detect 

contaminants with LEIS and XPS during and after the heating experiments in UHV and, 

therefore, the effect of impurities is neglected. The formation of an ordered surface phase is 

also not expected to take place because Pd-Pt alloys form a solid solution ower the complete 
composition range [77,82,83]. Sputtering of an alloy (used for cleaning of the surface) 
is the origin of an altered-layer effect: during ion bombardment, the surface and near-surface 

layers can be altered significantly (several monolayers deep). During heating at lower 

temperature of the sputtered alloy, surface segregation is governed by exchange between 

surface atoms and near-surface atoms of the altered layer instead of the bulk. In order to 
determine the influence of this effect, the surface compositions of the alloys have been 

measured during cooling down to room temperature after heating up to 700 - 800°C in UHV 

to eliminate the altered layer. During cooling, the atomic Pd surface fraction follows the 

equilibrium curve in the range of 700 - 800°C, but deviates from the equilibrium curve below 

700°C staying almost constant till room temperature. This indicates that the altered-layer effect 

is not the reason that equilibrium is not reached below 700°C, but that slow diffusion of the 

Pd and Pt atoms is responsible for the difference between the measured surface composition 

and the predicted equilibrium composition. These experiments also clearly show the influence 

of the treatment "history" on the alloy surface composition below the temperature where 

equilibrium is reached (the kinetic regime), as was e.g. nicely illustrated for Au-Ni alloys by 

Burton et al. [18,84]. 
During heating in UHV below 700°C, the surface composition of the polycrystalline Pd-Pt 

alloys is not determined by the segregation thermodynamics but by the kinetics. Several 

models have been proposed to describe segregation kinetics [10,85-88]. We have used 
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a model of Kristyan and Giber [89) to make a rough estimate of the diffusion coefficient 

of Pd in the Pd20Pt80 alloy. We found values for the diffusion coefficient in the order of 
10-21 

- 10-22 m2/s at 400- 600°C, comparable with values of 10-20
- 10-24 m2/s for bulk self 

diffusion of Pd in a Pd2oPt80 alloy in this temperature range [90]. The slow diffusion at 

T < 700°C results in atomic Pd surface fractions lower than the equilibrium composition. 

Because Kuijers et al. [78] suggested that the equilibrium surface composition of Pd-Pt 
alloys is reached at 400°C using an equilibration time of 16 hours which is a longer heating 

time than used in our experiments (typically 30 min.), measurements have been performed 

after heating the Pd2oPt80 alloy in UHV at 400°C for 24 hours and longer. An atomic Pd 

surface fraction was measured that was higher than after heating for 30 min. but still not at 

the equilibrium curve (see Fig. 7.2(a)). A reason for this may be the presence of impurities 
and absorbates in the alloy in the case of Kuijers et al. They used other types of samples, 

namely powders with 9 different compositions and evaporated films with 2 different 
compositions. The Pd-Pt powders were equilibrated in a hydrogen atmosphere at 400°C before 

heating in UHV. As will be discussed in section 3.3, absorbed hydrogen considerably 
influences the rate of surface segregation and this can explain that Kuijers et al. already 

reached thermodynamic equilibrium at 400°C. 

Finally, we will briefly discuss the segregation behavior in the Pd-Pt system at T < 250°C. 

No change in the surface composition was found in this temperature range for the 

polycrystalline Pd-Pt alloys. We assume that the close-packed (111) plane is the dominant 
plane at the surface of these alloys and believe that at this temperature the mobility ofPd and 
Pt atoms is too low to give rise to surface segregation at the (111) plane. The interpretation 

of the change in the surface composition at 250°C is that exchange of atoms between the first 

and second layer starts to occur at this temperature. If we look at the difference in surface 

segregation between a close-packed (111) plane and a more open (100) plane, as predicted by 

Rousset et al. [80] and shown in Fig. 7.2(a), we may expect that segregation can occur at 
lower temperatures for more open planes surface. This was confirmed by LEIS experiments 
of Pt evaporated on a Pd(110) single crystal using the EARISS set-up [91), and by 

experiments reported in the. literature [92-94] using similar type of samples. An amount 
of 0.5 mono layers (ML) of Pt was evaporated on the Pd( 11 0) surface at room temperature, 

and energy and angle resolved ion scattering (EARISS) measurements showed that about 0.3 
ML was segregated to the second layer while about 0.2 ML Pt was still present in the first 
layer [91]. 

In sunnnary, in the course of heating of polycrystalline Pd-Pt alloys in UHV, exchange 

between the first and second layer becomes significant at about 250°C and Pd surface 

segregation takes place but is diffusion limited below 700°C. Thermodynamic equilibrium 
between the first layer and the bulk is reached in minutes at about 700°C. The thermodynamic 
equilibrium of the Pd-Pt alloys is well-described by a regular solution model. 

Most of the surface science studies concerning surface segregation of bimetallic systems 
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only consider treatments in UHV as shown above for the Pd-Pt system. However, the 

knowledge obtained from UHV studies cannot be used directly to predict surface segregation 

in supported bimetallic nanoclusters under reaction conditions. We also have to know the 

influence of gas adsorption and absorption and the influence of the cluster size and the metal

support interaction on surface segregation. In the next paragraphs we will discuss the influence 

of oxygen and hydrogen on surface segregation in Pd-Pt bulk alloys and in section 4 we will 

discuss surface segregation in supported Pd-Pt nanoclusters after treatments in oxygen and 

hydrogen. 

3.2 Heating of the Pd-Pt alloys in oxygen 

The atomic Pd surface fractions Xp/utf have been determined by LEIS in the UHV main 

chamber after treatments of the Pd20Pt80 and Pd80P~0 alloys at various temperatures in 500 

mbar oxygen (for 30 min.) in the prechamber of the ERISS set-up. The results are shown in 

Fig. 7.3 and compared with the equilibrium surface composition (solid curve) and the 

measured surface composition in UHV (dotted curve) as a function of temperature. The 

atomic Pd surface fraction is slightly higher after heating in oxygen than after heating in UHV 

and it approaches the thermodynamic equilibrium composition already at about 400 - 500"C. 

XPS measurements after the treatments in oxygen showed in some cases a small amount of 

carbon contamination. More contamination was found after treatments at temperatures of 

600"C or higher, deposited on the sample during and/or after treatment in the prechamber or 

segregated from the bulk to the surface of the alloy. Therefore, data obtained after treatments 

in the prechamber at temperatures above 550°C were not included in this study. 

The presence of contaminants may influence surface segregation [18-20). If the 

contaminants have a different interaction with Pd and Pt, enhanced segregation of the 

constituent with the highest affinity for the contaminant may occur. The crosses in Fig. 7.3(a) 

indicate atomic Pd surface fractions that have been obtained after treatment in oxygen of the 

Pd20Pt80 alloy cleaned by sputtering at room temperature but not sputter cleaned during heating 

the sample at a high temperature (800"C). These measurements reveal atomic Pd surface 

fractions that are equal to the surface equilibrium composition, in contrast to the much lower 

atomic Pd surface fractions found after treatments in oxygen of the thoroughly cleaned alloy 

(sputter cleaned at 800"C). Such results have also been found after hydrogen treatments of the 

same alloy (see Fig. 7.4(a)). Segregation of bulk impurities (such as C, 0, Al, Si, P, S, Ca) 

induced by oxygen and hydrogen treatments of the alloy that was only cleaned at room 

temperature may be the reason for this observation. The small carbon contamination (detected 

by XPS) after oxygen treatments of the alloy that was sputter-cleaned at 800"C is not 

supposed to have a large influence on the surface composition of the Pd-Pt alloys, since the 

affinity of Pd and Pt for C are presumably similar. 

Oxygen and other gases can influence the surface composition by chemisorption-induced 

surface segregation [12,17,19]. The difference in the chemisorption energy of an adsorbate 
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Fig. 7.3 The atomic Pd suiface fraction (spheres on dashed curve) as a function of 
temperature of (a) the Pd2j>t80 alloy and (b) the Pd8j>t20 alloy heated in 500 
mbar oxygen. The measured suiface compositions are compared with the 
thermodynamic equilibrium composition (solid curve) and the measured suiface 
composition after heating in UHV (dotted curve). The crosses in (a) indicate 
atomic Pd suiface fractions that have been obtained after oxygen treatments of 
the alloy that was only sputter cleaned at room temperature but not yet at 80(J'C 
(see text). 
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on Pd and Pt has influence on the heat of segregation: 

Q chem=Q +(!!.Hchem_!!.Hchem)·O (4) 
seg seg Pt Pd 

where 8 is the adsorbate coverage. The chemisorption energy of adsorbates on transition 

metals correlates linearly with the oxide formation energy [95,96]. Combining equations 

(4) and (2), chemisorption-induced surface segregation will result in a new equilibrium curve 

with respect to surface segregation in UHV. However, the adsorption energies of oxygen on 

Pd and Pt are the same, approximately -250 kJ/mol [96,97], so we do not expect 

chemisorption-induced surface segregation in the Pd-Pt system by adsorption of oxygen. 

Another explanation for the influence of oxygen on surface segregation may be the 

difference in the kinetics of oxide formation for the constituents: For a Au-Ni alloy it was 

suggested that not oxygen chemisorption but Ni oxide formation is the driving force for Ni 

surface segregation [18,19]. In the Pd-Pt system, it is expected that Pd oxidizes more easily 

than Pt [98-1 00]. So we suggest that Pd segregation may be enhanced by oxygen 

adsorption because of a lower activation energy for Pd-0 bond formation in comparison to 

Pt-0 bond formation, but the equilibrium composition is not changed by the presence of 

oxygen due to the similar Pd-0 and Pt-0 bond strengths. 

3.3 Heating of the Pd-Pt alloys in hydrogen 

The Pd2J»t80 and Pd80Pt20 alloys have also been exposed to 500 mbar hydrogen (for 30 

min.) at various temperatures and the atomic Pd surface fractions xp/"rfhave been determined 

by LEIS after these treatments. The results are shown in Fig. 7.4 and compared with the 

equilibrium surface composition (solid curve) and the measured surface composition in UHV 

(dotted curve) as a function of temperature. The atomic Pd surface fraction is slightly higher 

after heating in hydrogen than after heating in UHV and it becomes equal to the 

thermodynamic equilibrium composition at about 400 - 500°C, as was also found after 

treatments in oxygen (see section 3.2). 

Carbon and sulfur contaminations have been detected by XPS after the hydrogen 

treatments. Most probably, the appearance of sulfur is due to hydrogen-enhanced segregation 

of sulfur as a bulk impurity to the surface of the alloys. As reported in the literature [19], 

heating of metals such as Pd, Pt, Cu, and Mo in a hydrogen atmosphere gave rise to sulfur 

surface segregation probably due to the strong H-S bond, while heating without hydrogen did 

not result in the same sulfur segregation. A different interaction of sulfur with Pd and Pt is 

expected [46,63,64,101], so we cannot exclude a possible role of the sulfur contamination 

in surface segregation in the Pd-Pt system. However, since the amount of sulfur at the surface 

is rather small(~ 0.1 ML), we believe that sulfur does not play a dominant role in the surface 

segregation process here. 
We will now focus on the interaction of hydrogen with metals. Hydrogen chemisorbs 
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dissociatively on transition metals. It can also be absorbed into subsurface positions and it can 

diffuse deeper into the bulk, located on interstitial sites (a-hydride) or on lattice sites 

(p-hydride) [102-104]. The high solubility of hydrogen in Pd is well-known, Pd 

hydride formation does occur and the amount of a-hydride and P-hydride depends on the 

temperature and hydrogen pressure [102]. Pt absorbs hydrogen but does not form a bulk metal 

hydride. Subsurface hydrogen states have been reported for Pt [105-107]. For alloys, 

hydrogen absorption depends on the composition and it is different from the pure metals 

[108]. In Pd-Pt alloys, hydrogen absorption is reduced with increasing Pt content and 

P-hydride formation is completely surpressed for Xp1bulk 2: 0.1-0.2 [109,110]. 

Considering surface segregation, we suppose that hydrogen adsorption will not result in 

chemisorption-induced surface segregation, because the adsorption energy of hydrogen on Pd 

and Pt is the same, approximately -90 kJ/mol [96,97]. Tomanek et al. [17] suggested that 

hydrogen chemisorbed on the surface of an alloy does not induce much surface segregation, 

while hydrogen absorbed in the bulk can change the surface composition significantly. They 

illustrated this in a theoretical study of surface segregation in a Pd-Zr alloy, using a regular 

solution model that was modified to describe hydrogen absorption-induced surface segregation. 

In this method, the regular solution model was modified by adjusting the bond energies for 

the presence of subsurface hydrogen in the top surface layers of the alloy. Szabo et al. 

[ 111] used such a model, taking the top five surface layers into account, to , estimate the 

influence of hydrogen absorption on the surface composition ofPd-Pt alloys (for xPdbulk = 0.15 

and 0.30). They predicted an increase in Pd surface segregation. Since they calc1;1lated for the 

topmost surface layer already a Pd surface fraction of 1 (at 525°C) without the presence of 

hydrogen, an increase of the Pd concentration in the second layer due to hydrogen absorption 

was proposed. This effect was more pronounced for the alloy with the higher Pd content due 

to the larger solubility of hydrogen. 

The influence of hydrogen absorption on surface segregation as discussed 1above would 

imply a change in Qseg with respect to surface segregation in UHV and, therefore, a change 

in the equilibrium surface composition. Since the atomic Pd surface fractions :rn,easured after 

hydrogen treatments of the Pd-Pt alloys are not higher than the equilibrium composition (see 

Fig. 7.4), we do not have an indication that this is the case, but treatment time and 

temperature may be insufficient in our experiments to reach a new equilibrium composition. 

Experiments of Kuijers et al. [78] also indicate that hydrogen treatments of Pd-Pt alloys do 

not change the equilibrium composition. They did not observe a change in the surface 

composition ofPd-Pt alloys after treatments in hydrogen at 400°C for 16 hours in comparison 

to heat treatments in UHV at 400°C where the equilibrium composition was found. The 

presence of hydrogen (or other bulk impurities) in the Pd-Pt samples ofKuijers et al. during 

treatments in UHV (see also section 3.1) may be actually the reason for reaching 

thermodynamic equilibrium at 400°C in their experiments. Our results in Fig. 7.4 show that 

the surface composition approaches thermodynamic equilibrium at 400°C ifPd-Pt alloys were 
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Fig. 7.4 The atomic Pd surface fraction (diamonds on dashed curve) as a function of 
temperature of (a) the Pd2oPt80 alloy and (b) the Pd8oPt20 alloy heated in 500 
mbar hydrogen. The measured surface compositions are compared with the 
thermodynamic equilibrium composition (solid curve) and the measured surface 
composition after heating in UHV (dotted curve). The crosses in (a) indicate 
atomic Pd surface fractions that have been obtained after hydrogen treatments of 
the alloy that was only sputter cleaned at room temperature but not yet at 80(f'C 
(see text). 
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heated in the presence of hydrogen. 

Another mechanism of hydrogen absorption-induced segregation in Pd-Pt alloys may be 

responsible for the enhanced Pd surface segregation. In metallurgical studies of Flanagan and 

coworkers [112-114], a so-called hydrogen-induced lattice migration (HILM) was 

proposed and observed to occur after exposure of Pd alloys to high hydrogen pressures and 

moderate temperatures. They found that a P<40Pt10 alloy separates partially into Pd-rich and 
Pt-rich regions after exposure to 5.5 MPa hydrogen at 175°C for several days. The authors 

suggested that absorbed hydrogen catalyzes metal atom diffusion here. The enhanced diffusion 

of metal atoms may be caused by a copious hydrogen absorption-induced vacancy formation, 

as was shown and discussed for Ni-Pd alloys [115,116]. Since we use a much lower 

hydrogen pressure in our experiments, it is not expected for our samples that a HILM 

mechanism will result in phase separation as described above, but may result in enhanced Pd 

surface segregation to the same equilibrium composition as obtained by heating in UHV by 

a faster metal atom diffusion in the (sub )surface layers induced by absorbed hydrogen. 

4. Results and discussion of surface segregation in Pd-Pt nanoclusters 

4.1 The metal surface composition of Pd-Pt catalysts 

The atomic Pd surface fractions of supported Pd-Pt nanoclusters have been determined 

with LEIS after treatments in hydrogen and oxygen (500 mbar) at various temperatures and 

are shown in Fig. 7.5 and compared with the equilibrium surface composition, The Pd-rich 

catalysts were only treated in hydrogen, since phase separation of Pd-rich bimetallic clusters 
into PdO clusters and Pt-rich clusters may occur by treatment in oxygen at T ;::. 300°C [99]. 

The results of the alumina supported catalysts are shown in Fig. 7.5(a). Fig. 7.5(a) shows 
that the surface compositions of the highly dispersed Pd-Pt/Al20 3 catalysts (with a metal 
dispersion close to 1) are equal within experimental error to the bulk compositions. The 

absence of surface segregation was also mentioned in the literature for highly dispersed silica 

supported Pd-Pt catalysts, indicated by results of kinetic studies [55] and by infrared 

spectroscopy [117]. This is completely different from the segregation behavior in the Pd-Pt 

alloys, where the surface composition is clearly different from the bulk comp~sition due to 
Pd surface segregation (see Fig. 7.3 and 7.4). This difference can be related to the very small 

cluster size as will be discussed below. LEIS measurements of the Pd8oPt2ofAl20 3 catalyst with 

a lower metal dispersion of 0.5 further confirm the importance of the cluster size in the 

surface segregation process. An alumina supported catalyst with a total metal loading of 

3.3wt% was treated in hydrogen at 700°C (at the SRTCA) to obtain a lower metal dispersion. 
The catalyst was transfered through air to the LEIS set-up and measured without performing 

any pretreatment and after a hydrogen treatment at 400°C. In both cases, a cl~ar Pd surface 

segregation was found resulting in a surface composition (xPdsurf = 0.91) that approaches 

thermodynamic equilibrium (see Fig. 7.5(a)). 
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Fig. 7.5 The atomic Pd surface fraction as a function of temperature of (a) the alumina 

supported Pd-Pt catalysts with a high (D close to 1) and low metal dispersion 
(0.5) and (b) the carbon supported Pd-Pt catalysts with a metal dispersion of0.3. 
The spheres are the surface compositions of the Pd2ol't8,JAIP3 catalyst after 
treatment in 500 mbar oxygen. The other markers indicate the surface 
composition after treatments of the catalysts in 500 mbar hydrogen. The solid 
lines show the equilibrium surface composition as a function of temperature. 
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Fig. 7.5(b) shows the surface compositions of the P~3~/C catalyst after treatments in 
hydrogen. This catalyst has a metal dispersion of about 0.3. A clear Pd surface enrichment 
has been found for the carbon supported catalyst after treatment in hydrogen, that increases 

with increasing temperature. Atomic Pd surface fractions of 0.9- 0.95 have been measured 
after hydrogen treatments at 400 - SOO"C, which are close to the thermodynamic equilibrium 

surface fraction of 0.97 and 0.96 at 400°C and 500°C, respectively, as calculated with equation 

(2) using Qseg = 14.5 k:J/mol. When sputtering the hydrogen treated Pd73Pt27/C catalyst with 

an ion dose of about 1016 Ne+/cm2
, always an atomic Pd fraction of0.73 was found by LEIS, 

which is equal to the atomic Pd bulk fraction. Sputtering results here in the average atomic 

Pd fraction due to ion beam mixing and probing of clusters at different depths, or destruction 

of the clusters. 

The surface composition of the supported Pd-Pt nanoclusters is influenced by several 
parameters. In the next paragraphs, we will discuss the influence of cluster size, hydrogen and 

oxygen and metal-support interaction on surface segregation in Pd-Pt nanoclusters. 

4.2 Effect of cluster size on surface segregation in Pd·Pt nanoclusters 

In contrast to the bulk alloys, small metal clusters contain a limited amount of metal 

atoms and the surface atoms of nanoclusters will be less coordinated than surface atoms of 

bulk alloys. Both differences between alloys and nanoclusters can have a significant effect on 

the surface segregation process. 

As indicated by the larger atomic Pd surface fraction of more open planes in comparison 

to that of the close packed (111) plane of the Pd-Pt alloys (see Fig. 7.2(a)), the reduced 

coordination of surface atoms ofPd-Pt nanoclusters may give rise to an enhanced Pd surface 

segregation that is most pronounced for the smallest clusters. However, we found the opposite 

result: Pd surface segregation is completely absent in the highly dispersed Pd-Pt clusters, 
while in the low dispersed catalysts Pd surface segregation takes place to approximately the 

same extent as in the Pd-Pt alloy (see Fig. 7.4(b)). Therefore, we assume that the reduced 

coordination of the surface atoms of the Pd-Pt clusters is not an important parameter for 
surface segregation here. 

Enhanced Pd segregation to sites on the cluster with a reduced coordination (e.g. corner 

sites) may still occur, as was calculated for Pd-Pt clusters by Rousset et al. [118,119]. 

This site segregation may be of great importance for the catalytic performance if these low 

coordinated sites are the active sites of the catalyst. If the fraction of low coordination sites 

is small, site segregation in supported clusters cannot be detected by LEIS because it only 

gives the average surface composition of the clusters. 

Surface segregation can be strongly surpressed by a limited supply of atoms to the surface 
in systems with a relative large number of surface atoms, such as nanoclusters [12,22,23,25] 

and thin films [120,121]. This effect may have a significant influence on the surface 
composition of the Pd-Pt catalysts. The metal dispersion of the catalysts (D), i.e. the number 
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of metal surface atoms divided by the total number of metal atoms, determines whether such 

a cluster size effect is important for the surface segregation process. This can be illustrated 

by the Pd mass balance for a Pd-Pt cluster with dispersion D [12]: 

(5) 

where xp/ is the overall atomic Pd bulk fraction of a cluster, xPd bulk is the atomic Pd fraction 

of the inner (bulk) atoms of the cluster, and xPdsurf is the atomic Pd fraction of the cluster 

surface. Considering Pd surface segregation, the boundary conditions are xp/ s; xpiurf s; 1 and 

0 s; xp/utk s; Xp/. The dashed areas in Fig. 7.6 give all the possible values of xPdsuif as a 

function of the dispersion D that can be obtained by Pd surface segregation in nanoclusters 

(for xp/ = 0.20 and 0.80), as determined by equation (5) and the boundary conditions. Fig. 

7.6 will be used now to give an explanation for the surface segregation behavior in Pd-Pt 

nanoclusters. 
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Fig. 7.6 Illustration of the cluster size effect (limited supply of atoms) on surface 
segregation. The dashed areas indicate the possible atomic Pd surface fractions 
in Pd-Pt nanoclusters with an overall bulk composition ofxp/ 0.2 and 0.8 as 
a function of the dispersion. 

The Pd-Pt nanoclusters that are highly dispersed over the y-alumina support have a metal 

dispersion that is close to 1. As indicated by Fig. 7.6, the maximum equilibrium composition 

that can be reached is close to the bulk composition due to the limited supply of Pd atoms 

from the bulk to the cluster surface. For the lower dispersed catalysts, a PdgoP~J Al20 3 and 

Pd73Pt27/C catalyst with a metal dispersion of about 0.5 and 0.3, respectively, we do not expect 

a cluster size effect on the surface composition on the basis of Fig. 7.6. These predictions for 

surface segregation in high and low dispersed Pd-Pt catalysts are in good agreement with the 

experimental results (see Fig. 7 .5). So the cluster size effect as discussed above explains the 

surface segregation behavior in the Pd-Pt nanoclusters. 
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4.3 Effect of adsorbates/absorbates on surface segregation in Pd-Pt nanoclusters 

As was shown for the alloys in sections 3.2 and 3.3, oxygen and hydrogen can influence 

surface segregation in the Pd-Pt system. Chemisorption-induced surface segregation by oxygen 

and hydrogen is excluded for the Pd-Pt system, since the adsorption energies of oxygen and 

hydrogen on Pd and Pt are (almost) the same. However, other processes in which oxygen or 

hydrogen are involved can affect surface segregation and may be different for alloys and 

supported nanoclusters, as will be discussed in this section. 

The kinetics of oxide formation of the constituents is different for Pd and Pt which can 

result in enhanced Pd surface segregation in Pd-Pt alloys (see section 3.2). In the case of 

small supported bimetallic particles, the difference in oxide formation of the constituents can 

eventually result in phase separation [122]. Chen and Schmidt [99] studied Pd-Pt particles 

of about 5 - 10 run evaporated on a flat Si02 model support using scanning transmission 

electron microscopy. They showed that phase separation of the Pd-Pt particles into PdO 

particles and Pt-rich particles occurs after heating in air for 1 hour at T:?: 300"C for particles 

with compositions Xp0 :::: 0.6 and at T:::: 600"C for particles with composition Xp0 = 0.2. Since 

we stayed below the phase separation temperature for the Pt-rich catalyst and did not study 

Pd-rich catalysts treated in oxygen, we do not expect that phase separation occurs in our 

experiments. For a Pd80Pt2JA120 3 catalyst that was calcined at 450"C in air (usually the 

calcination temperature is about 300 - 320"C, see section 2.1 ), phase separation was clearly 

observed by electron microscopy. LEIS measurements also indicate a change in surface 

composition and/or structure: an atomic Pd surface fraction of 0.6- 0.65 was found, lower 

than the atomic Pd bulk fraction. 

Enhanced Pd surface segregation in Pd-Pt alloys (see section 3.3) can be induced by 

hydrogen absorption. In the case of small supported bimetallic particles, the hydrogen 

solubility may be considerably different from that in bulk alloys. It has been found for Pd 

catalysts that the solubility of hydrogen in Pd particles decreases with increasing dispersion 

[123-126]. Although a lower hydrogen solubility in the nanoclusters may result in less 

Pd surface segregation, it is assumed that this will not give rise to a complete surpression of 

Pd surface segregation in Pd-Pt nanoclusters, as found for the highly dispersed clusters on 

alumina (see Fig. 7.5(a)), since heat treatments without hydrogen (in UHV) still result in a 

considerable Pd surface segregation in the Pd-Pt alloys {see Fig. 7.2). 

Since hydrogen and oxygen treatments do not result in surface segregation in the 

supported catalysts with very small Pd-Pt clusters as well as give rise to surface segregation 

in the catalysts with larger Pd-Pt clusters to approximately the same extent as in the bulk 

alloys, we believe that the effect of hydrogen and oxygen on surface segregation in Pd-Pt 

nanoclusters is not large and that the cluster size has more influence on the segregation 

process, as was discussed in the previous section. 
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4.4 Effect of metal-support interaction on surface segregation in Pd-Pt nanoclusters 

Surface segregation in supported bimetallic clusters can be altered by preferential 

adsorption of one of the constituents at the metal-support interface [22]. If e.g. Pd segregates 

to the metal-support interface and preferentially binds to the support as was suggested for 

Pd-Pt/Al20 3 catalysts by Haro et al. [127], Pd segregation to the surface of the clusters 

may be reduced. This can also be illustrated with a Pd mass balance, in a similar way as done 

in section 4.2 by equation (5), for a supported Pd-Pt cluster with a dispersion D and a fraction 

I of metal atoms in contact with the support, i.e. the number of metal atoms at the interface 

divided by the total number of metal atoms: 

(6) 

where Xpd1111 is the atomic Pd fraction at the metal-support interface. The fraction I depends on 

the particle shape: e.g. supported hemi-spherical particles have a surface to interface area ratio 

of Yz, so I is approximately Yz·D in this case. For very small clusters with D close to 1, I is 

also close to 1. If no preferential metal adsorption at the metal-support interface occurs, xPdint 

is equal to Xpdbulk and equation (6) becomes equal to equation (5). IfPd tends to accumulate 

at the interface, the average atomic Pd fraction in the rest of the cluster xplb+s (= xPdbulk = 

xpi"'1 decreases with the consequence that Pd surface segregation will be reduced and xp/b+s 

can even become 0 if I is high enough. This is shown in Fig. 7. 7 for xp/ is 0.2 and 0.8 when 

xp/'1 is equal to 1. Fig. 7.7 also illustrates that for the low dispersed Pd-rich catalysts the 

effect of preferential Pd adsorption at the metal-support interface does not significantly 

influence Pd surface segregation because xp/·b+s is only slightly reduced. 
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Fig. 7. 7 Ilustration of the effect of preferential Pd adsorption at the metal-support 
inteiface (xp/'1 = 1) on the average atomic Pd fraction in the rest of a supported 
Pd-Pt cluster (xPdO.b+s) for xp/ = 0.2 and 0. 8 as a function of the fraction of metal 
atoms in contact with the support (I). 
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The influence of metal-support interactions (MSI) on the properties and performance of 

a catalyst has been the topic of many studies (see e.g. the previous chapter), however, it is 

still not possible to predict the MSI strength accurately. Both Pd and Pt have a fairly strong 

interaction with an alumina support (see e.g. [128 - 134]). At temperatures above 

500°C under reducing conditions, even Pt-Al [135-137] and Pd-Al [138,139] 

alloy formation have been suggested. Venezia et al. [140,141] observed a shift of 0.5 

eV to lower binding energies by XPS for the Pd 3d and Pt 4f peaks of pumice supported 

Pd-Pt catalysts and attributed this to the presence of a metal-support interaction. For an a

alumina supported Pd catalyst a large interaction between metal and support has been assumed 

to cause a binding energy shift of about 1 eV to higher binding energies [142]. We have 

performed XPS measurements at SRTCA, using an ESCALAB 220i-XL spectrometer, to look 

for similar effects in the highly dispersed alumina supported catalysts. However, we did not 

observe any shift due to MSI. Pd and Pt are most probably bonded to the oxygen of the 

alumina support. As has been discussed in section 3.2, Pd has a higher affinity for oxygen 

than Pt, but we do not expect that the difference is so large that Pd preferentially adsorbs on 

the metal-support interface and prevents Pd surface segregation. 

It is also believed that the interaction of Pd and Pt with the carbon support does not differ 

significantly to affect surface segregation. The interaction of transition metals to a carbon 

support is generally supposed to be weaker than the metal-alumina interaction [143]. This 

may give rise to sintering of the bimetallic clusters on the carbon support at elevated 

temperatures and an increase of the cluster size. The effect of the cluster size on surface 

segregation was discussed in section 4.2. We believe that the cluster size effec~ is the main 

reason for the differences in surface segregation in the Pd-Pt alloys and alumin~t and carbon 

supported catalysts. It is shown that the presence of hydrogen and oxygen and M~I only plays 

a marginal role in the surface segregation process in the supported nanoclusters discussed here. 

5 Conclusions 

Low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) is a suitable technique to determine the metal surface 

composition of supported bimetallic catalysts and alloys. The surface composition of these 

systems can be influenced by the temperature, the presence of hydrogen and oxygen, metal

support interactions, and the cluster size. 

In Pd-Pt alloys, Pd surface segregation takes place and increases with increasing 

temperature. In ultra high vacuum, thermodynamic equilibrium is reached at about 700°C. 

Treatments in hydrogen or oxygen result in an enhanced Pd surface se!p'egation and 

thermodynamic equilibrium is reached at 400- 500°C. The surface compositionofvery small 

Pd-Pt nanoclusters in bimetallic catalysts is different from that of the Pd-Pt ailoys with the 

same bulk composition, after exposure to hydrogen or oxygen at elevated temperatures (up 

to 400- 500°C). The Pd-Pt cluster size clearly influence surface segregation while the effect 
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of hydrogen and oxygen and MSI on surface segregation in the supported Pd-Pt catalysts is 

not significant here. For highly dispersed Pd-Pt catalysts with a metal dispersion close to 1, 

surface segregation is completely surpressed due to a limited supply of Pd atoms from the 

bulk to the surface of the nanoclusters. For low dispersed Pd-Pt catalysts with metal dispersion 

of about 0.3 and 0.5, Pd surface segregation does take place to approximately the same extent 

as in the Pd-Pt bulk alloys. 
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Summary 

This thesis presents an experimental study of surface and interface phenomena in 

heterogeneous metal catalysis. The activation and reaction of species on a metal surface, 

metal-support interactions, and surface segregation in supported bimetallic nanoclusters have 

been investigated. Various characterization techniques from the field of surface science have 
been used, with the emphasis on low-energy noble-gas ion scattering (LEIS), to study Rh, Cu 

and Pd-Pt (model) catalysts. 

The first part of this thesis is focussed on the quantitative analysis of the surface 

composition of a material by LEIS. LEIS is a surface science technique that only probes the 

outermost atomic layer. It is discussed in chapter 2 that the neutralization mechanism of 

noble-gas ions during interaction with a material as well as shielding effects by neighboring 

atoms during the scattering event from the target atom are not well understood and complicate 

quantitative surface analysis. Quantification of the surface composition by LEIS is possible 
but not straightforward, as has been illustrated by examples of some binary alloys and metal 

oxides. In particular matrix effects in the neutralization probability of noble-gas ions have 

been a subject of debate for many years. The absence or presence of matrix effects is very 

difficult to predict. Chapter 2 shows that LEIS measurements of a Cu-Au alloy and CuO 

powder as a function of the primary energy of the noble-gas ions do not indicate that the ion 

fraction after ion scattering from Cu depends on the matrix. Chapter 3 shows that a strong 

matrix effect exists in low-energy He+ ion scattering from carbon. Graphitic and carbidic 

carbon on a rhenium foil have been studied. We propose that for graphitic carbon a very 

efficient quasi~resonant neutralization mechanism takes place, due to the large width of the 

valence band which extends to 25 e V below the vacuum level. This results in an anomalously 

low carbon signal of graphitic carbon with respect to that of carbidic carbon. 

Different mechanisms of atomic ( carbidic) carbon and oxygen recombination on a Rh 

surface have been studied (chapter 4) with Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Rhodium is a good catalyst for the synthesis of 

hydrocarbons and oxygenated compounds and is also one of the main components of the 

catalyst for automobile exhaust gas cleaning. The kinetics of the oxidation of adsorbed 

carbidic carbon on a polycrystalline Rh foil (carbon coverage of 10- 30% of a monolayer) 

by gas-phase oxygen that proceeds by a Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction mechanism, provides 

the value of the activation energy for recombination (170±20 kJ/mol). The activation energy 

slightly depends on the carbon coverage. This approach makes it also possible to obtain the 
activation energy for CO dissociation on a metal surface via microreversibility. An Eley

Rideal type of reaction is suggested for the recombination of adsorbed oxygen and atomic gas

phase carbon. The low value found for the activation energy (near zero) is consistent with the 
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mechanism that this exothermic reaction is too fast for energy dissipation into the substrate; 

the energy is mainly transfered into translational, vibrational and rotational energy of CO. 

In chapters 5 and 6, metal-support interactions in Cu/Si02 model catalysts are described 

in detail in the course of deposition, calcination, reduction, annealing, and regeneration. LEIS 

has been used for compositional analysis of the outermost atomic layer, XPS and AES for 

chemical analysis of the surface (with an information depth of a few nanometers), Rutherford 

backscattering spectrometry (RBS) for quantitative compositional analysis with an information 

depth in the order of micrometers, and ultra high vacuum atomic force microscopy (UHV

AFM) and electron microscopy for analysis of the morphology of the Cu model catalysts. The 

Cu model catalysts have been prepared by spin-coating of a Cu precursor on a flat Si wafer 

with a Si02 top layer followed by calcination in air at 450°C. This results in both highly 

dispersed Cu species (covering 20% of the support) and nanometer-sized CuO particles (hemi

spherical particles with an average radius of 8 nm, covering 2 - 3% of the support) on the 

Si02 model support (chapter 5). Metallic nanometer-sized Cu particles (more rounded than 

the hemi-spherical CuO particles, with an average particle height of 8 nm) are obtained by 

reduction in hydrogen at 250°C, while sintering of the Cu particles occurs aft6r a treatment 

in hydrogen at 350°C. The thermal stability of the metallic Cu particles was studied (chapter 

6) by annealing Cu model catalysts in UHV. After annealing in UHV at 6500C, it was found 

that Cu has disappeared from the outermost atomic layer of the Cu model catalysts for both 

samples with a thin as well those with a thick Si02 layer. Cu particles on a thin Si02 layer 

of 5 nm are unstable at elevated temperatures due to Cu diffusion in the Si substrate, which 

starts at about 300°C. Cu particles on a thick Si02 layer of 400 - 500 nm do not diffuse into 

the Si02 support or sinter during annealing in UHV up to 650°C, but react with the Si02 

support to form Cu silicide islands. The surface of these silicide islands is strongly enriched 

in Si. The model catalyst covered with Cu silicide islands returns to its original state after 

exposure to air at room temperature for several hours. It is not trivial that Cu reacts with Si02 

and forms a sUicide. We suggest that for the transformation of Cu particles into Cu silicide 

islands a fairly strong interaction between metal and support is required. The creation of a 

different· surface and interface during this transformation further contributes to minimize the 

total free energy, enhanced by spreading of the silicide over the support. Whether silicide 

formation or sintering takes place upon high temperature reduction (in hydrogen or UHV) of 

supported metal catalysts is determined by the strength of the metal-support interaction that 

exists before this treatment. 

Finally, surface segregation processes in supported bimetallic Pd-Pt catalysts and alloys 

have been investigated (chapter 7). Due to segregation processes, the surface composition is 

generally different from the bulk composition. In the case of small bimetallic nanoclusters, 

the surface composition may be even different from the surface composition of the bulk 

alloys. The surface composition determines properties such as selectivity and lifetime of a 

catalyst. The surface composition of Pd-rich (Pd8J>tz0) and Pt-rich (Pd20Pt80) alloys and 
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technical Pd-Pt catalysts have been determined with LEIS after treatments at various 

temperatures in vacuum, hydrogen and oxygen. Highly dispersed Pd-Pt nanoclusters on 

y-alumina (both Pd-rich and Pt-rich) with a dispersion close to 1 (particle diameter s; 1nm), 

and Pd-Pt catalysts (Pd-rich) with a lower dispersion of about 0.3 (average particle diameter 

~ 5 nm) for a carbon supported catalyst and about 0.5 (average particle diameter~ 3 nm) for 

an alumina supported catalyst have been measured. A considerable difference in segregation 

behavior is observed between the bulk Pd-Pt alloys and the highly dispersed Pd-Pt 

nanoclusters. In the alloys, Pd surface segregation occurs and increases with increasing 

temperature. Thermodynamic equilibrium is reached at about 700°C in vacuum. Pd surface 

segregation is enhanced by heating in hydrogen and oxygen and equilibrium is reached already 

at about 400 - 500"C. Below these temperatures, equilibrium is not attained due to a limited 

mobility of the metal atoms (diffusion limitation). The surface composition of the highly 

dispersed alurnina supported Pd-Pt catalysts, however, was equal within experimental error 

to the bulk composition after treatments in hydrogen and oxygen up to 400 - 500°C. Pd 

surface segregation is completely absent in these catalysts because of a limited supply of Pd 

atoms to the surface of the Pd-Pt nanoclusters (cluster size effect). Effects of hydrogen and 

oxygen or metal-support interactions on surface segregation which may result in a surface 

composition ofnanoclusters that differ from that of the bulk alloys have been excluded. We 

believe that the influence of adsorbates/absorbates and metal-support interactions on the 

surface composition of Pd-Pt nanocluster is too small to surpress Pd surface segregation 

completely. A large effect of the reduced coordination of nanocluster surface atoms on surface 

segregation is also excluded, because it should give rise to an enhanced Pd surface 

segregation. In the lower dispersed catalysts, the surface of the supported Pd-Pt clusters is 

clearly enriched in Pd after treatment in hydrogen and Pd surface segregation increases with 

increasing temperature to approximately the same extent as in the Pd-Pt bulk alloys. 
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Samenvatting 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een experimentele studie van oppervlak:te en grenslaag-processen 

die optreden in heterogene metaalkatalyse. Het betreft hierbij de activering en reactie van 

reactanten op een metaaloppervlak, metaal-drager interacties, en oppervlak:tesegregatie in 

kleine bimetallische clusters op drager. Verscheidene karak:terisatietechnieken gericht op 

oppervlak:teanalyse zijn gebruikt voor het bestuderen van rhodium (Rh), koper (Cu) en 

palladium-platina (Pd-Pt) (model)katalysatoren. De nadruk ligt hierbij op !age energie ionen 

verstrooiing (LEIS) 

Het eerste gedeelte van dit proefschrift gaat over de k:wantitatieve analyse van de 

oppervlak:tesamenstelling van een materiaal met behulp van LEIS. LEIS is een oppervlak:te 

analysetechniek die selectief gevoelig is voor de allerbuitenste atoomlaag. Dit maak:t deze 

techniek geschik:t voor onderzoek aan katalysatoren omdat de allerbuitenste atoomlaag erg 

belangrijk is voor de katalytische activiteit. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt besproken hoe de 

k:wantificatie van de oppervlak:tesamenstelling m.b.v. LEIS kan worden uitgevoerd, welke 

complicaties hierbij kunnen optreden en welke aannamen hierbij worden gemaak:t. Het 

neutralisatiemechanisme van edelgasionen tijdens de interactie met een materiaal en 

afschermeffecten van naburige atomen tijdens het verstrooien aan een atoom zijn nog niet 

voldoende bekend en begrepen. Dit bemoeilijkt de k:wantitatieve oppervlak:teanalyse. Eukele 

voorbeelden van onderzoek aan bimetallische legeringen en metaaloxiden laten zien dat 

k:wantificatie van de oppervlaktesamenstelling m.b.v. LEIS mogelijk is maar niet eenvoudig. 

Matrixeffecten in de neutralisatiewaarschijnlijkheid van edelgasionen zijn reeds lange tijd het 

onderwerp van discussie en de aanwezigheid of afwezigheid van deze effecten is zeer moeilijk 

voorspelbaar. Een indicatie van matrixeffecten kan worden verkregen uit experimenten waarin 

LEIS signalen als functie van de primaire energie van de edelgasionen worden bepaald. Er 

is geen indicatie gevonden in LEIS metingen aan een Cu-Au legering en een CuO poeder 

(hoofdstuk 2) dat de edelgasionenfractie na verstrooiing aan een Cu oppervlakteatoom afhangt 

van de matrix waarin het Cu atoom zich bevindt. Hoofdstuk 3 toont aan dat er een zeer groot 
matrixeffect bestaat in lage energie He+ verstrooiing aan koolstof. Zowel graphitisch als 

carbidisch koolstof op een rhenium folie zijn bestudeerd met LEIS. We stellen voor dat er een 
erg efficient quasi-resonant neutralisatiemechanisme plaats vindt tijdens He+ verstrooiing aan 

graphitisch koolstof, vanwege de brede valentieband die zich uitstrekt tot 25 eV onder het 
vacuumniveau voor dit type koolstof. Hierdoor vinden we een uitzonderlijk laag koolstof 
signaal voor graphitisch koolstof in vergelijking met carbidisch koolstof. 

Verschillende mechanismen voor de recombinatie van zuurstof en atomair ( carbidisch) 

koolstof op een rhodium oppervlak zijn bestudeerd (hoofdstuk 4) met Auger electron 

spectroscopy (AES) en X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Rhodium is een goede 
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katalysator voor de synthese van koolwaterstoffen en zuurstothoudende molekulen en is ook 

een van de hoofdbestanddelen van de auto-uitlaatgaskatalysator. De kinetiek van de reactie 

tussen geadsorbeerd carbidisch koolstof op een Rh folie (waarvan 10- 30% is bedekt met 

koolstof) en zuurstof uit de gasfase kan beschreven worden met een Langmuir-Hinshelwood 

reactiemechanisme met een activeringsenergie van 170± 20 kJ/mol. De activeringsenergie hangt 

in geringe mate af van de koolstofbedekking. Met deze aanpak kan ook de activeringsenergie 
voor de omgekeerde reactie, namelijk CO dissociatie op een metaaloppervlak, verkregen 

worden. Voor de reactie van geadsorbeerd zuurstof en atomair koolstofuit de gasfase stellen 

we een Eley-Rideal reactiemechanisme voor. De lage waarde (dicht bij nul) die werd 

gevonden voor de activeringsenergie voor deze reactie is in overeenstemming met een 

mechanisme waarbij deze exotherme reactie te snel is voor energieoverdracht naar het 

metaaloppervlak zodat de energie die vrijkomt tijdens de reactie voornamelijk wordt omgezet 

in translatie, vibratie en rotatie energie van het reactieproduct CO. 

In hoofdstuk 5 en 6 wordt gedetailleerd gekeken naar de metaal-drager interacties in 
Cu/Si02 modelkatalysatoren in verschillende fasen van de bereiding en na verhitting in 
ultrahoog vacuum van deze modelkatalysator. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van 

verschillende karakterisatietechnieken: LEIS voor de analyse van de oppervlaktesamenstelling 

van de allerbuitenste Iaag, XPS en AES voor de chernische analyse van het oppervlak (met 

een informatiediepte van enkele nanometers), Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) 

voor het kwantificeren van de metaalbelading, en atomic force microscopy · in ultrahoog 
vacuum (UHV-AFM) en electronenmicroscopie voor de analyse van de morphologic van de 
Cu modelkatalysatoren. We hebben Cu modelkatalysatoren gemaakt door een Cu precursor 

te spin-coaten op een vlakke silicium (Si) wafer die bedekt is met een siliciumoxide (Si02) 

laag gevolgd door verhitting van de modelkatalysator in lucht op 450°C. Na deze 

bereidingsprocedure zijn zowel zeer fijn verdeelde, geoxideerde Cu atomen (bedekkingsgraad 
20%) als CuO deeltjes in de vorm van halve bollen ter grootte van 8 nanometer 

(bedekkingsgraad 2 - 3%) aanwezig op het Si02 oppervlak. Door reductic in waterstof bij 
250°C verkrijgen we metallische Cu deeltjes van dezelfde grootte als de CuO deeltjes maar 
de Cu metaaldeeltjes zijn meer bolvormig. De Cu deeltjes gaan sinteren als de reductic in 

waterstofwordt uitgevoerd op een hogere temperatuur bij 350°C. De thermische stabiliteit van 

de Cu metaaldeeltjes is bestudeerd (hoofdstuk 6) tijdens verhitten in ultrahoog vacuum tot 
ongeveer 650°C. Het blijkt uit LEIS metingen dat Cu (bijna) volledig is verdwenen uit de 
buitenste atoomlaag na een dergelijke behandeling van Cu modelkatalysatoren. Dit geldt zowel 

voor substraten met een een dunne als een dikke Si02 laag. Cu deeltjes op een Si02 laag van 

5 nanometer ("dun") zijn niet stabiel bij hogere temperaturen omdat Cu door de dunne Si02 

laag het Si substraat in diffundeert bij temperaturen vanaf 300°C. Er treedt geen diffusie of 

sintering op voor Cu deeltjes op een dikke Si02 van 400 - 500 nanometer. In dit laatste geval 
reageert Cu met de Si02 drager bij hogere temperatuur en worden er Cu silicide eilanden op 
het oppervlak van de modelkatalysator gevormd. Het oppervlak van deze silicide eilanden is 
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sterk verrijkt in Si. De modelkatalysator bedekt met Cu silicide eilanden keert weer terug naar 

zijn oorspronkelijke toestand als deze enkele uren blootgesteld wordt aan lucht bij 

kamertemperatuur. Het is niet triviaal dat Cu reageert met Si02 en een silicide vormt. We 

gel oven dat er een tamelijk sterke interactie · tussen metaal en drager moet bestaan om Cu 

metaaldeeltjes om te zetten in Cu silicide eilanden. Tijdens deze omzetting worden andere 

oppervlakken en grenslagen gecreerd die verder bijdragen aan het minimaliseren van de totale 

energie. Deze bijdrage wordt nog vergroot door het spreiden van de Cu silicide eilanden over 

de drager. De sterkte van de metaal-drager interactie bepaalt of er silicidevorming of sintering 

optreedt tijdens reductie op hogere temperatuur (in waterstof of ultrahoog vacuum). 

Tenslotte zijn oppervlaktesegregatie processen bestudeerd in gedragen bimetallische Pd-Pt 

katalysatoren en Pd-Pt bulklegeringen (hoofdstuk 7). De oppervlaktesamenstelling van een 

materiaal is meestal anders dan de bulksamenstelling ten gevolge van oppervlaktesegregatie 

processen. In het geval van kleine bimetallische clusters kan het zelfs zo zijn dat de 

oppervlaktesamenstelling duidelijk afwijkt van die van de bulklegeringen. De oppervlakte

samenstelling heeft grote invloed op eigenschappen zoals selectiviteit en levensduur van een 

katalysator. De oppervlaktesamenstelling van Pd rijke (Pd8J>~0) en Pt rijke (Pd20Pt80) 

legeringen en industrieele Pd-Pt katalysatoren zijn bepaald met LEIS na behandelingen in 

vacuum, waterstof en zuurstof bij verschillende temperaturen. Er zijn metingen gedaan aan 

hoog gedispergeerde Pd-Pt clusters (zowel Pd als Pt rijk) op een y-alumina drager met een 

dispersie dicht bij 1 (deeltjesdiameter::;; l nm), en Pd rijke katalysatoren met een lagere 

metaaldispersie van ongeveer 0.3 (gemiddelde deeltjesdiameter R> 5 nm) voor een koolstof 

gedragen katalysator en ongeveer 0.5 (gemiddelde deeltjesdiameter R> 3 nm) voor een alumina 

gedragen katalysator. Er is een groot verschil in segregatiegedrag gevonden tussen de Pd-Pt 

bulklegeringen en de hoog gedispergeerde Pd-Pt clusters. Pd segregeert naar het oppervlak van 

de legeringen en de Pd verrijking van het oppervlak neemt toe bij hogere temperatuur. De 

thermodynamische evenwichtssamenstelling van het oppervlak wordt bereikt bij ongeveer 

700°C tijdens verhitten in ultrahoog vacuum. Pd oppervlaktesegregatie wordt versneld tijdens 

verhitten in waterstof ofzuurstof en het evenwicht wordt al bereikt bij ongeveer 400 - 500°C. 

Bij lagere temperaturen wordt de evenwichts-oppervlaktesamenstelling niet bereikt vanwege 

een beperkte mobiliteit van de metaalatomen ( diffusielimitering). De oppervlaktesamenstelling 

van de hoog gedispergeerde Pd-Pt clusters op alumina is echter gelijk (binnen de meetfout) 

aan de bulksamenstelling na behandelingen in waterstof en zuurstof. Pd oppervlaktesegregatie 

is volledig afwezig in deze katalysatoren omdat de toevoer van Pd atomen naar het oppervlak 

van deze kleine clusters wordt beperkt door de beperkte hoeveelheid Pd atomen die in de 

clusters aanwezig zijn (clustergrootte effect). De aanwezigheid van waterstof of zuurstof en 

metaal-drager interacties hebben geen grote invloed op het segregatiegedrag van gedragen 

Pd-Pt clusters. Verder wordt een grote invloed van de lage coordinatie van oppervlakteatomen 

in de bimetallische clusters uitgesloten omdat hierdoor een versterkte Pd oppervlaktesegregatie 

zou moeten optreden. Het oppervlak van de laag gedispergeerde Pd-Pt katalysatoren is 
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duidelijk verrijkt in Pd na behandeling in waterstof en deze verrijking is hoger bij hogere 
temperatuur, volgens een vergelijkbaar verloop als gevonden was voor de Pd-Pt 
bulklegeringen. 
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Quantificatie van de oppervlalctesamenstelling van een materiaal met behulp van LEIS is 
zodanig complex dat hieraan een volledig promotieonderzoek gewijd zou moeten worden. 
Dit proefschrifl (hoofdstuk 2 en 1) 

], 

In tegenstelling tot de bewering van Pretorius et al. kan Cu wel degelijk met Si02 reageren 

en een silicide vormen. 
R. Pretorius, .l.M. Harris ami M.-A. Nicolet, Solid State Electronics 21 (1978) 667. 

Dit procfschrifl (hoofdstuk 6) 

3. 
De oppervlaktesegregatie van metaalatomen in bimetallische nanoclusters kan aanzienlijk 
afwijken van het segregatiegedrag in bimetallische bulklegeringen. 
Dit proefschrifl (hoofdstul! 7) 

4. 

Het gemeten LEED patroon van een Au!Si(IOO) systeem verhit tot 850°C is niet in 
overeenstemming met een (\126x3) structuur zoals voorgesteld is door Oura et al. of een 

(V26x3) + (5x3) structuur zoals voorgesteld is door Lin et al., maar een gesplitste (5x3) 

structuur. 
K. Oura, Y. MaM11o and T. Hanawa, Japan J. Appi. Phys. 15 (1976) 717. 

X.F. Li11, K.J. Wau, J.C. Glueckstein and J. Nogaml, Phys. Rev. B 47 (1993) 1671. 

5. 
Door gebruik te maken van de frictiemode in atomic force microscopy (AFM) kunnen 
atomaire details op een oppervlak zichtbaar worden gemaakt die in de topografische mode 
niet waameembaar zijn, 

6. 
Het spreiden van dezelfde wetenschappelijke resultaten over verscheidene publicaties is 
niet bevordelijk voor een overlichtelijke kennisoverdracht naar de lezers, maar alleen 
bevordelijk voor de naamsbekendheid van de auteurs. 
X. Xu et al., Appl. l'hys. Lett. 61 (1992) 1799; Selence 258 (1992) 788; Surf. Sei. 284 (1993) IOJ: J. Phys. 

Chem. 97 (1991) 68!1; .1. Vac. Sei. Tech11ol. A J J (199!1) 1930. 



7. 

Onderzoek doen is vergelijkbaar met reizen om de wereld: het is op zoek gaan, bet 
onbekende zien, vooruitgang nastreven en uiteindelijk het begindoel proberen te bereiken 

met nieuwe inzichten. 

8. 

Het net heeft voor een revolutie in commwricatie gezorgd: het is niet alleen het medium 
waarmee (intemet) maar ook waarover (sportnet) we tegenwoordig met elkaar praten. 

9. 
Zoals van toepassing is op schoolklassen, zijn kleine gemeenten beter dan grote. 

10. 

Hoewel nieuwe onderzoeksmethoden in de archeologie meer inzicht geven in het "wat, 

waar, wanneer en waarom" van oude culturen, is het nog steeds meer kunst dan 

wetenscbap. 
J.A. Sabloff. "De Maya 's, een nieuwe lqjk ap een oude cultuur•, Deel 35 va11 de WetemchoppelijAe Bib/iotheek. 
Nllluur &: Teclmiek, Maa.<tricltt!Brussel (1994). 

11. 
Om hokjesgeest tegen te gaan zou het begrip "unidentified fuzzy subject" moeten worden 

ingevoerd. 


